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The school has a special position in society. It is perhaps the
only remaining common environment where an appreciation
can be imparted for the values that enable people to be
delightfully different and yet live together. That is why it must
be taught with such a great deal of teaching craft as to be
compatible with a spirit of critical independence.
(Savater, 2001)
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Chapter 1
Introduction of the study

Introduction
This thesis reports a qualitative study of a process of moral learning of teachers that enables
them to become aware of the moral meaning of their teaching practice, of their own frames of
reference, and its impact on their pupils. This study is connected to the principle that all
teachers' actions, whether intended or not, are a moral activity. This claim is widely
confirmed in several studies (e.g. Buzzelli & Johnston, 2002; Campbell, 2008, Carr, 1992;
Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011). Fenstermacher (1990) explains the moral matter of teachers’
actions as follows:
What makes teaching a moral endeavour is that it is, quite centrally, human action
undertaken in regard to other human beings. Thus, matters of what is fair, right,
just, and virtuous are always present. When a teacher asks a student to share
something with another student; decides between combatants in a schoolyard
dispute; sets procedures for who will go first, second, third, and so on; or
discusses the welfare of a student with another teacher, moral considerations are
present. (p. 133)
An additional aspect of the moral meaning of teaching is that it is concerned with pupils'
learning and growth in preparation for their future and with pupils’ development as moral
persons and citizens in a democratic society (e.g. Biesta, 2006; Sockett, 1993). This implies
that the moral meaning of teaching is not restricted to teachers' daily practice itself but also
regards the social context in which teaching takes place. The social context of moral teaching
regards the moral climate of classrooms, the moral lives of pupils, and the character of society
(Fenstermacher, Osguthorpe & Sanger, 2009). From ancient times right through to the present
day the moral meaning of teaching has been an important topic. After all, schools are places
where democratic living-together can be practiced by stimulating and supporting pupils to
become knowledgeable and empathetic citizens of the world (e.g. Husu & Tirri, 2007).
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When interacting with pupils, teachers often need to decide how to act – on the spur of
the moment – while considering whether and how their actions will contribute to the goals of
education and the curriculum, to the pupils' development, to the interests of the pupils and
fellow pupils. This is a complex matter, teachers need to address the needs of their pupils in
the moment itself and at the same time they have to consider what their actions would bring
about to their pupils as a grown-up citizen in the society (Van Manen, 1994).
Teacher's considerations will differ individually because each teacher understands the
meaning of education and teaching from different frames of reference. According to Mezirow
(2000), a frame of reference is a ‘meaning perspective, the structure of assumptions and
expectations through which we filter sense impressions and involves cognitive, affective, and
conative dimensions’ (p. 16). Frames of reference include two facets: habits of mind and
points of view. Habits of mind include broad cultural, social, and political orientations as
religion or a philosophy of life and influence one's view of the world and one’s place within
this world. They inform perceptions and interpretations of the social world and become
expressed as a point of view. A point of view comprises clusters of meaning perspectives that
are ‘sets of immediate specific expectations, beliefs, feelings, attitudes, and judgments’
(Mezirow, 2000, p. 18). For example, a worldview of democracy merges to form a particular
point of view on equality or social justice.
Following this line of reasoning implies that teachers' frames of reference are
represented by an integration of points of view and habits of mind and are built over time in
the culture they have grown up in, their previous professional careers, the climate of the
institution, and their current professional career. The integration of points of view and habits
of mind results in collective assumptions and serves as the basis of teachers' expectations and
prejudices, and plays an important role in how experiences are interpreted and understood.
While interpreting the experience, teachers' thoughts, feelings, patterns, beliefs, and values –
as aspects of their frames of reference – influence their meaning given to the experience.
These aspects are interrelated, meaning that learning can occur when there are changes in
immediate beliefs and expectations or in worldviews. On the other hand, an individual’s
belief may change without the person’s total worldview being altered.
In particular for this thesis, teachers' moral viewpoints refer to what they consider is
right, what is worthy, and what pupils’ development should be like. Buzzelli and Johnston
(2002) argue that, consciously or unconsciously, teachers have moral ideas and moral values
about what they consider as good for pupils. Teachers' moral viewpoints function as
intellectual guidelines in their ways of interacting with pupils and guide their judgement on
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how to act to achieve certain desirable outcomes (e.g. Buzzelli & Johnston 2002; Husu &
Tirri, 2007). In fact, teachers have the principal role in deciding what is good for different
pupils in a particular situation. However, this is a complex matter because only rarely is there
a final solution to make a 'good' decision. This complexity involves three interrelated
complications.
The first regards the relationship between teacher and pupil(s), and refers to which
type of action is good for one's pupils. Teachers will not apply one single coherent moral
value in a particular situation: they differ in their moral values, and therefore in practising
their moral decision-making while teaching, which in turn, results in different impacts for
pupils (Campbell, 2008).
The second complexity focuses on what the school expects of teachers and will
influence teachers’ own understanding of what is needed in their teaching. For example, when
the diversity of pupils increases, teachers are confronted with the question of how to do good
in such a way that pupils with various needs develop as well as possible. Teachers' own moral
viewpoints on addressing diversity can vary from (or even may conflict with) those of the
school. Becoming aware of and understanding the interplay of one’s own frame of reference
and those of the school can help teachers make decisions that are more thoughtful.
Finally, there is the level of society. For example, teachers are confronted with
educational reforms made by policy and government to improve the quality of education
(Veugelers, 2007). Furthermore, social issues come into teaching practice, as these respond to
changing sensibilities in society (Rosenberg, 2013). An example is the discussion of racism or
terrorist attacks, which may result in social unrest that teachers cannot ignore in their
teaching. A multitude of viewpoints, or even conflicting viewpoints and standards, prevail
about what is good teaching in respect of these pre-eminently complex issues with which
teachers are confronted. Teachers are expected to bring a diversity of viewpoints into
discussion in which feelings of uncertainty and doubt can occur in teachers' considerations
how to act in the best interests for pupils.
Besides the influences of third parties of what is good for pupils, teachers have certain
autonomy to make their own decisions, meaning they have a position of power in relation to
their pupils (De Ruyter & Kole, 2010; Socket, 1963; Tom, 1984). This is in line with Hansen
(2001), who pointed out that teachers are constantly, consciously or not, imparting moral
conceptions to their pupils of what they consider as important for their development,
conveying that a certain behaviour is worth enhancing, and that certain forms of development
are better than others. This means that teachers always practise moral values in their teaching
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they find relevant (Veugelers, 2000). For example, a teacher who compliments a pupil for
working independently on a task indicates that autonomy is important for their development.
As a result, other pupils might have the idea that working independently is 'good behaviour'.
This affects the moral climate in the classroom, as well as the development of the pupil as
human being.
According to empirical research, teachers are not always aware of the moral messages
and implications of their own actions and overall practice (Jackson, Boostrom, & Hansen,
1993; Tirri, Toom & Husu, 2013). Teachers' moral values and beliefs are mostly held
implicitly, meaning their own moral values and beliefs remain unquestioned viewpoints of
what teachers consider as good for pupils and why they think this will be the case (Mezirow,
2003; Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011). Knowing and understanding their own frames of
reference might be helpful for teachers to make their decisions and to become aware how their
actions may affect the development of pupils. This is a complex process of considerations,
interpretations, and reinterpretations, and there is no simple system or universal viewpoint
that could guide the way teachers can make decisions. Likewise, teachers' moral viewpoints
and values need to be distinguished, on the one hand, from their own personal and subjective
preferences and, on the other hand, from factual issues and claims of society and the world
(Buzzelli & Johnston, 2002; Soltis, 1986). The more, particular viewpoints and moral values
are personal preferences and cannot be regarded as being the only good one. For teachers,
knowing and understanding one’s own frames of reference can help them to explain to
themselves, to their pupils, to their colleagues and others involved (e.g. inspectorate,
professional community) what they consider as good for pupils and why they think this is the
case. It is this framework of understanding frames of reference on its moral meaning for their
teaching that guided this research.
Research of, for example, Chin and Barber (2010) and Thornberg (2008), shows that
attention to the moral meaning of teaching is not widespread in professional learning
programmes and there is a lack of guidelines on how to support teachers with the moral
meaning of teaching. An international survey by Maxwell et al. (2016) has shown, that can be
called as the shyness of teacher educators, of knowing what the moral meaning of teaching
refers to, and whether the educational curriculum provides opportunities to learn about the
moral meaning of teaching. Furthermore, in teacher education there is little attention for the
role of moral values and beliefs and the implications for teaching practice (e.g. Korthagen,
2004), nor for preparing teachers to cope with pressing social issues (Rosenberg, 2013).
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The heart of this thesis is building a theoretical framework for teacher moral learning
and contributing to empirical knowledge on how teachers can have a better understanding of
their own frames of reference regarding the moral meaning of their practice through such
moral learning. In this introductory chapter, the moral meaning of teaching is further explored
in light of the aim of this thesis, followed by the methodological implications for studying
teachers' frames of reference. Additionally, the research questions, the context, and the
theoretical and practical relevance of the study are discussed. This chapter ends with an
overview of the four empirical studies of this thesis.
The moral meaning of teaching
Although theories of moral teaching are quite diverse, they have in common that they often
touch on topics such as attitudes, values, moral commitment, and social justice (Pring, 2001).
In the literature, two main perspectives of moral teaching can be distinguished: one that
assumes that the morality of teaching needs to be taught, and one from the viewpoint that the
moral meaning of teaching stems from teachers’ conduct in daily practice and their
interactions with pupils (Nucci & Narváez, 2008). Fenstermacher et al. (2009, p. 8) refer to
this distinction as ‘teaching morality and teaching morally’.
Teaching morality is to convey to another what is good or right and is a key element
in, for example character education programmes or other moral curricula (e.g. war policy,
literary characters, species extinction, welfare). Teaching as character formation is centred on
conveying virtues to pupils, including the conscious modelling of virtuous conduct and clear
and explicit descriptions of appropriate behaviour (Campbell, 2003; Rosenberg, 2013). In
other words, this approach assumes that pupils can achieve a virtuous character and acquire
virtues through direct instruction or through associating with virtuous people. Additionally, a
study by Sanger (2001) shows teachers' interpretations of virtues for their pupils can differ.
Although all teachers subscribed the importance of developing virtues among their pupils,
they interpreted differently how morality shows in practice and they differ in what they
emphasise as good, right, and virtuous. Furthermore, educational scholars (e.g. Fenstermacher
& Osguthorpe, 2000; Nucci & Turiel, 2009; Watson, 2008) expressed criticism towards and
concern about character formation because of its direct method of teaching as passive
acceptance. In line with this, Carr (2008) argues that character formation includes the danger
of a behaviourist approach that tends to result in learning that promotes standardisation of the
outcome.
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Teaching morally includes the way in which moral issues are present in teachers’
practice and refers to the more subtle ways how teachers bring moral matters into the
classroom. In their interactions with pupils, teachers are engaged in a process of interpreting
and reinterpreting the experience as part of the decision-making process of how to act.
Teachers' frames of reference are part of this process of decision making (e.g. Nucci &
Narváez, 2008). Such a process refers to questioning what is right, just, or desirable in the
case. This is in contrast with explicitly teaching morality wherein the moral issues within the
academic curriculum itself are explored (Fenstermacher et al., 2009). This thesis builds on the
concept of teaching morally, which is seen as the active process of teachers' interactions with
their pupils and how teachers communicate – intended or not – moral messages.
The process of decision making itself is an internal process and not observable to
others, but can be explored in the process of reflection (Nucci & Narváez, 2008). Studies by,
for instance, Cranton (1996), Reagan, Case and Brubacher (2000), and Schön (1996) confirm
the principle that a process of reflection yields insight into opinions, values, beliefs, and value
judgements. Teachers’ reflection refers to a process of critically examining frames of
reference otherwise taken for granted to better understand how their own frames of reference
play a role in their decisions they make for pupils. Reflection then, is a process of teachers'
critically evaluating their responses to what happening in practice, how they think and feel of
what is happening and what their particular viewpoints are, with which then to interpret an
experience and make sense of it. In the reflection process, teachers could ask questions such
as what education actually means and what their teaching will bring about for their pupils and
society. Due to this interaction between education and society, the question of what is good
for pupils also evokes the question of what education is for and what constitutes a good
society (De Ruyter & Kole, 2010). In line with this, Biesta (2010) argues that teachers’
decisions always involve reflection on the desirability of the impact that is produced by those
means, whether intentionally or not.
Several researchers argued that it is important to gain more understanding of the role
of moral values and beliefs in teachers’ judgements and how these are reflected in teachers’
practice (e.g. Buzzelli & Johnston, 2002; Campbell, 2008; Colnerud, 1997, 2006). Such
understanding may provide teacher educators with opportunities to support teachers with the
moral meaning of their teaching, which is still a missing aspect in learning programmes for
teachers. Of interest for this study are methodological approaches to investigate how teachers
give meaning to the moral dimensions of teaching. This process of giving meaning we have
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referred to as moral sense-making by teachers and defined as a process by which teachers
understand and interpret the experiences of their interactions with pupils.
Relevance of the study
To be able to study teachers' frames of reference, a theoretical framework for moral learning
was developed and has framed the understanding, insight and knowledge gained from
theoretical and empirical literature regarding teachers’ moral learning. The framework is
elaborated in Chapter 2. The aim of this thesis is to study how teachers can develop a more
thoughtful understanding of their own frames of reference and the implications for their
teaching and their pupils. This thesis is relevant from both theoretical and practical
perspectives. First, it aims to contribute to the empirical knowledge of how teachers' frames of
reference can be disclosed, explored, and developed through a process of moral learning.
Furthermore, this study will provide knowledge of teacher learning and development in which
frames of reference, i.e. moral values and beliefs, are central for learning. The practical value
of this thesis is the development of a programme for teachers’ moral learning and will offer
valuable guidelines for teacher educators who attempt to address moral learning in teacher
learning programmes. The central question that guided this research is: What are teachers'
moral frames of reference and (how) can teachers’ frames of reference be disclosed, explored
and developed through a process of moral learning? To further elaborate on this central
question, eight sub-questions were formulated that are further detailed in the paragraph of the
chapter descriptions.
Context of the study
The context of the study was a four-year Collaborative Action Research (CAR) project that
emerged from collaboration between two school boards for primary and special education,
three teacher-education centres, and one university in the Netherlands. The research was
carried out as a RAAK-PRO project and supported by the Regieorgaan Praktijkgericht
Onderzoek SIA1 (Taskforce for Applied Research). RAAK-PRO projects focus on research
innovation in education, in which the research is rooted in professional practice and the
questions are prompted by this professional practice, the so-called 'real-life' situations. The

1

PRO-3-35,with the formal title: De Pedagogische Professional voor het Voetlicht (roughly, ‘The pedagogical professional in the spotlight’).
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two participating school boards consisted of a regional collaboration of primary schools,
including a regional expertise centre (REC) with a group of secondary special education
cluster 2 schools.2 A REC is a partnership of schools in which the knowledge and expertise of
special educational needs are bundled. RECs are available in every region of the Netherlands.
Dutch elementary or primary school has eight grades. These range from a first grade (4-yearolds) to an eighth grade (12-year-olds). The structure of Dutch secondary education has
different streams and graduation ages. Each stream of Dutch secondary education starts with
first grade.
The project emerged from the questions of the teachers of the participating schools.
With the introduction of a new law (Passend Onderwijs, 2012), teachers are confronted with
an increasing diversity of pupils. Teachers find their daily work becoming steadily more
complex, with a growing number of pedagogical questions. The questions of the teachers
focused on how to address the diversity of all pupils and how to improve the educational
quality of their teaching practice where they can offer an appropriate and sensitive
pedagogical climate in alignment with the increasing diversity of pupils within education. The
aim of the project was to enhance the quality of teachers' pedagogical actions in relation to
sustainable development of children (Jacobs, 2011). Within this project, the interpretation of
sustainable development is based on the 'four pillars of learning’ as described by Unesco:
learn to know, learn to do, learn to be, and learn to live together. These four pillars concern –
in addition to focusing on learning outcome – paying attention to pupils’ personal, social, and
moral development. In the context of this project, sustainable development is linked to the
attention to relationship formation, socialisation, and personalisation of pupils. To promote
this, teachers need to be ‘aware of their pedagogical actions, the goals they [...] pursue and the
underlying motives and values’ (Jacobs, 2011, p. 14). This requires teachers to develop
pedagogical sensitivity in their everyday actions in teaching practice (Diemel, 2019; Jacobs,
2011).
Within the activities of the project, a two-part professionalisation programme was
carried out with the participating schools in the period of 2015–2016 in which five primary
schools and two schools for secondary special education participated in this programme. This
involved 21 teachers working in the sixth, seventh, or eighth grade in primary schools and 8
teachers working in the first or second grade in secondary special education. The project

2

Cluster 2 schools focus on children with communication impairments (hearing, language, and/or speech).
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started with teachers’ questions and tensions concerning their interactions with pupils. These
questions were transformed into a research programme with the central research question:
How can moral learning contribute to the development of pedagogical sensitivity of teachers
in primary (special) education, with the aim of strengthening the communicative or social
ability of pupils? The research programme consisted of two main lines of inquiry: The first
line focused on pedagogical sensitivity and the second line on moral learning processes within
collaborative learning for teachers. Pedagogical sensitivity refers to teachers’ interactions with
pupils, and this concept was aimed at teachers ‘maintaining an overview of the educational
situation, grasping its pedagogical relevance, understanding appropriate approaches and
assessing the impact of different ways of behaving’ (Diemel, 2019, p. 277).
A professional learning programme was developed for the participating schools. With
respect to the first line of inquiry, the professionalisation programme consisted of plenary
meetings for all participants and was aimed at teachers' pedagogical sensitivity to develop
their pedagogical capacities in addressing the diverse needs of pupils. In this plenary part,
examples of class situations and fragments of interactions between teachers and pupils were
used to make a conceptual framework that connected the ideas of pedagogical sensitivity from
theory to practice (Diemel, 2019). The second line of inquiry comprised moral learning in
professional learning communities (PLCs) as a way to connect teachers' moral learning with
developing pedagogical sensitivity. The participants of this study worked and learned together
in a PLC on a particular learning theme regarding their pedagogical sensitivity. The school
board agreed to organise the PLCs within each individual school and supported them through
a colleague teacher from the same school (the teacher coach). Almost all coaches had more
than five years of teaching experience, which is, according to Murray and Male (2005), a
prerequisite for being a coach. The professionalisation programme also included a programme
for the teacher-as-coach and was aimed at supporting moral learning in the PLC in such a way
that the learning processes would contribute to a more thoughtful understanding of the moral
meaning of teaching and of teachers’ own frames of reference and their impact for their
pupils.
Methodological approaches
Given the assumption that the moral meaning of teaching is always present in teachers’
interactions with pupils in which teachers – whether intended or not – communicate moral
messages, a research approach is needed that fosters the understanding of the way teachers
make sense of their daily practice experiences. Examining teachers’ frames of reference of
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what they consider as good for pupils and why they think that is pupils’ best interest, will fit
best with a research approach in which experiences can be explored that are embedded in
teachers' own practice. The process of teachers' moral sense-making can be studied through
reflection (Nucci & Narváez, 2008). This means teachers are invited to express, to reflect on,
and examine their thoughts, feelings, moral values and personal beliefs. In particular for this
study, reflection should focus on teachers’ interactions with pupils as concrete and real-life
experiences of daily practice. With this, we join Campbell’s (2008) argument that 'real world'
teaching needs a meaningful investigation within a research paradigm that is qualitative,
inductive, naturalistic, and constructivist. Real-life research considers the real world as a
phenomenon of critical consciousness, behaviour and interaction, reality, truth, and
knowledge that has to be created, experienced, and contextualised (e.g. Denzin & Lincoln,
2000; Van Manen, 1999). In real life research, the focus is to understand rather than to
explain or to measure teachers' real life worlds and it does so by asking them to interpret
specific phenomena from their real life worlds (Walker & Winter, 2007). In this research,
teachers’ real life experiences are their interactions with pupils.
Real-life research is aligned with an interpretative research paradigm and based on the
assumption that social reality is shaped by human experiences and social contexts (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985). The type of moral knowledge is practical and intuitive in nature, less conscious,
and very situation- and context-specific. In real life research, teachers' practice is
characterised as uncertain, unstable, unique, and value-loaded. This is what Schön (1995) has
termed the ‘swampy lowlands’, where issues are messy and confusing and incapable of
technical solution (p. 19). Schön states that research into teachers' reflective practice needs an
epistemology of practice that attends to the knowledge professionals generate through
reflection.
Research design
Interpretative case studies were conducted with the aim to deepen insight into moral learning
of teachers. Fundamental in interpretive research is to set up and carry out fieldwork that is
context-dependent and requires well-considered choices regarding the methodological and
ethical aspects of the research. In this study, these choices are connected with three main areas
regarding the design and execution of this research: (a) recruitment of participants and
informed consent; (b) data collection including taking care of the participants’ well-being; and
(c) the researcher's role in carrying out interpretative case studies. Each area will be further
elaborated below.
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Recruitment of participants and informed consent
In the CAR project, the schoolboards and the universities were equal partners in defining the
research goals and objectives. The schoolboards gave their consent to conduct the research
and they facilitated and supported the professionalisation programme. Although the questions
for professionalisation emerged from the teachers themselves, careful recruitment procedures
were required to ensure that there was no pressure to participate in this research from the
schoolboards.
A kick-off meeting was organised for all teachers and school leaders of the
participating schools, in which the schoolboards introduced the reasons behind and the
importance of the project. Subsequently, the research team presented the research goals and
the research design. The presentation also included the conceptual framework, the overall
research question and sub questions, and the relation with the two main lines of inquiry:
pedagogical sensitivity and moral learning as outlined in the paragraph 'context of the study'.
Furthermore, the teachers were informed that the data would be used for two doctoral studies
and the possible advantages as well as the time investment of participating in the CAR-project
were outlined. Benefits for the participants included enriching the concept of pedagogical
sensitivity by interdisciplinary and dialogical meetings, and reaching a more in-depth
understanding of the complexity of teaching practice.
After the kick-off meeting, all potential participants were provided with written
information (flyer) about the project. The flyer also included contact details of the members
of the research team to address any questions or comments after the meeting. The school
leaders also spread the flyers in the school to inform teachers who could not be present at the
meeting. An extra meeting was held about the research design, the data storage in a secure
environment of the university, and the intertwinement of the research goals. The aim of this
meeting was to ensure that the teachers could make informed, specific and voluntary
decisions. When still interested, teachers were asked to confirm participation to their school
leader and to contact (one of the members) of the research team. We did so to avoid pressure
or feelings of coercion. Next, we worked closely together with the school leaders to conduct
the PLCs in the schools and to design a programme and research approach that would not
result in an unnecessary investment of time. A preliminary PLC-meeting was arranged in the
school with the participating teachers and coaches to further discuss their participation, to
answer their questions, and to assure that their participation was voluntary, and that they knew
that they were free to withdraw at any time.
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Data collection including taking care of the participants’ well-being
The research included observations of the PLC-meetings, making field notes and conducting
interviews with the coaches and focus group interviews with the members of the PLC. In the
PLC, confidential or sensitive issues may be discussed. Therefore, it was agreed that no
names would be given when talking about pupils or colleagues, and that each member had the
right to decide what utterances may or may not be used for data analyses.
This PhD project was part of the CAR- project in which the research goals were
intertwined with the professionalisation programme. I had an active role in this
professionalisation programme as I supported the coaches in facilitating moral learning in the
PLC. Consequently, I had a duty of care and responsibility to act on for both, teachers and
coaches. This means, having attention for building relationships with all participants of the
studies, getting to know them and gaining their trust (Walsham, 2006).
Researcher’s role in carrying out interpretative case studies
In interpretive research from a constructivist worldview, truth is subjective and the researcher
is part of the world under review (Cohen et al., 2009). This means that the interpretation of
the data and data analysis will always involve the researcher's own subjectivity (Walsheim,
2006). In this study, development of a professionalisation programme and research were
intertwined aimed from the outset at bringing concrete change in teaching practice. This
meant, I had a direct personal stake in running the professionalisation and in reaching the
objectives of the project, meaning that this could have an effect on what is happening. For
example, by sharing particular concepts and interpretations that, in turn, may influence the
interpretations of the members of the PCL. Walsheim (2006) set out that it is desirable to
preserve a considerable degree of openness to the field data, and a willingness to modify
initial assumptions and interpretations. This required researcher's transparency, reflexivity,
and an intensive dialogue with the supervisors of the study about how to interpret data and to
present the outcomes.
Content of the chapters
Conceptualising and studying moral learning of teachers and the 'real world' informed
research methodology can be considered as the main topics for this thesis. These topics are
central in each of the five inter-connected studies and consists of one theoretical chapter
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(chapter 2), four empirical chapters and an overall conclusion and discussion chapter (chapter
7).
In the theoretical chapter (chapter 2) the question: (1) What are characteristics of a
framework for learning that support teachers with the moral meaning of their teaching? will
be addressed. From this theoretical exploration, we built a framework for teachers' moral
learning – consisting of four stages of learning – that fits with the main matters of this thesis.
The four stages are: (1) exploring questions, doubts and uncertainties arising from
experiences in teachers’ interactions with pupils, (2) becoming aware of own frames of
reference that determine a certain interpretation of the experience, (3) critical examination of
the frames of reference taken for granted and their implications for teaching practice, (4)
creating a broader, new or different view on teachers’ moral teaching practice through
changes in teachers’ frames of reference.
Chapter three details a case-study. The first stage of teachers’ moral learning is
connected to the aim of understanding how teachers make sense of their interactions with
pupils in terms of their perceived moral tensions and questions and how teachers' moral
values are reflected in their narratives when interpreting their experiences. Teachers’ moral
values were investigated regarding the moral concerns the teachers encountered in their daily
experiences. The questions that will be addressed in this chapter are: (2) What kind of
experiences of moral matters are teachers concerned with in their daily teaching?
(3) How are moral values represented in the process of teachers’ moral sense-making?
Chapter 4 details an explorative case study in which the theoretical framework for
moral learning establishes a connection between moral educational practice with teachers’
reflection of teachers. First, we investigated how teachers give meaning to their experiences
through three types of reflection – content, process and critical reflection – and or a shift in
type of reflection takes place with the use of a critical reflexive dialogue. Second, we studied
how the moral-political dimension occurred in teachers' critical reflection. This chapter
focuses on the following research questions: (4) How do the types of reflection develop among
the participating teachers through the implementation of a critical reflexive dialogue?
(5) How is the moral-political dimension expressed in the type of critical reflection exhibited
by the participating teachers?
Chapter five describes teachers’ moral learning outcomes for which semi-structured
focus group interviews were used. With a focus group interview, participants were invited to
express ideas and share feelings about the learning they experienced during the learning
programme. An open conversation stimulated recall in which comments from others were
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used to complement each other and to give meaning to the learning-processes. The aim was to
get 'in-depth information' about teachers' learning and to discuss their learning from different
viewpoints. This chapter focuses on the following research questions (6) What are teachers’
moral learning outcomes in the context of a professional learning programme? in addition (7)
Which characteristics of the programme did teachers consider as valuable and why?
In chapter six, a coaching approach to support teachers' moral learning in a
professional learning community (PLC) was studied. The four stages of teachers' moral
learning are used as a framework for the study. The research was designed as a case study in
which design perspectives of supportive coaching approaches from literature were combined
with the framework for teachers' moral learning. The data were collected with the use of two
methods: (1) participative observations of the PLC-meetings and (2) semi-structured
interviews with the coaches. This study sought to identify those approaches used by coaches
that might enable teachers’ moral learning in PLCs. Coaches who support moral learning
focus on questioning values, beliefs and bias, which is in contrast with learning only (new)
knowledge or skills. The lead question of this chapter is: (8) What are approaches of a coach
that support teachers’ moral learning in professional learning communities?
Finally, chapter 7 reported the main findings of the empirical studies followed by a discussion
how teachers primarily consider the moral meaning of their teaching. Subsequently, the
theoretical relevance and practical implications, including further research are presented. This
chapter ends with a final remark.
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Chapter 2
Building a theoretical framework for teachers’ moral
learning
Introduction
This chapter frames the understanding, insight, and knowledge gained from the theoretical
and empirical literature regarding teachers’ learning in which frames of reference are central.
With respect to the aim of this thesis – to contribute to empirical knowledge on how teachers
can have a more thoughtful understanding of their own frames of reference and the
implications for their teaching and their pupils – a theoretical framework for teachers' moral
learning was built. This framework consists of four stages of learning that teachers go through
when they make sense of their experiences with pupils, which is considered moral by its very
nature. This chapter answers the first sub-research question: What are characteristics of a
framework for learning that support teachers with the moral meaning of their teaching?
Professional learning programmes for teachers
Several researchers suggest that there is an educational task in preparing and supporting
teachers for the moral processes of teaching and how those processes might be influenced
within the context of professionalisation (Hoffman, 2000; Kurtines & Gewirtz, 1995; Sanger
& Osguthorpe, 2011). In like manner, more knowledge about the development of conceptual
tools is needed to understand and analyse the moral issues that are embedded in teachers’
practice (e.g. Colnerud, 2006; Johansson, 2001). Hence, although there was yet little attention
in professional learning programmes to teachers’ moral development, it appears that attention
to this aspect is increasing. We have interpreted this as two main topics for teachers’ moral
learning. The first is to develop and make sense of approaches of moral learning within the
teachers' own teaching practice. Second, a more systematic and comprehensive framework for
understanding and evaluating teachers' approaches with their pupils would be helpful for
learning. Such a framework is not intended to prescribe but to get a better understanding of
why teachers do what they do, how frames of reference influence their sense-making to
practice, and how they relate to one’s own frames of reference and those of others.
To strengthen the quality of teachers, many initiatives have been taken regarding
teachers’ professional learning. Depending on the aim for teacher learning, the focus of these
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initiatives differed. Yet, for the most part, teacher learning refers to improvement in teachers'
knowledge or practice to facilitate pupil learning and improve pupil-learning outcomes (e.g.
Darling-Hammond, 2012; Mayer & Lloyd, 2011). These approaches for teacher learning stem
from an ‘evidence-based’ view of learning in which it is assumed that learning and
development for teachers should focus on teaching strategies that research has proven as
effective. Subsequent approaches were outlined and (measuring) instruments developed that
could determine whether learning achievements were realised with pupils, as well as the
intended progress in teachers' approach (Bakker & Montessori, 2017). Although an evidencebased learning approach is effective for gaining new knowledge or skills, such a focus on
efficiency in professionalisation programmes for teachers has faded the moral dimension of
learning into the background (Jacobs, 2013). Furthermore, a vocabulary that addresses
questions of the aim and results of teaching has entered education (e.g. Atkinson, 2000;
Gewirtz, Mahony, Hextall & Cribb, 2009; Kelchtermans, 2012). This has limited teachers’
capacity to view their teaching practice in moral terms and has teachers' professionalisation
approached as mainly instrumental (Biesta, 2010).
However, teaching is not simply about finding the most effective means but always
involves reflection on the desirability of the impact that is produced by those means, whether
intended or not (Biesta, 2010). Reflection thus requires value-based consideration of the
desirability of teachers’ particular decisions and actions. This value-based importance is
clearly expressed in the Convention on the Rights of the Child and Education: ‘In all aspects
of the education system, consideration of the child’s best interests must be a primary
consideration’ (Unesco/Unicef, 2007, p. 118). What is understood as 'the best interests' is an
important question and receives worldwide attention, leading to numerous views of ‘what is
good'. However, there is no final answer; in fact, another question emerges: 'who determines
what is good for pupils?’ Pre-eminently, these are moral questions and should be discussed
from a broad perspective. In order to participate in these discussions, it is important to
understand and express one’s own viewpoints. Since we know that moral questions are not
evident in teachers' professionalisation but moral ideas and values guide teachers’ decisions in
practice, the framework for teachers' moral learning is sought in a value-based and critical
approach for learning. Values are thought of as critical in terms of how teachers give meaning
to their interactions with pupils. Moral learning is seen as a way to critically examine one’s
own moral values and beliefs – the so-called frames of reference – on their meaning for
practice in terms of what is good for pupils and why this is the case. The aim of moral
learning for teachers regards a more thoughtful understanding of one’s own frames of
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reference and its implications for their teaching and their pupils, resulting in refining or
replacing their frames by others that are more thoughtful in light of what is good for pupils.
This moral importance for learning is fundamental in a critical learning approach in adult
learning and higher education.
The ideology of critical learning leans on the ideas of critical and emancipatory
philosophy. In particular for teachers, critical learning refers to teachers’ moral role to redress
societal inequities and injustice in their teaching, which stems from a critical view of the
prevailing frames of society and of political and social reforms. This value-loaded and critical
learning can be distinguished in the work of several critical pedagogues (e.g. Freire, 1970;
Shor, 1993; Taylor, 2006), the emancipatory philosophy of Carr and Kemmis (1986), and,
more recently, the idea that teachers contribute to processes of social inclusion or exclusion
(Kelchtermans, 2009; Veugelers, 2011). In line with this, Brookfield and Holst (2011) argue
that the main goal of adult learning is not increasing knowledge, enhancing understanding,
developing insight, or developing skills, but:
For us adult learning is inextricably tied to creating and extending political and
economic democracy – to equalizing control of and access to wealth, education,
health care, and creative work, and to promoting collective and cooperative forms
of decision making and labour. (p. 17)
Derived from empirical research in the field of critical learning, the transformative learning
theory of Mezirow (1995) provides a promising way to comprehend the dynamics of adult
learning and change in an environment where values and beliefs are important for learning to
occur (Elkins, 2003; Gray, 2006; Hodge, 2011). In transformative learning, knowledge is not
‘out there’ to be discovered but is instead created from interpretations and reinterpretations of
experiences. Mezirow’s transformative learning theory was in part inspired by an
emancipatory tradition and focused on equity amongst classes, races, and genders, as intended
by Freire's (1970) critical pedagogy. Freire and Mezirow agreed that examining values and
beliefs is an important part of adult learning. Both focused on problem-posing education and
saw this as the best possible type of adult learning and the path to critical consciousness of
knowing oneself and the goal of learning. The process of critical consciousness, which is the
purpose for learning, is, according to Brookfield and Holst (2011) ‘Getting down to the roots
of something to discover its essence [...], adult education is concerned with organizing
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education for and encouraging learning about the creation of democracy in political, cultural,
and economic spheres’ (p. 3-4).
Both theories – critical and transformative learning – are great assets to the scholarship
of adult learning and education and can be seen as rooted in the ideals of humanism (Wang,
Torrisi-Steele & Hansman, 2019). In this view of learning, the ultimate goal is humanisation
for all human beings by raising consciousness and becoming involved with issues towards
liberation, empowerment, and social justice (Veugelers, 2011). However, Mezirow and Freire
had different opinions on possible outcomes from learning. For Freire, learning is becoming
critically conscious, which leads to social change. Freire ‘sees its purpose based on a
rediscovery of power such that the more critically aware learners become the more they are
able to transform society and subsequently their own reality’ (Taylor, 1998, p. 17). For
Mezirow, learning is change in taken-for-granted frames of reference, which must reach the
level of autonomous thinking and judgements. Teachers' autonomous moral judgements refer
to judgements about moral matters that are reasoned, in which meaning making of these
judgements is premised on an ability to understand what is good to do in a particular situation.
According to Mezirow (1990), autonomous thinking is ‘the responsibility of someone to
become a moral decision maker’ (p. 7).
Regarding the aim of this thesis, teachers' learning refers to a process of questioning
one’s own frames of reference and the claims of society in terms of the good for pupils and
why this is the case. The goal of moral learning for teachers is to become aware of - and gain
a more thoughtful understanding of different possible ways of believing and acting. Moral
learning attempts to help teachers question and challenge taken-for-granted frames of
reference and practices about their implications for their teaching. In other words, the
outcome of teachers' moral learning is to achieve critical consciousness, a term we prefer to
use rather than 'autonomous thinker'. Furthermore, teachers learn through observations,
insights, and challenges from others to be able to identify claims of good teaching and good
for pupils (e.g. Brookfield, 1995, 2006). In other words and in particular for this study,
teachers can examine their particular frames of reference in interactions with others by
questioning 'why is that good teaching and good for pupils’ and 'who determines that?’ In
addition, teachers’ frames of reference will be further challenged and developed through
interaction with others.
Assuming that learning occurs in social interactions corresponds with Vygotsky's
(1978) claim that it is impossible to separate learning from its social context. Following this
line of reasoning, it is not teachers’ individual ability to learn, but learning needs a social
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environment that challenges and supports teachers in this social environment. Such a view of
learning draws from a social constructivist view in which meaning is constructed and reconstructed through experiencing and reflecting on those experiences in social interactions
(Nucci & Narváez, 2008; Richardson 2003). According to Carr (2011), 'teachers need
capacities for contextually sensitive reflection, deliberation and judgement in the actual
various and varying professional and pedagogical contexts in which they daily find
themselves' (p. 175). In this view, teachers' decisions are not based on some general principles
or standards that teachers could follow. What is needed is a focus on teachers' moral
reasoning and judgement of the specifics of each case (e.g. Tirri & Husu, 2002).
Considerations about what teachers find as good for pupils should be connected to what
actually goes on in the teaching practice and can be explored in the process of reflection on
the specific case (Nucci & Narváez, 2008).
The moral meaning of teaching also follows from the societal responsibility that
schools are expected to fulfil. Schools should be places where social justice, integrity, and
humanisation are put into practice (Veugelers, 2011). Teachers' critical consciousness of
beliefs and dominating practices that in some way may hinder the development or well-being
of pupils may lead to change in taken-for-granted frames of reference and change in teachers'
practices in which social justice is put into practise. Following Freire, a critical attitude points
to more general ways of understanding oneself and one’s relation to the surrounding world
and manifests in actions performed in everyday practice. To be able to discuss and consider
claims of what is good for pupils and to determine what a particular claim should look like for
teaching practice, a reflexive dialogue is needed. Veugelers (2017) concluded that a process
of dialogical learning in which meaning giving is socially constructed is crucial in Freire's
theory of learning:
Learning is seen as a social activity in which the process of dialogue demonstrates
that there is no fixed outcome, that all involved (including the teacher) are open to
new ideas and insights, and are willing to change their ideas. The concept of
dialogue is crucial in Freire’s educational method. Freire’s view on inquiry is to
regard it as a rather open process, with reading the world meaning that attention is
given to the context and the cultural and dialogical process of meaning making.
(p. 414)
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Freire (1973) argued that dialogical learning needs an open process of meaning making, rather
than transferring values to one another or formation of knowledge taken as a fixed reality. In
order to become aware of perspectives and to be able to act from the insights derived from
dialogical learning, a transformation of learning often needs to occur that represents a change
that ‘embraces ideas and assumptions that are radically different than those in the past’
(Dufour & Eaker, 1998, p. 20).
Likewise, Mezirow’s transformative learning theory is grounded in the nature of
Habermas’s (1985) human communication, which strives to understand and assess one's
values, beliefs, and intentions, as well as those of others. Dialogical learning is responding to
teacher frames of reference in such a way that teachers are enabled to be aware, to articulate,
and to analyse their own values, beliefs, and positions and the positions of those around them,
i.e. their frames of reference. Many of these adult frames of reference – gained in the
developmental years about reality – often tend to remain unquestioned as status quo. In this
case, Mezirow (2003) states that frames of reference should be critically re-examined as one
matures and throughout adulthood. If learning takes place dialogical, learners will develop a
more attentive understanding of their own frames of reference that were taken for granted
before. Dialogical learning requires discourse, and such learning emerges from dialogical
engagement among a group of learners (e.g. the teacher as a learner) with diverse frames of
reference. Through critical discourse with colleagues, teachers can discuss their values and
beliefs that effect their viewpoints of what is seen as good for pupils. In doing so, teachers’
implicit moral values and beliefs become more explicit and accessible for critical reflection.
Likewise, claims of what is seen as good can be validated in dialogue with others in which
‘learning is understood as the process of using a prior interpretation to construe a new or
revised interpretation of the meaning of one’s experience in order to guide future action’
(Mezirow 1996, p. 162).
Although a broad acknowledgement of the significance of transformative learning as
critical assessment of beliefs, feelings, and values, the theory of transformative learning has
also been criticised, due to overemphasis on the rational and cognitive aspects of learning at
the expense of emotional and social aspects (Clark & Wilson, 1991; Dirkx, 2008; Illeris,
2004; Kitchenham, 2008; Taylor, 2000). Nevertheless, due to teachers assessing their frames
of reference through dialogue, the social dimension is an irrevocable part of that learning.
This is also manifested in Mezirow’s work in the way he describes a meaning perspective as
socially constructed.
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Furthermore, the insights emerging from empirical studies suggest that transformative
learning, through the process of critical reflection and dialogue of one’s own frames of
reference, is more than a cognitive process. Mälkki (2010) studied the emotional dimension of
transformative learning and argued that learning also has intuitive and creative aspects that
play significant roles in the construction and reconstruction, or in Mezirow’s (1995) term,
‘meaning perspectives’. Studies by Brookfield (1994) and Taylor (2007) have shown that
emotions are inextricably embedded within the process of reflection. In this regard, Mezirow
(1991, 2000, 2009) states that learning is often triggered when meaning perspectives become
problematic. He refers to this as a disorienting dilemma that usually denotes a real-life crisis
that triggers doubts of one's meaning perspectives. Likewise, and as Campbell (2008) pointed
out, teachers will grapple with moral tensions and questions that mainly occur when teachers’
own beliefs conflict with other beliefs of what is good for their pupils. They have to consider
the diverse meaning perspectives and claims of society without knowing in advance their
implications, and without knowing whether their own interpretation and decisions were just
and good for pupils. For teachers, this can be an emotional event as well as a starting point for
learning to explore tensions or questions and to understand what kind of experiences they will
have as an emotional event for learning. This learning may result in a critical awareness but
also in transforming one’s own frames of reference.
Originally, Mezirow (1991) developed his theory as 10 phases to be able to learn. The
more recent literature posits that there are core elements that frame a transformative approach
for learning: ‘individual experience, critical reflection, and dialogue as well as a holistic
orientation, awareness of context, and an authentic practice’ (Taylor, 2009, p. 4). In our study,
the framework of moral learning for teachers is based on these elements for learning and has
been specified to teachers’ particular moral context. In the next section, the framework is
further elaborated and concretised to learning activities teachers undertake in the process of
moral learning.
The framework for teachers’ moral learning
Four main characteristics of a programme for teachers' moral learning were distinguished:
teachers’ real-life experiences, focus on teachers' frames of reference, critical reflection and
dialogue with peers, and awareness of one’s own frames of reference and the implications of
their teaching for pupils. First, the learning process should provide space for teachers’
questions, doubts, and uncertainties arising from their daily teaching practice (real-life
experiences). After all, teachers are confronted with uncertainty and doubts about how to act
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in the best interests for pupils. Consequently, teachers will grapple with moral tensions and
questions that mainly occur when teachers’ ideas, values and beliefs conflict with others in
what is seen as good for pupils. Second, teachers’ learning should focus on teachers’ frames
of reference, because they form the basis of interpreting their experiences, which, in turn,
influences their actions towards pupils. Third, it is necessary that teachers critically examine
the meaning of one’s own frames of reference for their teaching. This can occur through
reflection and dialogue with colleagues who mostly have other frames of reference. Fourth,
the nature of moral learning is a way of viewing an experience, making sense of this
experience, and understanding the dynamics of frames of reference and their implications for
teaching practice and pupils. With this, the outcome of teachers’ moral learning is viewing
their practice from a more thoughtful frame of reference, which can help teachers to have a
better understanding of the moral meaning of their teaching. The characteristics were
transformed into a four-stage framework for teachers’ moral learning. Each learning stage is
associated with specific activities teachers undertake in their learning.
The first stage focuses on teachers’ experiences of the interactions with their pupils,
which are accompanied with moral tensions, questions and uncertainness (Campbell, 2008).
Hence, a moral learning process for teachers can best be built on teachers’ daily practice so
that it contributes to a better understanding of their experiences in that practice (Boylan,
Coldwell, Maxwell, & Jordan, 2018). The experiential learning theory of Kolb (1978/2014),
which is based on the theory of learning by Lewin (1946) and Dewey (1929/1984), takes
experience as the starting point for learning. Experiential learning takes place when teachers
learn from concrete experience by critically reflecting on them, by interpreting and connecting
their experiences and give meaning to them. Dewey emphasized that learning is dynamic,
should always be grounded in experience and moreover that the whole person is involved,
including one’s environment, thoughts, feelings, needs, values and beliefs which are elicited
by a specific experience. Kolb (1984, argued that emphasis on the involvement of experience
in the learning process differentiates experiential from other cognitive learning, making it ‘a
holistic process of adaptation to the world’ (p.31). In this first stage of moral learning,
teachers explore their experiences of their interactions with pupils by openly presenting the
tensions and questions they encounter in their interactions with pupils.
The focus of the second stage of teachers’ moral learning is to become aware of their
own frame of reference that influenced the way how they interpret their experience.
Interpreting an experience takes place by way of one’s own frame of reference and consists of
expectations and beliefs that one acquires from previous experiences and that are also used to
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make sense of new experiences. This means, that teachers take time-out from ‘doing’ and
interpret and re-interpret the experience to make sense of it. Central in the process of
interpretation and sense-making are the frames of reference which shape a particular
interpretation of the experience. Frames of reference can be explicitly learned, but according
to Mezirow (1997) they are often the result of cultural assimilation: one adopts principles,
norms and values of the dominant culture that one lives in. This presupposes that teachers’
frames of reference are formed by assimilation with the environment, which in turn results in
how teachers view their practice. Thus, teachers’ frames of reference form an intrinsic part in
interpreting an experience. However, interpreting an experience as such is not yet the
‘learning’ we mean in our framework. It becomes real learning when the teacher examines
important frames of reference that become part of his sense-making and when he3 analyses
these through an internal dialogue in such a way that a better understanding of one’s own
frame of reference emerges.
The third stage of teachers’ moral learning is the critical examination of the frames of
reference in dialogue with others and their implications for teachers’ practice. The social
component of learning, which is central in the social-constructivist view, demands
cooperation and communication. This kind of learning is mostly organized within
professional learning communities (PLC), in which learning becomes a social process
whereby knowledge is co-constructed and is situated in a specific context (Lave & Wenger,
1991). The social component of learning in a PLC is enhanced by cooperation and
communication among the participants about their practice. Through critical dialogue with
colleagues in PLCs, teachers can discuss their personal sense-making, which has been
obtained through internal dialogue. Critical dialogue in which reflection on differences and
disagreements helps teachers understand themselves and each other is crucial for learning
(Achinstein, 2002; Charteris & Smardon, 2014; Hargreaves, 2004; Mezirow, 2000). When the
reflective process in the PLC is genuinely critical, arguments can be pronounced and
constructive criticism can be given. In doing so, teachers’ implicit frames of reference become
more explicit and accessible for critical reflection with others. In dialogical learning, critical
assessing the beliefs of the person who is communicating is a collective adventure of all
participants by means of involvement in the dialogue of colleagues with different frames of

3

Where ‘he’ is written, can also be read as ‘she’.
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reference (Mezirow 2003). This means teachers critically examine frames of reference taken
for granted in dialogue with others and the implications of these for their pupils.
The fourth stage of teachers’ moral learning focuses on the outcome of moral
learning. Although ‘change’ is a crucial aspect of learning, the concrete outcomes may differ.
Depending on the purpose of professional learning, learning outcomes may refer to changes in
ways of thinking, knowledge, skills or approaches to instruction that shape teachers’ practice.
Moral learning leads to changes in one’s own frame of reference as well as changes in the
actual practice associated with moral learning. Following the suggestion from Mezirow that
learning takes place with colleagues with different frames of reference, in our study the aim of
teachers’ moral learning is creating a broader, new or different view on their teaching through
a more thoughtful understanding of the frames of reference that guide their interpretations of
their experiences with pupils. This is the outcome of moral learning, i.e. the result of the
preceding process (stage1-3).
The specific activities that teachers thus perform in their learning process are: (1)
exploring questions, doubts and uncertainties arising from teachers’ experiences of
interactions with pupils; (2) becoming aware of frames of reference that determine a certain
interpretation of the experience; (3) critical examination of the frames of reference taken for
granted and their implications for teaching practice; and (4) developing a more thoughtful
understanding of frames of reference and creating a broader, new or different view on
teachers’ moral practice.
With this, the four stages of moral learning including teachers' learning activities
served the purpose of mediating between theoretical key characteristics for a moral learning
programme for teachers and to collect and analyse the empirical data. Four closely related
empirical studies (chapters 3 – 6) were conducted in which the characteristics and stages of
teacher moral learning were used as elements of a professional development programme, as
indicators in the empirical research of these learning processes, and the way the programme
and the coaches in that programme could support teachers' moral learning processes.
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Chapter 3
Teachers’ implicit moral values in their narratives
about teaching practice
Abstract
This chapter focuses on teachers’ moral values which they consider important for their
teaching practice. First, teachers’ tensions and questions were investigated in the experiences
of moral matters teachers are concerned with. Teachers’ moral concerns occur in three
different areas of interactions with pupil(s): (1) pupils’ attitude, (2) class-climate and (3)
teachers’ professional role. Second, teachers’ moral values were investigated in their
narratives in the process of sense-making to their experiences. A qualitative content analysis
was conducted, using three moral orientations as a theoretical framework. The moral values in
the area of pupils’ attitude concerned autonomy, discipline and social commitment. In the
area of class-climate, the moral values of discipline and social commitment were explicit in
teachers' narratives. In investigating the teachers' professional role, disciplinary values and
values of social commitment were found, too. Findings also show that moral values are
actualized in teaching practice in multiple ways.
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Introduction
Education in general and teaching as a specific professional activity is permeated with moral
values and considerations about these values, which makes teaching a moral endeavour
(Buzelli & Johnston, 2002; Campbell, 2003; Oser, Dick, & Patry, 1992; Osguthorpe &
Sanger, 2013). Several authors emphasize that any interaction between teacher and pupil(s)
can be regarded as a moral activity in which the teacher himself is a moral professional (e.g.
Biesta, 2010; Kelchtermans, 2012; Leenders, Veugelers, & De Kat, 2008; Oser, 1994). Moral
professionalism of teachers includes the way in which moral matters are embedded in
teachers’ practice through the curriculum material they choose, the subject content including
teachers’ stories, and in the interactions with pupils. Teachers’ interactions with pupils refer
to the subtle ways teachers bring moral matters into the classroom, even when they do not
adopt specific moral curricula (Fenstermacher, Osguthorpe, & Sanger, 2009). How teachers
bring moral matters in the classroom depends on teachers’ own moral values, beliefs and
motives about teaching practice. Moral values are an integral part of teaching, reflected in
what is taught and in how teachers interact with pupils (Arthur, 2003).
Several researchers argued that it is important to gain more understanding how moral
values are reflected in teachers’ practice (e.g. Buzzelli & Johnston, 2002; Campbell, 2008;
Colnerud, 1997, 2006; Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011). Such knowledge may provide teacher
educators with the opportunities to prepare teachers and support them with the moral aspects
of their teaching. However, teachers’ moral values are typically held implicitly, meaning it
cannot be assumed that moral values are observable, or that teachers refer to moral values by
using the word moral or value itself. Prior empirical research of teachers' moral concerns was
mostly based on fictionalized situations that include difficult moral choices in order to
challenge teachers’ intent and to justify their decisions. In this regard, Campbell (2008)
suggested that there should be empirical studies devoted to illustrating the moral realities of
teaching because these represent real life experiences. Furthermore, all teachers grapple with
moral tensions and questions in daily teaching practice. Campbell explains these moral
tensions and questions as part of the complexity of teachers’ moral professionalism and refers
to three interrelated complications. First, teachers will not apply one single coherent moral
value in a particular situation. Secondly, teachers also differ from each other in their moral
values and, therefore, differ in practising their moral decision-making while teaching,
resulting in different impacts for pupils. Third, teachers' daily teaching practice will always be
informed by what third parties (e.g. the institution where they work, inspectorate,
government) expect of them and will influence teachers’ understanding of what is needed in
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their teaching (Campbell, 2008, p. 603).
The present study is motivated by attempting to trace teachers’ moral values and
enhancing an understanding of how these moral values occur in teaching practice. Given a
teacher’s moral values are revealed in a ‘real life' context, teachers’ moral values are best
explored through teachers' narratives of their experiences, including their tensions and
questions. Before presenting the study, we will first elaborate the terms relevant for this study:
moral values and moral sense-making.
Moral values
Moral values can have different orientations (Vozzola, 2014). For this research we use the
framework developed by Veugelers (2007) in theoretical research and in empirical studies
among teachers and pupils (Leenders, Veugelers & De Kat, 2008). It distinguishes three
clusters of values: discipline, autonomy and social commitment (p. 158). These three
empirical clusters can be linked to different academic traditions in moral education
(Veugelers, 2007; 2011). Disciplinary moral values relate to educational goals like obedience,
good manners and self-discipline. These are moral values that are central in what is called
‘character education’ (Lickona, 1996) and in the sociology of Durkheim with its focus on
socialisation. The moral value of autonomy relates to taking responsibility, forming one’s
opinion and learning how to handle criticism. This moral value is central in the moral
development theory of Kohlberg (Power, Higgins & Kohlberg, 1989) and in the sociology of
Giddens on agency. The value of social commitment consists of a broad range of concepts:
from the more social-psychological notion of empathy and care (Noddings, 2008) to the more
social political concept of solidarity (Freire, 1985). In this research we take these three moral
orientations as a theoretical framework, we consider them as broad orientations that can be
used in analysing our data.
Furthermore, to be able to investigate teachers' moral values, we take into account that
moral values can have ambiguous meanings (Campbell, 2008), that values represent abstract
ideas which must be operationalized and applied to specific situations (e.g. Kristiansen &
Hotte, 1996), and that teachers’ moral values are typically held implicitly. Furthermore, all
teachers grapple with moral tensions and questions (Campbell, 2008) which mainly occur in
teachers’ own beliefs about 'good teaching' (Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011). Thus, teachers’
beliefs co-determine how moral values must be sought and brought into practice. Therefore, it
is necessary to know more about the role of beliefs regarding teachers’ moral values.
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In general, beliefs are filters through which people view the environment and have a
strong influence on interpreting experiences (Pajares, 1992). Teachers’ beliefs enable them to
make pre-judgements of the surrounding world. These beliefs are generally formed after
(limited) experience with a phenomenon, like when the teacher was a student, in the lives and
careers of teachers before they became professionals and also during their professional
career(s). In their research, Sanger and Osguthorpe (2005, 2011) distinguish three kinds of
beliefs that are helpful in designing and analysing the moral work of teaching: moral beliefs,
psychological beliefs and educational beliefs. Teachers’ moral beliefs are central in this study
and concern what is seen as good, just, virtuous or caring. Teachers’ psychological beliefs
imply claims about teacher behaviour, teacher identity and include the way in which teachers
want to act or want to be as a teacher. Educational beliefs include the nature and scope of
teaching and education in society and imply claims regarding the aims and boundaries of
education. In this study, we focus on teachers’ moral beliefs which reflect what – from a
teacher’s perspective – is deemed as ‘good’.
It is this understanding that has led us to two significant directions for this study. First,
since we know all teachers grapple with moral tensions and questions (Campbell, 2008), we
argue that teachers’ moral beliefs can be distinguished in the tensions and questions they
encounter in teaching practice. Second, teachers’ beliefs reflect the motives of their actions in
practice in which specific moral values dominate. With this, we assume that by inviting
teachers to explore their experiences and moral concerns, their implicit moral values can be
made explicit. The examining of teachers' experiences takes place in the process of giving
meaning to the experience. We call this process of giving meaning 'moral sense-making’.
Moral sense-making by teachers
According to Solomon, Watson and Battistich (2001), research into moral teaching should
also focus on teachers' motives, since motives lend meaning to teachers’ decision-making and
actions in practice. Scholars like Brookfield (1998), Buzzelli & Johnston (2002) and
Veugelers (2000) have argued that moral decisions of teachers are premised on an ability to
distinguish between good and bad and refer to a process of making moral judgements. The
process of sense-making by a teacher however, is more than the ability of judging what is
good or bad. It is about identifying and considering the variety of meanings of moral values in
different circumstances of teaching practice. It is because of this process that we use the term
“moral sense-making” rather than the more common concept of “moral judgement”. Moral
sense-making by teachers is the process by which the teacher understands and interprets (a)
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his experiences, (b) the relationships with pupils, and (c) his personal beliefs and motives.
This means that the process of moral sense-making starts with teachers' daily teaching
experience. By exploring the tensions and questions they encounter in their experiences, i.e.
their moral concerns, teachers' motives and moral beliefs can be made explicit which in turn
reflect teachers' moral values.
The present study
The aim of the present study is twofold. Firstly, to contribute to the understanding of what
kind of experiences of ‘moral matters’ teachers are concerned with. Secondly, to trace
teachers’ moral values that are embedded in teachers' day-to-day practice. To this end,
teachers' experiences in daily practice – including the questions and tensions they encounter –
have been investigated, as well as how moral values are shown in teachers' narratives about
their practice. Consequently the main questions of this study are:
1) What kind of experiences of moral matters are teachers concerned with in their daily
teaching?
2) How are moral values represented in the process of teachers’ moral sense-making?
Method
Campbell (2008) argues that empirical studies are needed to illustrate the moral realities of
teaching. This study focuses on real life experiences of teachers’ daily practice. The context
was a collaborative research project between two schools-boards for primary and special
education and three teacher education institutes in the Netherlands. A professional learning
programme was deployed in order to support teachers in professional learning communities
(PLC) regarding their questions and tensions in daily teaching practice. Five primary schools
and two schools for secondary special education participated in the project. This involved
sixteen teachers and five teacher-coaches, all working in the sixth, seventh or eighth grade in
primary schools and six teachers and two teacher-coaches working in the first or second grade
in secondary special education. It was agreed with the school board to construct the PLCs
within each individual school and support these PLCs through a coach who was trained in
supporting the learning process in the PLC. School leaders appointed the coaches – who are
themselves teachers as well – based on their tasks, expertise and motivation. We carefully
have observed the PLCs and the coaches and we have not seen or heard any disagreement
about these choices.
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Each PLC consisted of three or four teachers with a teacher-coach. Each PLC had four
meetings in a period of six months. The learning process was guided by what we refer to as
‘critical reflexive dialogue’, which was specifically developed for this research project as a
dialogical method for learning (De Keijzer, Van Rooijen & Vogel, 2015). The critical
reflexive dialogue consists of a sequence of five steps as a guideline for discussion. The focus
in this study on teachers’ questions and tensions of daily practice, only requires the use of the
first two steps. These steps focus on exploring teachers' tensions and questions, i.e. teachers’
moral concerns.
1. The introduction of the experiences in the professional learning community.
Given the standpoint that any interaction between the teacher and pupils can be regarded as
moral, interactions with pupils were selected by the teachers as topics of the experiences and
were presented as case-descriptions either on paper or as video recording in the PLC. The
recordings were made by the teacher himself and could be – for the teacher – a tension in the
interaction with one or more pupils, or could contain a question about how to act in a good
way.
2. Discussing the tensions and questions teachers encountered.
The case-descriptions including teachers’ tensions were further explored in the PLC by asking
the teachers for their thoughts, feelings and motives during the experience. By posing
questions such as, 'What course of action do you think is worth pursuing in this situation?' and
'Why is it important to you?’, implicit moral beliefs were made explicit and this was helpful
in increasing the dialogue and for gathering the data for this study.
Data collection
In total 28 PLC-meetings took place, five PLCs held four meetings, one PLC held three and
one PLC held five meetings. Each meeting lasted for two hours or a little bit more. In total 42
experiences were discussed in these 28 meetings. This yielded 34 experiences to be further
explored in this study. The other eight experiences did not include pupil interaction and for
that reason were not investigated further. For example they were about working together with
other teachers. In order to find answers to the research questions, two types of data were
collected during the PLC-meetings.
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Observations of professional learning community meetings.
All PLC-meetings were observed by one of the project researchers to gather information of
teachers’ moral concerns and the role of values in teachers’ moral sense-making. The first
author of this article led the programme for the teacher-coaches and observed 11 PLCmeetings in three schools. The other 17 PLCs were observed in the same way by four other
project researchers. The meetings took place at their own school and were all – with
permission of each participant – recorded on audio tape and fully transcribed. Transcripts
were sent to the teacher-coach and discussed before the next meeting. As a result of meetings
being fully transcribed, there was a 100 % agreement of the reproduction of the groups’
process. Additional information was gathered by interviewing the teacher-coach about their
learning goals, such as: what did you hope to achieve in the meeting and did this happen?
What have you learned and what does this mean for your support the next meeting?
Researcher’s field notes
Field notes (Swandt, 2015) were made by the researchers in a pre-designed format. The
format was designed by the lead author in order to record the experiences of the participating
teachers during the dialogue, including the perceived tensions or questions, and teachers'
expressed beliefs and motives. In addition, the time of the subjects was noted, so that the
relationship with the transcripts could be made more easily. The format also contained an
open space to note what stood out, for example the degree of involvement of participants, the
main themes or the emotions.

Data analysis
Qualitative content analysis (Elo & Kyngas, 2007) was applied to answer the research
questions. Data were analysed in three stages. In the first stage, the transcripts of the PLCmeetings were read repeatedly to make sense of the data, to learn ‘what is going on’ and to
obtain a sense of the whole (Graneheim & Lundman, 2003). Teachers' experiences and the
perceived questions and tensions were mapped in text fragments to get a better understanding
of what teachers initially took as a starting point in the process of moral sense-making. Text
fragments were further categorized into themes and formed the meaning unit of analysis
(Graneheim & Lundman, 2003). In the second stage teachers’ beliefs and motives of their
perceived concerns formed the content areas of these analyses. In the third stage we analysed
how moral values of discipline, autonomy and social commitment were reflected in teachers'
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narratives in the process of moral sense-making. Analyses were conducted individually by
three researchers and compared afterwards to improve intersubjectivity. This refining allowed
us to trace teachers' moral values in the process of moral sense-making.
Results
Teachers’ questions and tensions
In the first stage of analysis, 34 experiences expressing a tension or question concerning an
interaction with pupils, were categorised in text fragments taken from the transcripts. Subthemes were distinguished to further deepen teachers’ moral tensions and questions. Based on
these analyses, three main areas came to the fore regarding teachers' interactions with pupils
and reflect which experiences of moral matters teachers are engaged with. These areas are: 1)
pupils’ attitude, 2) class-climate and 3) teachers’ professional role. The moral concerns of
teachers with regard to the attitude of pupils often relate to what teachers notice about pupils’
involvement in the lesson, tasks or social issues. Teachers’ moral concerns regarding classclimate mainly refer to the relationship between the pupils and the teacher and the
relationships among the pupils. These include what the teacher permits or expects, to what
extent teachers handle the rules, and give pupils the space to operate outside the rules. It also
involves addressing, from the teacher's perspective, undesirable behaviour of pupils within the
group. The moral concerns of teachers with regard to their own professional role mainly relate
to struggles and doubts on how to respond in a responsible and fair way. An overview of the
areas and themes as found in the data is shown in table 3.1, supplemented with sample quotes.
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Area

Theme

Examples of quotes of teachers’ tensions and questions

Pupils ’attitude

Pupils’

I doubt whether pupils know what to do

involvement

I wonder if pupils are performing the task properly

and attention

When pupils are not involved, how do they know what the subject is about?
When pupils react in a wait-and-see manner, it makes me unsure whether they understand
what is discussion and why it is important.
I notice that the pupils cannot follow the conversation well, but they still have an attitude of
disinterest

Pupils’ social

I really expect more input into current world issues

awareness

Motivation to become involved in what comes forward after school, seems difficult to
understand for them

Class-climate

Maintaining the

How important is it that you always get the positive out of it, even when it is agreed?

rules and

How can I make sure pupils will listen when another one is speaking?

agreements of

Is it responsible when a group of pupils discuss independently a statement?

pupils

The moment they start standing and moving, it becomes chaos and then I do not have

Collaboration

How to ensure a safe atmosphere in the classroom?

control anymore
between pupils

How to intervene so pupils understand the consequences of their behaviour for others?
What should I do when one pupil continues to refuse to include the excluding pupil?
I notice pupils do not understand each other well, so what is next?
There are pupils who are not able to understand how to participate and there are pupils who
do not contribute anything in the discussion

Teachers’

Teachers’

How to coach a panicking pupil if the solution needs to come from himself?

professional role

responses

It is difficult to pick up all the signals and respond to all needs
What do I have to do when pupils use dirty language? Do I have to intervene?
How do we know how to act to all pupils' needs?
Self-motivation and self-responsibility of pupils: to let go or to help?
How to react if they do not succeed well in internship?
I responded by saying he had not learned very well, now I am feeling guilty because his
mother told me that he had spent a lot of time on his homework
I doubt that it is allowed to have an arm around the pupil to comfort him?

Teachers’ role –

How do most pupils learn: should I leave the conversation to themselves or should I

model

interfere?
To what extent can I be authentic and show my emotions?
I communicated very unclear myself and this was not really helpful to learn to strengthen
pupils' own communication while it is so important for our pupils
We take it over too quickly, we are always in a hurry and as a consequence, pupils do not
learn to become communicatively competent themselves
I am irritated but want to respond positively because I do not want other pupils react
irritated to him

Table 3.1: Areas of teachers' perceived questions and/or tensions

Teachers’ moral values in their narratives about their teaching practice
The three areas were further examined on teachers’ motives and beliefs about their teaching
practice. Subsequently, an analysis was performed by the researchers how the moral values of
discipline, autonomy and social commitment were shown in teachers' narratives about their
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practice (research question 2). An overview of these analysis is shown in table 3.2, followed
with examples taken from each theme.
Theme
Second stage of analysis
Pupils’ attitude
The extent to which
pupils are dependent on
the teacher's instruction
or attention in order to be
able to work on their
tasks properly and
independently.

Teacher motives

Teacher moral beliefs

Achieving the educational goals of
the curriculum or the purpose of
the lessons

Class-climate
What the teacher permits
or expects.
To what extent teachers
handle the rules, and give
pupils the space to
operate outside the rules.
Addressing undesirable
behaviour of pupils
within the group
Teachers’ professional
role
Teachers’ struggles and
doubts on how to respond
in a responsible and fair
way.

Handling and dealing with the
school rules.
Promoting a positive class
atmosphere.

Pupils can work independently of the
teacher
Teachers’ instruction will lead to
positive attitudes for learning.
Pupils are dependent on teacher’s
instruction to perform the assignments
properly.
Collaborative learning promotes
interactions among pupils.
All pupils must have the opportunity to
participate in the learning programme
and involved with groups activities
Respect for the agreements and for
others
Everyone should be able to work with
others.
Inclusion of all pupils

To actively involve the pupils with
learning activities

Tuning into the diverse needs of
pupils.
awareness of the impact of their
own behaviour to pupils and class
– atmosphere.

Showing a positive attitude.
The willingness not to judge pupils’
behaviour that they dislike.

Teacher moral values
Third stage of analysis
Autonomy
Discipline

Social commitment

Discipline
Social commitment

Social commitment
Autonomy

Table 3.2: Teachers’ moral values in their narratives about practice

Pupils’ attitude
In the area of pupils’ attitude, the teachers encountered tensions in the interaction with pupils
that regard to teachers' instruction and attention for all pupils. The data obtained from this
study show teachers' motive to achieve the educational goals of the curriculum or the purpose
of the lessons and to actively involve the pupils with group activities. In some cases, teachers'
narratives reflect a moral belief that pupils are dependent on teacher’s instruction to perform
the assignments properly; in other cases that pupils are competent themselves. In addition,
teachers' moral beliefs reflect that teachers’ instruction will lead to positive attitudes for
learning, that collaborative learning promotes interactions between pupils, and, that all pupils
must have the opportunity to participate in the learning programme and to be involved with
group activities. These moral beliefs reflect the moral values of autonomy, discipline and
social commitment. The example below is based on discussing a video tape in the PLC with
respect to the moral value of autonomy.
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When I look at my video-fragment, the consideration of whether to give attention to
the restlessness or not is always a critical moment. Pupils know what they have to do
and I do not always want to react to pupils’ questions by myself. They can make their
own choices and can help each other very well.

This example illustrates the teacher's moral value of autonomy, expressed in the contribution
to pupils' feelings that they are competent, can make their own choices and form their own
opinions.
Another example shows that teacher’s moral belief refers to the moral value of
discipline as a way of promoting good manners. The teacher has written an instruction on the
board for a group task and then goes over to support one of the groups:
Then I go to just one group of pupils to give instruction and then I wonder if the other
groups are still involved in the tasks, I observe they are all working, but I cannot see
whether they are doing it properly. I just hope that everyone will do what it takes to do
the assignment right. I want all pupils to be involved and that they know what they
have to do and understand the task and why they have to work on this, so that they
know why it is important to learn this.

In this example a teacher's tension is caused by the impossibility to give all pupils instruction
on how to master the tasks at hand which leads to the teacher's uncertainty about whether
pupils know what to do. This reflects his belief that ‘instruction by the teacher is important for
a better understanding of the tasks’ and ‘pupils must know what they are learning for’.
Although not explicitly started, the teacher's implicit moral belief includes that pupils are
dependent on teacher instruction to promote positive attitudes for learning and performing the
assignments properly.
In the area of pupils’ attitude the moral value of social commitment is also reflected in
teachers' narratives. This reflects teachers’ beliefs that all pupils can participate, the
importance to build on good behaviour for learning and, and the development of positive
attitudes to class-life and collaborative learning.
To increase involvement in the tasks, I give them the perspective of something they
like. If we do this well together we will have time to play a game. It is very important
to involve all pupils, there is no one who is kept out, or anyone who is not allowed to
join. No, all children participate with group activities.
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This example illustrates how the teacher's acts (‘giving pupils the perspective of something
they like’) relates to this teachers motive to promote collaboration between pupils. This
reflects the moral belief to give all pupils the opportunity to participate in the programme (‘all
children participate') to create equal opportunities for learning, and to the importance of
collaboration which strengthens their sense of belonging with others (‘If we do this well
together’). This refers to the moral value of social commitment as a way to learn values as
being important for living together.
In addition, the moral value of social commitment refers to the teacher's motive for
pupils’ involvement with social issues. One teacher expressed his disappointment in the
response of the pupils: ‘I really expect more input into current world issues, however to
become involved in what comes forward from society, seems difficult to realize in the group
discussion’.
Class-climate
In the theme of class-climate, teachers' moral concerns mainly refer to how to deal with the
school rules and how to promote a positive class atmosphere. Teachers' moral beliefs refer to
inclusion of all pupils, respect for others and that everyone should be able to work with
others. The moral values of discipline and social commitment are reflected in teachers’
narratives. The example below reflects how the moral value of discipline and social
commitment are intertwined:
Then I asked for silence and said: okay, what have we agreed? Yes, that we would be
quiet. But is that happening? No, this is not happening. I asked for silence because it is
not the first time that this happens, every time it is the same story. I do not want pupils
who do not listen to each other. I don't care how long I have to wait for silence, and I
don’t want the situation that once it is silent and I want to start the lesson again,
another pupil makes a comment and one reacts to it and then another again and so on. I
want to prevent that situation because I notice that the pupil who has the turn to speak
is uncertain and I do not want him to become distracted or that it affects his selfesteem.

The example above illustrates that the teacher's tension is caused by pupils who keep talking
which leads to the teacher referring to the agreements and waiting for silence. The teacher's
motive is to keep control to prevent pupils taking over the lesson. In the first place, the
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teacher's moral belief reflects keeping the agreements which refer to the moral value of
discipline: respectful behaviour and mindful of rules. However, the teacher’s motive to get
pupils to listen, stems from the observation of one pupil's uncertainty ('the pupil who has the
turn to speak is uncertain’). The teacher’s attempt to stick to the rules stems from the moral
value of social commitment influenced by empathy: understanding the feelings, thoughts, and
experience of pupils without having the feelings, thoughts, and experience fully
communicated ('I do not want him to become distracted or that it will affect his self- esteem').
This leads to teacher’s motive to refer to the agreements.
Teachers’ professional role
In this area, teachers' moral concerns mainly refer to tuning into the diverse needs of pupils,
and how their own behaviour may impact pupils' wellbeing and class atmosphere. Being a
role model for pupils is taken as a starting point for the perceived moral concerns. Teachers'
moral beliefs refer to the importance of showing a positive attitude instead of judging pupils’
behaviour that they dislike. The moral values of social commitment and discipline are
traceable in teachers' narratives. The moral value of social commitment consists of teacher's
strive for justice, tolerance and integrity. The moral value of discipline stems from teachers'
professional responsibility for pupils’ learning conform the curriculum. The example below is
based on discussing a video tape. The teacher has read a text to the pupils and wants the
pupils to understand what it is about. The teacher asks questions about the text. He lets pupils
raise their hands if they know the answer:
It is about who gets a turn, I decide it spontaneously in the moment, I choose from the
pupils with raised hands and give them the turn. And there, at that point I am afraid
that I always choose the same pupils. It happens too often that I choose from the pupils
who raise their hands and not from the pupils who do not. How to appeal and support
pupils at their own level, tuning into the individual needs. Pupils who show themselves
and let themselves be heard, receive more attention than pupils who are somewhat
quieter and more in the background. I actually take that as a matter of course and do
not have in mind what pupils’ needs really are ....I wonder, do I give all pupils
attention and the attention they need?

The example above illustrates that the teacher's tension is caused by his own doubts on how to
act in a responsible and fair way. His motive stems from his professional responsibility for
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pupils' learning. In doing so, the teacher uses a specific method to achieve pupils'
understanding of the text. This motive leads to the teacher's expressed tension ('that I always
choose the same pupils') and reflects his moral belief (‘all pupils deserve attention’) which in
turn expresses the moral value of social commitment: empathy and care.
Furthermore, in this area, diversity is often mentioned as a drive to tune into the
individual learning capacity of pupils whether in understanding the contents of the lessons or
the teacher’s instruction. Teacher’s motive derives from his belief that as a teacher, you must
tune into diverse needs of pupils. The example below shows the teacher's struggle whether he
should pay attention to this or not. The lesson is about a specific Dutch tradition. A nonWestern pupil has no idea and asks a lot of questions which makes the other pupils annoyed.
I had promised I would come back to it the next day. However, I did not because I had
explained it so often. I do not always want to give individual attention to this pupil or
repeat it only for him, but at the same time I don't want him to be the only one who
does not know what it's all about.

This example shows teacher's tension stems from his motive to be honest and reliable which
reflects teacher's integrity. In the theme of teachers’ professional role teacher's tolerance – as
social commitment – is also reflected, as the example below illustrates. Pupils enter the
classroom, after a short break. One of the pupils asks a question, the teacher reacts briefly:
I am getting tired of all his questions, this pupil is always asking questions while I had
answered them all before the break. I am irritated but I want to respond positively
because I do not want other pupils to react with irritation to him.

This example reflects how the teacher’s motive relates to the teacher’s moral belief (teachers'
behaviour influences the opinion of pupils). Here, the teacher's tolerance is shown which can
be seen as the ability of the teacher to tolerate the existence of behaviour that he dislikes.
Overall, the results show that teachers’ moral concerns are influenced by own moral beliefs
which influence how teachers will practice the moral value in their teaching. This means that
abstract moral values can have different meanings in concrete teaching practices. Table 3.3
provides an overview of how the moral values occur in this study in teaching practice within
the three themes.
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Theme
Pupils’ attitude

Class-climate

Teachers’ professional role

Teacher moral values in practice
Autonomy

Contribution to pupils' feelings that they are competent and can make their
own choices.

Contribution that pupils can form their own opinion
Discipline

Encouraging good behaviour for learning and developing positive attitudes
to class life and collaborative learning,

Promoting good manners
Social commitment:

Giving all pupils the opportunity to be actively involved in a programme or
activity

Contribution to pupils’ social awareness through discussing world issues
Social commitment:

Giving all pupils the opportunity to be actively involved in a programme or
activity related to class-life

Inclusion of all pupils, respect for others and everyone should be able to
work with others.
Discipline:

Promoting respectful behaviour and awareness of rules and agreements.

Deploying on rights and responsibilities and encouraging pupils to have
respect for themselves and others.

Understanding the feelings, thoughts and experiences of pupils without
having them fully communicated
Discipline

To act on what comes forward from the curriculum and commit to the
courses of action following from that
Social commitment

Taking care that all pupils can make good progress and achieve to their
highest potential.

Strive for justice; righteousness, equitableness and moral rightness

Open attitude towards opinions or behaviour that one dislikes or disagrees
with.

Being honest, sincere and intrinsic reliable; congruence between words and
actions; open agenda and clarity of emotions.

Table 3.3: The meaning of moral values in teaching practice

Conclusion and discussion
The findings of this study serve to broaden the understanding of the meaning of moral values
in teachers’ daily practice. First, this study shows the moral matters teachers are concerned
with in their daily teaching practice. The moral concerns of the participating teachers occur in
three different areas of interactions with pupil(s): 1) pupils’ attitude; 2) class-climate; and 3)
teachers’ professional role. Secondly, this study shows that each of the teachers’ moral
concerns exemplified motives for actions in practice which were influenced by one's own
moral beliefs. By exploring the tensions and questions teachers encountered, teachers' motives
and moral beliefs could be made explicit and moral values could be extracted. The orientation
of clusters of moral values according to Veugelers (2007), offered an analytical lens in which
these moral values could be found in teachers’ narratives about teaching practice: discipline,
autonomy and social commitment. This study has shown that these moral values are
actualized in teachers’ practice in multiple ways. The moral values which became explicit in
teachers' narratives in the area of pupils’ attitude, reflect autonomy, discipline and social
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commitment. The moral value of autonomy refers to the contribution of teachers to give
pupils the feeling that they can do things themselves and can make their own choices. This is
closely aligned with Kohlberg’s moral development theory on moral reasoning: forming one's
own opinions (Power, Higgins & Kohlberg, 1989). Disciplinary moral values reflect teachers’
desire to build on good behaviour for learning and further develop positive attitudes to class
life and collaborative learning. These are moral values which promote good manners and are
central in what is called ‘character education’ (Lickona, 1996). At its core, character
education emphasizes the importance of early habit formation, the influence of the social
group and adaptation to the norms and values of society. Furthermore, results in the area of
pupils’ attitude show that teachers' disciplinary moral values emphasize factors of pupils'
learning and growth, and the participation of all pupils. This means, disciplinary moral values
focus on socialisation as a way to learn values as being important for living together in society
(Durkheim, 1923). With this a connection can be made with the moral value of social
commitment which mainly refers to the social-psychological empathy and care of Noddings
(2008). This value regards the teacher’s desire to give all pupils the opportunity to be actively
involved in a programme or activity.
In the area of class-climate, the moral values of discipline and social commitment
were reflected in teachers' narratives. These values were approached from teachers' motives to
strive for the development of all their pupils. The disciplinary moral value was primarily
understood as obedience: handling the rules and agreements. However, in the process of a
teacher's moral sense-making it became clear this value focuses on the recognition of the
dignity of others, in which obedience arises from teachers' empathy. This reflects the
importance of asking teachers what they want to achieve and not to judge what happens in the
first instance. Arising from teachers’ empathy, teachers take responsibility for organizing care
for pupils which in turn reflects the moral value of social commitment: empathy and care
(Noddings, 2008). This implies that there is no hard boundary between the interaction of
values; values are found to be overlapping or subordinate to each other.
With respect to teachers' professional role, teachers' narratives reflect a high
responsibility to pupils’ learning and teachers’ willingness to take into account the
consequences of their acts, thoughts and feelings. With this, the focus is on the teacher’s
professional role, in which a teacher’s psychological beliefs are strongly expressed. Teachers’
psychological beliefs imply claims about teacher behaviour, teacher identity and include the
way in which teachers want to act or want to be as a teacher. This means, knowing teachers'
psychological beliefs are just as important in understanding the moral values in this theme
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(Sanger & Osghutorpe, 2005, 2011). The disciplinary moral values refer to teachers'
responsibility to act on what comes forward from the curriculum, and and to commit to the
courses of action following from that. The moral value of social commitment includes
teachers’ striving for justice, tolerance and integrity.
As a whole, the more general claim of Buzzelli & Johnston (2002) and Campbell
(2008), that teachers do have a moral sense, can be confirmed by the results of this study. This
is also the case with Campbell's (2008) argument, that teachers often weigh up several moral
values and combine them in various ways. Furthermore, this study provides valuable
guidelines for educational researchers who attempt to trace teacher moral values in teaching
practice. The findings of this study can be used to encourage such research in schools. In
addition, the operationalization of the moral values as outlined in this article, may prove
valuable for teacher educators in the development of programmes that focus on teachers'
moral professionalism.
This study has some limitations, and further research is needed. Tirri, Toom and Husu,
(2013) found in their study that teachers are often unaware of the moral consequences of their
actions to pupils. We see a similar trend in our study among teachers whose moral concerns
arose in the areas of pupils’ attitude and class-climate. A few exceptions were found in the
area of teachers' professional role in which teachers' expressed their awareness of the impact
of their actions on pupils. The context of this study, i.e. a professional learning community,
differs from the context of teaching practice in which teachers transfer their learning. In future
research, it may be beneficial to focus on the transformation of learning outcomes and to
explore how teachers act accordingly in teaching practice.
Furthermore, teachers' tensions emphasize the importance of pupils' learning and
striving for pupils’ growth, which reflect teachers’ moral belief of what is ‘good’ learning.
However, questions of what ‘good’ learning really means, were not asked. For example, if the
teacher takes for granted that the teacher's instruction will lead to good learning, in essence,
the question if it is really ‘good’ for that specific pupil in that situation, remains unaddressed.
In addition, the political aspect of social commitment (Freire,1985) did not occur in any of the
areas. As Brookfield (1995) pointed out, it would be helpful for teachers to understand the
impact of policy and social factors on their teaching practice. Based on the results of this
study, we can conclude that a professional learning programme for supporting teachers with
their questions and tensions in daily teaching practice was needed to make explicit what was
initially implicit. Bringing in the social and political issues in a teacher professional learning
programme, could be helpful for teachers to reflect on its meaning for teaching practice.
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Related to this, more research is needed to shed more light on teachers' strong moral
concerns regarding the diversity of pupils. In all probability, the high emphasis relates to a
new law in the Netherlands (Passend Onderwijs)4 from August 2014. This law requires that
children with special educational needs are included in regular schools whenever possible,
with support from inclusive educational organisations. This new situation has led to teachers
in primary education having to deal with more diversity in their classrooms. Further research
could involve a close examination of teachers' considerations of the school, policy,
inspectorate, or government’s expectations of good education, as well as teachers’ own moral
values and beliefs for good teaching in practice.

4

Inclusive education
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Chapter 4
Making work of the morality of teachers daily
practice through reflection and dialogue
Abstract
This chapter reports a study into the reflection of teachers. The teachers participated in a
professional learning community (PLC) to investigate their interactions with pupils in a
dialogical process with colleagues. For this purpose a 'critical reflexive dialogue' was
developed. First, we investigated how teachers give meaning to their experiences through
three types of reflection – content, process and critical reflection – and or a shift in type of
reflection takes place with the use of a critical reflexive dialogue. Second, we studied how the
moral-political dimension occurred in teachers' critical reflection. The research was conducted
as an explorative case study in which the theoretical framework establishes a connection
between moral educational practice with the types of reflection for teachers. Based on
observations and field notes from eleven PLC meetings, results show when teachers make
sense individually, they mainly pay attention to the content and the process of reflection. In
this situation, critical reflection is not self-evident. However, the results also show that
teachers get more involved in critical reflection through critical dialogue and collective
learning with colleagues in the PLC. Moral-political dimension included teachers’ critical
reflection, but mainly focus on the meaning of their own beliefs for their daily practice and
pupils and rarely on social and political influences. Based on these results, it is recommended
that the moral-political dimension receives more explicit attention in teachers' reflection.

This article has been published as: De Keijzer, H., Jacobs, G., Van Swet, J., & Veugelers, W. (2020). Werk
maken van moreel werk voor leraren door reflectie en dialoog. [Making work of the morality of teachers daily
practice through reflection and dialogue]. Pedagogiek, 40(1), 45-72.
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Introduction
With the increasing diversity of pupils, teachers find their daily work becoming steadily more
complex, with a growing number of pedagogical questions (Klaassen & Maslovaty, 2010;
Korthagen, 2010). When interacting with pupils, teachers often need to decide how to act ‘on
the spur of the moment’, while considering whether and how their action will contribute to the
goals of education, to the pupils’ development, to the interests of the pupils and fellow pupils,
and to the curriculum. These considerations are influenced by the teacher’s own views and
often go hand in hand with questions and doubts, such as: what is good to do in this specific
situation? At the same time, teachers are expected to align their actions with the diversity of
each pupil to thereby afford all pupils equal and the best possible development opportunities
(Dutch Educational Council, 2017). Teachers’ performance can therefore be termed a moral
activity in the sense that teachers attempt to accommodate the diversity of their pupils in a fair
and good manner. Here we follow Fenstermacher (1990), who defines the moral work
performed by teachers as: ‘What makes teaching a moral endeavour is that it is, quite
centrally, human action undertaken in regard to other human beings. Thus, matters of what is
fair, right, just, and virtuous are always present’ (p. 133).
As such, teachers contribute to the moral climate in classrooms, to pupils’ own moral
awareness, and even to the moral character of society as a whole (Fenstermacher, Osguthorpe
& Sanger, 2009; Van Manen, 1991/2006; Van Veen, 2008). From a societal perspective,
teachers’ moral conduct forms a direct link between education and issues pertaining to human
rights, equality, social justice, and a dedication to a non-discriminatory society (Dutch
Educational Council, 2008/2017; Veugelers, 2011). Teachers’ work therefore always carries
moral significance and their occupation is morally charged (Ax & Ponte, 2010; Jackson,
Boostrom, & Hansen, 1993). After all, teachers need to make decisions in concrete situations
and almost instantly determine “what’s good to do” (Biesta, 2011). Yet despite this important
dimension, teachers can find few resources to help them determine what’s good and right, or
what makes good education. They must each make their own decisions in their own education
practice. Various studies show that the choices teachers make are influenced by their own
pedagogical, educational and moral beliefs, although these beliefs are often implicit rather
than explicit (Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011; Taylor, 2006). It means that teachers are not
always aware of what they personally see as good education and as good ways to interact with
their pupils, while these views are in fact very important to their decisions and conduct.
This article reports on a study that was part of a research project for which teachers
were grouped into professional learning communities (hereafter PLC) where they discussed
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pedagogical situations concerning pupils, assisted by a dialogical discussion method. By
reflecting on pedagogical situations, teachers can become more aware of the implicit beliefs
that influence their ideas regarding right action and good education. However, pedagogical
literature offers very little support in terms of organising and performing such reflection.
Although the (Dutch) public authorities do call for a much greater role for moral reflection for
people-oriented professions in professionalisation programmes for teachers it instead appears
to have been pushed into the background (Jacobs, 2010). The concept of moral reflection
itself hardly features in pedagogical literature, and barely any systematic research has been
performed into moral reflection for teachers, and hence also not into how they could be
supported in this respect. The current explorative case study seeks to address this lacuna. The
case study consisted of eleven meetings of three PLCs where teachers were supported through
a dialogical process to reflect on pedagogical situations and specifically on their interactions
with pupils. The overall subject of this article is how teachers give meaning to daily
professional experiences through reflection, specifically with respect to how they interact with
pupils in pedagogical situations, and – with the support of an especially developed dialogical
method named the ‘critical reflective dialogue’– how the process of meaning given develops.
Moral reflection for teachers
Moral reflection for teachers concerns the care and attention they devote to the well-being and
development of all pupils. This is based in part on international treaties such as the Salamanca
Statement (Unesco, 1994), which confirms every child’s right to education and equal
opportunities. Teachers are therefore expected to offer every child optimum opportunities for
development and to attempt to take away any hindrances they may encounter, for instance on
account of a handicap, culture, gender, religion or creed. It also means that teachers should
strive to promote positive attitudes and mutual respect between pupils who differ from each
other. How teachers give meaning and content to moral activities in the classroom depends in
part on their own ideas regarding good education. Every individual develops his or her own
sets of beliefs based on experiences shaped for instance by culture, family background and
professional role, which feed into teachers’ value judgements (Mezirow, 1997). The
pedagogical literature refers to critical reflection as a method to investigate these beliefs, and
reflecting on moral activities is seen as part of this critical reflection (Johnston & Buzzelli,
2002: Kelchtermans, 2009, 2012).
The notion of moral reflection thus lies embedded in critical reflection. Studies by for
instance Cranton (1996), Reagan, Case and Brubacher (2000) and Schön (1996) confirm the
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principle that a process of critical reflection yields insight into opinions and value judgements
and that it has the potential to identify and examine power relations, ideologies, political
orientations, moral standards and occupational habits (Mezirow, 1998). Mezirow describes it
as a process of critically examining views otherwise taken as taken for granted, to better
understand how they impact the pupils’ interests, education generally, and one’s own
professional role. Reflection, then, is a process of critically evaluating the content, the process
or an assumption, with which then to interpret a situation and give it meaning.
The moral dimension for teachers also follows from the societal responsibility that
schools are expected to fulfil. Schools should be places where social justice, integrity and
humanisation are put into practice (Veugelers, 2011). That is not an easy task, however, and
certainly not for teachers in their daily practice, as they are confronted by a variety of beliefs
of for instance the state authority or the school board as to what makes ‘good education’. By
developing a critical attitude and posing critical questions regarding the significance of beliefs
through critical reflection, teachers can better understand how they can serve the pupils’
interests. Developing such a critical attitude is part of a long-standing tradition of standing up
for those whose freedom or dignity is in any way compromised. Important sources of
inspiration for this approach are Freire (1970) and his critical pedagogy, the emancipatory
philosophy of Carr and Kemmis (1986), and more recently the finding that teachers contribute
to processes of societal inclusion and exclusion (Kelchtermans, 2009; Veugelers, 2011). To
better understand how policy and societal factors impact educational practice, Brookfield
(1995, 2004) argues that societal, political, cultural and professional influences should also
form part of such a critical-reflective process. The question now is which insights teachers
can obtain regarding their own viewpoints, beliefs and value judgements, and those of others,
through reflection.
Moral considerations in critical reflection
Kelchtermans (2009, 2012) refers to broad and deep reflection, with ‘broad’ indicating that
moral, political and emotional dimensions are addressed in the reflection, while ‘deep’
reflection means that the reflection goes beyond questions directed only at the teacher’s direct
actions in a specific situation, for instance, ‘what happened and how I did react?’ According
to Kelchtermans (2009, 2012), deep reflection involves a critical examination of personal,
political and moral views. However, reflection is not necessarily critical and hence not
necessarily moral. Critical reflection presumes a vision on ‘good education’, in which moral
considerations play an important role (Korthagen & Wubbels, 1998). Moral considerations
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involve reflection on the values and norms of all stakeholders in the situation, which demands
a critical probing of what, in a specific situation, is important. This pertains not just to what
the teacher’s interests are, but also and particularly what the interests are of the other people
for whom the teacher is responsible in that situation (Kelchtermans, 2009).
In both Mezirow’s (1998, 2003) and Brookfield’s (1995, 2004) work, two orientations
can be distinguished that are typical for teachers’ moral considerations. The first orientation
involves gaining insight into the political factors that may influence or even distort the
meaning teachers give to practice situations. A school board’s determination to be officially
awarded a certificate of excellence could be an example here5. This requires the school to
stand out in some aspect of the curriculum, with the result that teachers are placed under
increased pressure to help achieve this goal, and that teachers may start equating good
education with this standard of excellence. Secondly, it is important for moral considerations
to continue to critically examine situations that were initially interpreted as good or right,
while this may not be so for every pupil. It may happen, for example, that a teacher uses a
specific method for a group discussion which initially appears to promote a democratic
atmosphere that allows all pupils to contribute equally. But there may be pupils who do not
wish to contribute to the discussion because it impacts them personally, or because they fear
their fellow pupils’ judgement of their personal opinion. Then, what seemed to be all about
promoting a democratic atmosphere in the classroom can instead result in a much more
ambivalent situation. So moral considerations do form part of critical reflection but the
reflection is more specific given its focus on the beliefs, values and norms of all stakeholders,
including the public authority, society at large, the school board, and parents with their
possibly divergent interests. Within this field of many different interests, asking after the right
thing to do is a very relevant question.
Types of reflection: content, process and critical reflection
The preliminary examination of reflection for teachers outlined above provided this study
with a classification in terms of three types of reflection, as elaborated previously by Mezirow
(1997): content reflection, process reflection, and critical reflection. Based on the work by
Kelchtermans (2009,2012), Mezirow (1998, 2003) and Brookfield (1995, 2004), we further
expanded critical reflection – which has personal beliefs, values and norms as its subject

5
The declaration of ‘Excellent School’ was introduced in 2012 by the then-minister of Education as a means to encourage schools to pursue
excellence in a certain profile and to thereby set themselves apart from other schools.
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matter – with the moral-political dimension. This means that personal beliefs, values and
norms are placed within a wider perspective than just ‘doing the right thing’, based on an
engagement with, and concern for the interests of all potential stakeholders. It involves
critically questioning what one tends to take for granted and examining to what extent
personal beliefs, values or norms do justice to the interests of pupils, the school, parents and
the educational system in the current situation and in the longer term. The moral-political
dimension also refers to how societal and political debates influence views on what makes
good education and on the position of the teacher and the profession. Table 4.1 provides an
overview of the types of reflection addressed in this study.

Type of reflection
Content reflection
Centres on the subject, e.g. the experience of pupils’ behaviour. Reflection
occurs based on prior experience and existing knowledge.
Process reflection
Centres on feelings and thoughts regarding an approach, work method or
strategy. One’s own actions and choices made in the situation are the
starting point of reflection.
Critical reflection
Centres on personal views, values and norms. These are openly examined,
questioned and probed further with a view to doing the right thing in a
specific situation.
Moral– political dimension in critical reflection
o
Centres on personal views, values and norms. These are openly
examined, questioned and probed further with a view to doing
the right thing for all stakeholders in the wider context and in the
longer term.
o

Critical reflection on how societal and political debates
influence views on good education and the position of the
teacher and the profession.

Insight into
What the teacher draws on to give meaning to the
experience
How the teacher thinks and feels about his/her own
approach to give meaning to the experience.

Why views, values and norms contribute to what’s
good for pupils. Meaning is given based on personal
perspectives regarding the specific situation.
Why views, values and norms contribute to what’s
good for the wider (societal) context of education and
do justice to the interests of all stakeholders from a
long – term perspective.
How societal and political debates influence views
regarding one’s own position, the profession and the
(wider) context of education.

Table 4.1: Types of reflection for teachers (based on Brookfield, 1995, 2004; Kelchtermans, 2009, 2012 and
Mezirow, 1997, 1998, 2003)

Reflection through dialogue
Reflecting on one’s own frames of reference, i.e. personal beliefs and viewpoints, can help the
teacher understand what he considers to be good teaching. However, Mezirow (1998)
concluded that most people just don’t think about reflecting on their own viewpoints, and that
dialogue can be an effective means of stimulating them to do. In a dialogical process it is
almost a matter of course to expect teachers to explicate, investigate and substantiate their
beliefs and taken for granted frames of reference. In order to investigate the meaning of their
frames of reference teachers need to understand which arguments for ‘the good’ are
defensible, so that they can justify their own beliefs on the matter (Fenstermacher &
Osguthorpe, 2011). Participants in a dialogue systematically investigate beliefs and opinions,
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thereby building a broader understanding of the situation. A critical dialogue helps to assess
the relevance of certain beliefs, based on both well-considered arguments for a specific
situation and on the experience that is the subject of reflection. This is what qualifies a
dialogue as ‘critical’: when it critically interrogates the beliefs and taken for granted frames of
reference on which ways of thinking, feeling and personal conduct are based, usually
unquestioningly.
Context and procedure of the research
From the point of view that every interaction between teacher and pupils can be viewed as a
moral matter and because that is precisely what teachers find difficult, the collective research
in the PLC focused on these teacher-pupil interactions. To be able to study such interactions,
the research made use of video recordings of classroom situations, as every interaction
involves considerations on the part of the teacher as to what is essential and what is good to
do. Video recordings of teacher-pupil interactions in classroom situations are recognised as
valuable material in research and the literature (Marsh & Mitchell, 2014). The recordings
were made by the teacher, after which he chose an excerpt to discuss in the PLC. The selected
excerpts could be of a situation involving interaction with one or more pupils, perceived as
tense by the teacher, or could be of a situation clearly involving the question what would be
‘the right thing’ to do here. While discussing the excerpts, the teachers formulate the
experience and make statements about intentions, beliefs and motives, so that they can
recognise their considerations and what they perceive to be important in the situation being
examined. Observation and discussion guidelines can help to identify and formulate the
professional interpretations (Marsh & Mitchell, 2014). The ‘critical reflexive dialogue’ was
developed as a tool for this research to help teachers give meaning to daily practice situations
(Keijzer, Van Rooijen & Vogel, 2015). The first phase of the critical dialogue consists of
asking questions to help teachers explicate their views and (tacit) beliefs, so that these are
made accessible for the collective research conducted in the PLC. In the second phase of the
dialogue, the participants jointly reflect on the meaning given to these experiences. In the
third phase, after all the views have been discussed, the participants relate the results to the
experience initially described in the first phase. Directive questions that can be asked in these
three phases of a critical reflexive dialogue are listed in Table 4.2.
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First phase
Sense-making personally
o
What exactly happens in the
interaction with the pupils?
o
How do I see this situation?
o
What did I want to achieve in
this situation?

Second phase
Sense-making collectively
o
What would the others do in this situation
and why?
o
Which beliefs/values/tacit opinions steer the
decisions/the actions?
o
What is the intention for acting?
o
Why is that valuable and for whom?
o
What interest does this serve/what is the
goal?

Third phase
Back to the experience
What have I discovered,
following this dialogue?
How do I view the experience
now?
What does this mean for my
pedagogical practice?

Table 4.2: Phases in the process of meaning giving with directive questions

Based on the principle that a dialogue helps to investigate what views and (tacit) assumptions
mean for the specific situation, we assume that teachers engaging in a critical reflexive
dialogue will show more critical reflection than when reflecting on a practice situation
individually. Following our theoretical framework (Table 4.1) in which critical reflection
includes the moral-political dimension, we also examined whether and, if so, how the moralpolitical dimension manifests itself here. This article therefore pursues the following two
research questions:
1) How do the types of reflection develop among the participating teachers through the
implementation of a critical reflexive dialogue?
2) How is the moral-political dimension expressed in the type of critical reflection
exhibited by the participating teachers?
Method
Participants and context
Given the nature of the questions above, this study chose to employ a qualitative case study as
research method (Yin 2003). Three primary schools participated in this study, which involved
forming PLCs whose participants had committed to learning with and from each other about
the pedagogical issues that they encounter in their everyday work. These PLCs formed part of
a larger study into developments among pedagogical professionals within a
professionalisation programme in which several schools participated. All teachers of the
participating schools were invited to participate in the professionalisation programme. After
the research team introduced the project, interested parties could register to participate in the
programme. This yielded the teacher population for the current study. The school directors of
the participating schools were also very interested and motivated to facilitate the PLCs. This
article only uses data pertaining to the PLCs which researchers were able to attend as
observers. All in all, three learning communities and 13 teachers participated in this research
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project, spanning four PLC meetings over a period of six months. These were teachers of
grade 5 to 8. Per PLC, one of the teachers also assumed the role of teacher-coach to support
the dialogical process. These coaches all followed a training course in supervising a PLC
according to the method of a critical reflexive dialogue. All participating teachers were
intrinsically motivated to learn with and from each other regarding their own questions and
issues. For this study, each PLC represented a case study. Table 4.3 offers an overview of the
case specifications (teachers and schools).
Participant
PLC1
School-characteristics
Medium-sized school for public primary education.
The school wants to prepare children for a society,
in which a diversity of cultures, values and norms
reign.
PLC2
School-characteristics
Medium-sized public primary school. Motto is learning together and
learning to live together

PLC3
School-characteristics
Public village school, emphasis a safe space for learning and living
environment.

Age

Teacher experience

PLC 1
T1A
T1B
T1C
T1D

30 – 40
50 – 59
40 – 50
20 – 29

10 – 19
20 – 35
10 – 19
5–9

PLC2
T2A
T2B
T2C
T2D
T2E

30 – 40
30 – 40
20 – 30
30 – 39
30 – 39

10 – 19
10 – 19
0–5
10 – 19
10 – 19

PLC3
T3A
T3B
T3C
T3D

30 – 40
20 – 29
30 – 39
20 – 29

10 – 19
0–5
10 – 19
0–5

Table 4.3: Case specifications

Data collection
Data were collected at various points during the project using three different tools: (1)
observations of the PLC meetings, (2) field notes by the researcher, and (3) interviews with
the teacher-coach. Two PLCs had four meetings and one PLC had three meetings. Each
meeting lasted between 120 and 150 minutes.
Observations
The meetings took place at each participating school and were all observed by the researcher
and – with each participant’s prior permission – recorded on audiotape and fully transcribed.
The observations were carried out by taking field notes.
Field notes
The researcher took field notes of each meeting according to a previously designed format
(Swandt, 2015). For example, notes were made of the topics, issues, tensions experienced,
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questions or dilemmas that the participants contributed. The format also contained an open
space to add notes on whatever caught the researcher’s attention, for instance: the measure of
interest or involvement shown by the other participants, the topics that were frequently raised,
the emotions reported or shown, and so on.
Interview with the teacher-coach
The researcher interviewed the teacher-coach both before and after each PLC meeting. The
transcripts of the PLC meetings were provided to the teacher-coach by email and these served
as input for the interview preceding the subsequent meeting. The interview concentrated on
two questions:
1) What stands out with respect to the issues that are raised?
2) What does this mean for how you will supervise the next meeting?
Field notes were discussed with the teacher-coach after each meeting, revolving around the
question: What stands out with respect to the process of this PLC meeting?
Analysis
The data analyses were performed using the transcripts of the PLC meetings. A tense
interaction moment between teacher and pupils (the issue) was used as starting point for the
analysis. In a previous study, we investigated for all seven participating PLCs the experiences
(the tense moment) contributed for discussion by the teachers. These experiences were
examined and analysed using qualitative inductive content analysis (Elo & Kyngas, 2007).
The interactions of teachers with pupils with the questions and/or tensions experienced by the
teachers were identified in text fragments in order to understand what the teachers had
initially taken as starting point for their giving of meaning. Through this content analysis, the
following three main areas were distinguished: 1) pupils’ attitude, 2) class-climate, and 3)
teachers’ professional role. Issues belonging to the area of pupils’ attitude pertain to what
teachers notice about the pupil’s interests and attention for the lesson or certain tasks. Issues
belonging to the area of class-climate pertain to the relationship between teacher and pupils
and among the pupils mutually. Issues concerning the area of teachers’ professional role
pertain to how teachers react to situations and their role-model. For the current study we used
the datasets for the three participating PLCs, which yielded 25 issues. For PLC 1: three issues
belonging to the area of pupils’ attitude, one belonging to the area of class-climate, and six
belonging to the teachers’ professional role. For PLC2 the distribution for these areas was one
issue, four issues, and four issues respectively. For PLC3 the distribution was five issues
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belonging to the area of class-climate and two issues in the area of teachers’ professional role.
The data were analysed in three stages.
First stage
In the first stage, using the datasets per PLC, a case-ordered descriptive matrix (Gay, Mills, &
Airasian, 2009) was created for each issue, consisting of the experience contributed and the
concomitant tensions and/or questions, and views, ideas and feelings. This corresponds with
the first phase of the critical reflexive dialogue (Table 4.2). Next, the matrices were examined
to determine the type of reflection involved in the contributed experience (content/process/
critical), or in other words, to determine how the teacher concerned personally gave meaning
to the issue concerned.
Second stage
The second stage was devoted to examining the research material to determine the type of
reflection engaged in during the dialogue in the PLC. This was made possible by selecting
text excerpts that pertained to the second and third phase of the critical reflexive dialogue
(Table 4.2). These excerpts were then linked to the matrices and encoded in terms of the three
sub-categories of content, process, and critical reflection (Table 4.1).
Third stage
Finally, an analysis was conducted of expressions of moral-political considerations as
occurred in the critical reflection category, applying the theoretical presumptions for the
moral-political dimension of reflection (Table 4.1). Table 4.4 displays the categories for the
three stages of analysis of this study.
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First and second stage of analysis
Categories
Areas of reflection
Content
Pertains to the subject, for instance pupils’ behaviour and ideas about the experience. Meaning is given
within existing knowledge and perspectives.
Process
Centres on feelings and thoughts about an approach, a method or strategy on the part of the teacher. The
giving of meaning is related to one’s own actions and decisions in the situation.
Critical
One’s own actions, decisions, ideas, views and values are openly examined or questioned and probed
further from different perspectives. Meaning is given based on one’s own views and (tacit) assumptions.
Third stage of analysis
Categories
Moral-political dimension of reflection
Impact on pupils
A critical examination of views, value judgements, tacit assumptions and routine actions and how they
impact pupils.
Long – term consequences
A critical examination of views, value judgements, tacit assumptions and routine actions and how they
for pupils
impact pupils in the longer term with a view to their preparation for societal participation.
Influence of debates on
A critical examination of how societal and political debates influence dominant views on what makes
views regarding good
good education.
education
Influence of debates on
A critical examination of what societal and political debates mean for the position of the teacher and the
position of teacher/profession profession.

Table 4.4: Categories for the analysis

The matrices of four PLC meetings chosen at random were encoded independently by two
researchers (the first and second authors) in terms of type of reflection, and the results were
subsequently compared. The results showed 84% correspondence between the codes. The
differences in encoding (16%) concerned the content and process reflection. Differences were
discussed with the other authors until the concepts were clear and agreed among all
researchers.
Results
Types of reflection in the process of sense-making to the experience
To understand the reflection engaged in by the participating teachers, first the types of
reflection (content, process and critical) were identified using the transcriptions of the PLC
meetings. The focus was on the meaning that teachers individually gave to an issue, i.e.
before the dialogue: reflection (I) and the meaning given to the issue after conducting the
dialogue, i.e. collective reflection (C). Table 4.3 shows, per PLC and per meeting (M), the
shift in type of reflection within the three areas of pupils’ attitude, class-climate and teachers’
professional role. In other words: the table shows the meaning that the teacher gave to the
issue individually, and the meaning given to the issue after the dialogue took place. The
following section presents the results per PLC, illustrated with examples.
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PLC 1
In PLC1, three issues were discussed during the first meeting: two issues regarding teachers’
professional role and one issue pupils’ attitude. Within the area of pupils’ attitude, the type of
reflection shifts from content process. For example, reflection (I):
No matter my position, the groups to the left and right of me should both simply do the
work. I notice that I choose my position very strategically because I am not yet fully
confident that the pupils will indeed get on with the assignment, […] because I notice that
when I give attention to one group, other pupils become restless. Their restlessness often
has to do with the assignment, but it also happens, let’s be honest, that it has nothing to
do with the assignment. And of course I want to get it sorted out so that I can simply
count on it that, when I’m working with one group, the other group also carries on
working. (T1C, M1)6

The example above concerns the subject of reflection (pupils’ performance of an assignment).
The teacher’s interpretation contains ideas and feelings within an existing perspective,
namely: working independently as a group means performing the assignment. After the
dialogue has been conducted, the teacher attributes meaning that shows process reflection, as
it reveals how the teacher thinks and feels about his actions:
I should actually just let it happen for a bit. It bothers me more than it bothers the pupils.
It’s inside my head. There is some kind of programme inside my head and I am too
determined to stick to it. If you just look at what’s happening, then you see that they are
actually working nicely. So it’s just a certain routine on my part.

Regarding the area of teachers’ professional role, the type of reflection remains the same for
two issues: from process to process and from critical to critical. Three issues are discussed in
the second meeting and a shift occurs from content to critical reflection within the a rea of
class-climate. Within the area of teachers’ professional role, there is a single shift from
process to critical reflection and a single shift from content to process reflection. Two issues
are discussed in the third meeting, showing a shift from content to process reflection within
the area of pupils’ attitude. Within the area of teachers’ professional role, there is a shift from

6

Teacher C- PLC1. Meeting 1
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process to critical. A single issue is discussed during the fourth meeting, and the type of
reflection remains the same. For example, critical (I):
Ideally you would want to give all 36 children just as much attention, to give them all the
feeling that it’s good to be here and that I am looking after you, but you don’t always
manage. I end up giving a lot more attention to children who actively ask for it than to
children who are quieter. (T1D, M4)

This example contains reflection on the beliefs and values of the teacher (‘Ideally you would
want to give all 36 children just as much attention, to give them all the feeling that it’s good to
be here’). It is also apparent that the teacher openly questions her own routine behaviour (‘I
end up giving a lot more attention to children who actively ask for it than to children who are
quieter’). The type of reflection as a result of the dialogue remains critical, but the meaning
given to the situation is widened: ‘Of course you want them to know that they are being
heard. Sometimes you didn’t interact as much with some children, so when they exit the door
at the end of the day and call out bye see you tomorrow, you realise that you hardly talked to
them today.’ This example shows how the dialogue resulted in a broader understanding. But
this awareness already arose previously in the situation (‘you realise that you hardly talked to
them today’). This is what Schön (1996) describes as ‘reflection in action’, with which he
points to the ability ‘on the spur of the moment’ to use experience and to connect feelings
with ‘theories in use’. Through ‘reflection-on-action’ in the PLC, ‘reflection-in-action’ was
made explicit.
PLC2
Two issues were discussed in PLC2’s first meeting, showing a shift from content to critical
within the area of class-climate. Within the area of teachers’ professional role, a shift occurred
from content to process. In the second meeting, two issues pertaining to class-climate were
discussed, with a shift from content to critical and from content to process. As an example of
content reflection (I):
I did intervene for a moment, then, and asked the pupils to remember what we had
agreed. Right, that we would be quiet. But is that happening? No it isn’t happening. So I
intervened because this is not the first time that this happens, in fact it’s the same old
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story every time, and I don’t want the group to react to each other in this way. How can I
get the pupils to sit still and to listen? (T2C, M2)

This example illustrates on the one hand that it’s about the subject of the experience (namely
how pupils react to each other), and on the other that the teacher’s question reflects her search
for a solution within a pre-given perspective (namely, to sit still and listen). The shift to
critical reflection is apparent in how the teacher questions her own tacit beliefs and routines
and what these beliefs and routines means for the pupils:
I don’t want to be correcting the pupils all the time, because I think that they feel very
involved and that’s why they keep interrupting each other. The number of times that we
need to ask the pupils to be quiet […] and so it doesn’t mean that they don’t feel
involved.

Two issues are discussed in the third meeting, with a shift occurring from content to process
within the area of class-climate while the type of reflection remains the same in the area of
teachers’ professional role, namely process and process. Also in the fourth meeting, two
issues are discussed, both within the area of teachers’ professional role, and the types of
reflection remain the same, namely critical and critical, and process and process.
PLC3
Three issues were discussed in PLC3, showing a shift from content to process and a shift from
content to critical within the theme of class ambiance. Here again, an example of content
reflection (I):
A student said she had written a really good poem. She was very proud at first, and
because she had come to me I gave her a turn. But it was quite a heavy poem, and I was
hearing it for the first time, too. She read out the poem, until she closed up and couldn’t
continue. She sat back down, all hunched up, which is when I figured that I really needed
to respond to this, and not just let it pass. (T3C, M1)

This example illustrates that it is about the subject of reflection (a pupil reads out a poem) and
that the teacher’s tension is the result of an unexpected situation. The teacher’s consideration
reveals how the teacher thinks (namely, I need to respond to a sad pupil). By conducting a
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dialogue on this matter, the reflection shifts to a critical reflection on the consequences for the
pupil. Moral reflection also becomes apparent here, see the specific paragraph.
Well I find it very difficult, personally, to respond to children’s emotions. I can be a bit
blunt at times, and then I decide to just let it go, but I didn’t want to have children coming
up to her afterwards to ask what happened. Or, which would be very unpleasant, if
children were to talk about her outside the classroom or in the playground, telling others
how she had to cry. So I find it important, in the interest of the whole class, that this
incident wouldn’t turn into something unpleasant without me knowing, because that can
lead to the wildest stories which I really don’t want to see happen.

Within the area of teachers’ professional role, a shift occurs from process to critical.
Two issues are discussed in the second meeting, with a shift occurring from process to
critical, again within the area of class-climate. The type of reflection remains the same within
the area of teachers’ professional role, namely critical and critical. Although the type of
reflection remains the same, the dialogue does result in a deeper understanding. For instance,
during the critical reflection the teacher reports (I):
I had all pupils do the assignment and then asked who wanted to have a discussion about
it. The pupils immediately split up into groups to have that discussion, so then I thought,
why intervene? They’ve already arranged it so well. I don’t want to interfere too much or
to be too quick to say or ask something. (T3B, M2)

By conducting the dialogue, it becomes clear that the teacher is thinking about tacit
assumptions: ‘That is an issue for me, generally speaking. To start talking to children, while it
appears that they are working quite independently. I am afraid of interfering too quickly or
being too quick to say something.’
Two issues are discussed in the third meeting within the theme of class ambiance, with
one issue showing a shift from process to critical whereas the type of reflection remains the
same for the other issue, namely process and process.
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Meeting 1
Area
PLC1

Pupils’
attitude (2)

Reflection
(I)
Content

Meeting 2
Reflection
(C)
Process

Classclimate (1)
Professional
Role (6)

PLC2

PLC3

Process
Critical

Process
Critical

Meeting 3

Reflection
(I)

Reflection
(C)

Content

Critical

Process
Content

Critical
Critical

Meeting 4

Reflection
(I)
Content

Reflection
(C)
Process

Reflection
(I)

Reflection
(C)

Process

Critical

Critical

Critical

Process

Process

Critical
Process

Critical
Process

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pupils’
attitude (1)
Classclimate (4)

Content

Critical

Professional
Role (4)

Content

Process

Content
Content

Critical
Process

Content

Process

Process

Process

Pupils’
attitude (0)
Classclimate (5)

Content
Content

Critical
Process

Process

Critical

Professional
Role (2)

Process

Critical

Critical

Critical

Process
Process

Process
Critical

Table 4.5: Types of teachers’ individually reflection (Reflection I) and collective reflection through dialogue
(Reflection C)

In sum, we observe two shifts in the type of reflection as a result of conducting a dialogue in
the three participating PLCs. One is a shift to process reflection, which yields insight into how
the teacher thinks and feels about his/her own approach; the other is a shift to critical
reflection, yielding insight into the role of one’s own views and tacit assumptions. Teachers
more often take the content of the experience as the starting point, but this no longer occurs in
the last meetings. Also, content reflection no longer occurs after conducting the dialogue. A
further notable finding is that no critical reflection occurs within the area of pupils’ attitude,
and that most of the shifts occur within the area of class-climate. Critical reflection rarely
occurs prior to the dialogue, except where the area of teachers’ professional role is involved.
Critical reflection occurs in each meeting and at all three PLCs, but our data does not enable
us to determine whether this critical reflection develops over the course of the meetings.
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We may state, in general terms, that teachers often take the subject of the experience
as an opportunity to give meaning to situations, when they individually give meaning to
issues. This may provide the teachers with a better understanding of the daily goings–on.
They barely engage in any critical reflection within the process of giving individual meaning.
It appears from the data that most teachers are naturally inclined to focus more on how they
act (process) and the concomitant thoughts and feelings, than on what they aim to achieve by
those actions for the pupils (critical reflection). We may therefore conclude that the teachers
in the participating PLCs are mostly not naturally inclined to ask (critical) questions about
their own views and taken for granted beliefs. Teachers seem inclined to view their own
practice as a string of separate events which each require immediate response. Critical
reflection occurs least in PLC2. This may be attributable to the fact that the school concerned
puts a strong emphasis on cognitive development, so that the content of the lesson and the
methodical approach take more of a central position (Table 4.1). The data also show that
conducting a dialogue results in a broader understanding of the experience of the participating
teachers, even though the type of reflection remains the same for some of the situations. The
data also indicate that, once teachers have applied critical reflection and have gained a deeper
understanding of their own beliefs, that this remains a source of insight.
The moral-political dimension in critical reflection
Finally, we sought to identify expressions of the moral-political dimension in critical
reflection. The purpose of critical reflection is to explicitly examine and, if necessary,
question one’s own actions, decisions, thoughts, beliefs and values. The moral-political
dimension in critical reflection demands a critical examination of how political and societal
factors affect educational practice. By reflecting on the moral-political dimension, teachers
learn to better understanding the impact of these factors on what good education is taken to be
and on their own professional practice.
The moral-political dimension of reflection within the areas of class-climate and the
professional role is displayed in Table 4.6 per PLC. As critical reflection does not occur
within the area of pupils’ attitude (see Table 4.4), this was also not examined with a view to
the moral-political dimension.
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Meeting 1
Area
PL
C1

Classclimate (1)
Professional
Role (7)

Meeting 2

Reflection
(I)

Reflection
(C)

Critical
X

Critical
Impact for
pupils

Reflection
(I)

Long –
term
consequen
ces for
pupils

PL
C2

Classclimate (2)

Classclimate (3)

Professional
Role (3)

Reflection
(C)
Critical
X
Critical
(2)
Impact for
pupils
Longterm
consequen
ces for
pupils

Critical
X

Critical
Impact for
pupils

Reflection
(I)

Meeting 4
Reflection
(C)

Reflection
(I)

Reflection
(C)

Critical
Impact for
pupils

Critical
Impact for
pupils

Critical
Impact for
pupils

Long- term
consequen
ces for
pupils

Long-term
consequenc
es for pupils

Long-term
consequen
ces for
pupils

Influence
of debates
on views
regarding
good
education

Long-term
consequen
ces for
pupils

Professional
Role (2)

PL
C3

Meeting 3

Critical
X

Critical
Impact for
pupils

Critical
Impact for
pupils

Critical
Impact for
pupils

Critical
Impact for
pupils

Long-term
consequen
ces for
pupils

Long-term
consequen
ces for
pupils

Critical
Impact for
pupils
Long-term
consequen
ces for
pupils

Influence
of debates
on views
regarding
good
education

Critical
Impact for
pupils

Critical
Impact for
pupils

Long-term
consequenc
es for pupils

Long-term
consequen
ces for
pupils

–

–

–

–

Table 4.6: The moral-political dimension in critical reflection

The results show that, in the first meetings, the moral-political dimension does not occur as
part of the critical reflection type, with the exception of PLC3 within the area of professional
role. The moral-political dimension, understood as ‘a critical reflection on one’s own beliefs,
value judgements, tacit assumptions or routine actions and the long-term consequences
thereof for the pupils occurs in all PLCs, as demonstrated by the following excerpt:
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It goes deeper than just wanting to know whether pupils are reading along; my thoughts
also go out to the future. Pupils will become adults, and then it’s good for them to learn to
better express themselves; it will also make things more pleasant for them in their
interaction with others. That’s more or less the idea behind it […] that they do become
better at saying what they want, what they feel and what they find important. (T2B, M3)

Another example within the moral dimension is the following: ‘It is important that pupils
learn to respect each other and to understand that you shouldn’t exclude people who don’t
look like you. You need to respond to that as a teacher, so that they will be careful in this
respect in their adult life’. (T3D, M3)
The results also show that a political dimension, in the sense of a critical examination of the
influence of societal and political debates on contemporary beliefs on what makes good
education, only occurred in PLG1 within the area of professional role. This may be
attributable to this school’s explicit attention for the societal function of education (Table
5.1).
The emphasis is on performance, and all our goals are derived from that. Still, I wonder
about how high we set the bar for these children. Are the goals we set at a level that they
can achieve, or are they too high or too low? We don’t talk about this much with each
other. And the question remains, how do you set a good example? Is it good to ignore it,
or would it be good to raise a counter voice? (T1D, M1)

A critical examination of the significance of societal and political debates for the position of
the teacher and the professional group did not occur in any PLC.
Conclusion and discussion
This study examined how teachers give meaning to issues pertaining to their interactions with
pupils, and how this meaning-giving develops through a dialogue with colleagues. We
examined how teachers give meaning to issues individually and how they give meaning after
conducting a dialogue. The differentiation in terms of three types of reflection (content,
process, critical), following the work by Mezirow (1997), provided a framework to help
understand how teachers give meaning and how this develops through a dialogue in a PLC.
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Mezirow’s theory that reflection is a process of critically assessing the content, the process or
the assumption in order to give meaning to an experience was borne out by empirical
observation. Based on the results we may conclude that when teachers give meaning to issues
individually, they tend to focus first on the content and the process of reflection, yielding
insight into the what of the situation and the how of one’s own actions. Critical reflection
(concerning why) was found to barely occur in teachers’ individual meaning-giving; a finding
confirmed by research by Callens (2014), in which 596 reflections by (prospective) teachers
were analysed. The results of this study confirm that critical reflection also occurs rarely
among the experienced teachers who participated in this study; at least, with respect to
individual meaning-giving to issues encountered in educational practice. However, critical
reflection and the moral-political dimension did occur more frequently in the collective
reflection process of the dialogue. The questions forming part of the critical reflexive dialogue
– ‘Why is something valuable and for whom?’ and ‘What interest does this serve and what is
the goal?’– stimulated most teachers to engage in critical reflection. We also found that when
the experienced teachers reached the level of critical reflection – meaning that they also
subject their own beliefs and taken for granted assumptions to this reflection – they continue
to do so for the specific issue concerned. These findings show how the explication and
examination of beliefs encourages critical reflection which in turn leads to a new
understanding of what’s good to do, compared to when teachers continue to give meaning to
practical issues individually.
We also examined the occurrence of the moral-political dimension of critical
reflection as advocated by Brookfield, (1995, 2004), Kelchtermans (2009,2012) and Mezirow
(1997, 1998, 2003). Based on this study we can conclude that, in cases where the moralpolitical dimension does occur in reflection, then it occurs in critical reflection but often
without being identified as such. Within the education sector, the notion of a ‘moral-political
dimension of reflection’ is not common. Making this dimension of reflection more explicit
could help support teachers. The result of a moral-political orientation in teachers’ reflection
would be an understanding of educational practices based on the views held by society and
politics of what makes good education, and of how views and visions can impact pupils’
interests and one’s own professional role. An explicit focus on beliefs, including a focus on
the societal and political context of education, may enable teachers to determine what’s good
to do on the basis of a broader understanding. At the same time, it helps to understand the
complexity of the teacher’s profession due to the diversity of views regarding what’s good.
This study shows that, for the participating teachers, the influence of societal and political
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debates on their own performance and thought processes is not obvious. It also reveals that
teachers do not necessarily recognise how such societal and political influences have an
impact on their professional role or on the status of the professional group as a whole. This
may be attributable to the dominance of the technical-instrumental approach to education
since the 1980s, which has little explicit attention for the moral values of education
(Veugelers, 2011). This prompts the question what teachers need in order to examine what
societal and political influences mean for education and their own professional role. Here we
could again draw on the work by Freire (1970) and Mezirow (1997), who were both inspired
by critical theory. Posing critical questions and the ability to think autonomously can yield a
better understanding of dominant beliefs and possible unequal distributions of power or
authority.
This study has implications with respect to supporting teachers in engaging in critical
reflection on what’s good to do through dialogue. The differentiated types of reflection,
expanded with the moral-political dimension, add depth to the insights obtained through
reflection. Teacher-coaches can use these types of reflection for a professionalisation
programme that takes account of the fact that teachers are a part of the society for which they
are preparing their pupils. At the same time, teachers should critically examine this society to
determine how it may influence their own position and to identify the power relations that
possibly stifle their own ‘voice’. We expect that engaging with the moral-political dimension
of critical reflection by asking critical questions can provide a concrete opportunity for
teachers to reflect on societal and political influences on notions of good education and good
teaching practices. We would therefore advocate giving a substantial role to the moralpolitical dimension in reflection, in conjunction with a critical reflexive dialogue and
augmented with knowledge that stimulates reflection on how societal and political influences
operate, in any approach to the further professionalisation of teachers. In this regard we
recommend performing research into how teachers’ critical stance regarding societal
structures can be made manifest and developed further. Such a study could offer support to
teachers’ moral development, as well as to teacher-coaches seeking to explicate the moral
dimension of teachers’ work.
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Chapter 5
Teachers’ moral learning in professional learning
groups
Abstract
This article discusses teachers’ moral learning in professional learning groups and
corresponding challenges for teachers’ moral professionalism. A professional learning
programme aimed as understanding the moral dimension of teaching was conducted. A
framework for moral learning was developed based on a review of the literature of teacher
professional learning. Teachers’ moral learning itself focuses on extending and deepening the
understanding of one’s own frame of reference, which influences teachers’ moral sensemaking of their daily teaching practice. The study examined the changes caused by the moral
learning process by conducting seven focus group interviews. Findings indicate that through
participation in the professional learning programme, teachers are more aware of their frames
of reference which were mainly implicit before the programme. Results show teachers have
(1) an increased self-awareness of one’s own frame of reference and (2) they are more open
for other viewpoints, and (3) are also more inclined/capable of taking into account the
meaning of their own frame of reference and its influence on pupils. Finally, we identified
features that teachers considered as being important to strengthening their moral
professionalism.

This article has been published as: De Keijzer, H., Jacobs, G., Van Swet, J., & Veugelers, W. (2020). Teachers’
moral learning in professional learning groups. Professional Development in Education, 1 – 17. DOI:
10.1080/19415257.2020.1712617
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Introduction
Viewing teachers’ practice as a moral endeavour and teachers themselves as role models for
pupils has already been acknowledged in several studies (e.g. Buzzelli & Johnston, 2002;
Campbell, 2008 Carr, 1992; Hargreaves, 1995; Oser, Dick, & Patry, 1992; Sanger &
Osguthorpe, 2011). Moral teaching contributes to the moral life in classrooms, to the moral
lives of pupils, and, as a result of that, to the character of society (e.g. Fenstermacher,
Osguthorpe, & Sanger, 2009; Maas, 2010). This is supported by empirical evidence showing
that the moral purpose of teaching and schooling is still widely supported by researchers and
teacher educators, including teacher trainer centres (Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011).
Fenstermacher (1990) defined the moral nature of teaching as: ‘What makes teaching a moral
endeavour is that it is, quite centrally, human action undertaken in regard to other human
beings. Thus, matters of what is fair, right, just, and virtuous are always present’ (p. 133).
This corresponds with literature that claims that all teachers’ judgements, decisions
and acts are moral in nature (e.g. Buzzelli & Johnston, 2002; Kelchtermans, 2012; Veugelers
& Vedder, 2003). Despite the worldwide attention to understand the moral nature of teachers’
practice, teachers themselves are not always aware of the fact. Moreover, a majority of
teachers does not receive training about the moral dimension of education in general and
teaching in particular (Chin & Barber, 2010; Thornberg, 2008; Willemse, Lunenberg, &
Korthagen, 2008). Based on the literature, we have taken the position that all teachers’
interactions with pupils are a moral endeavour. In this study, we define this claim as
‘teachers’ moral professionalism’. Nevertheless, the moral dimension is always inherent to
professionalism (e.g. Freidson, 2001). This means that teachers’ professionalism not only
means “exercising the profession skilfully” but also means paying attention to the values,
norms and interests that are important in that profession. Despite the lack of empirical
knowledge about the moral dimension of teachers' professionalism we deliberately use the
term moral professionalism for this study. All the more, because in professionalisation
programmes for teachers the moral dimension of teachers' professionalism has faded into the
background (Jacobs, 2013). Therefore, in this study, teachers' moral professionalism refers to
teachers’ effort and responsibility to act in a fair and responsible way from moral standards
for their pupils and teaching practice. Furthermore, we follow Brookfield (1995) that it would
be helpful for teachers to understand the impact of policy and social factors for their teaching
practice. This means that teachers should be able to bring moral teaching into practice while
having a sense of responsibility toward pupils and society (Kelchtermans, 2012).
Yet, only a few studies have looked into a professional learning programme to support
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teachers with the moral dimension of their teaching practice. For that aim, a professional
learning programme was conducted and researched to provide support for teachers in the
moral dimension of teaching practice. The focus of this article is to contribute to empirical
knowledge on how a professional learning programme supports teachers’ moral
professionalism. A framework for moral learning was developed based on a review of the
literature of teacher professional learning. First, our research objectives include exploring
categories of teachers’ moral learning and moral change as it happens in a professional
learning programme. Secondly, we want to gain insight into what teachers themselves regard
as valuable and important in their learning programme as a moral professional.
Characteristics of teachers’ moral learning
Professional learning activities for teachers should take into consideration teachers’ own
knowledge and beliefs, including the problems they perceive in their daily practice (Opfer &
Pedder, 2011; Van den Bergh, Ros, & Beijaard, 2015). Because moral teaching is fraught
with tensions, doubts and questions (e.g. Campbell, 2008), a moral learning process for
teachers can best be built on teachers’ daily practice so that it contributes to a better
understanding of their experiences (Boylan, Coldwell, Maxwell, & Jordan, 2018). The
experiential learning theory of Kolb (1978/2014), which is based on the theory of learning by
Lewin (1946) and Dewey (1929/1984), takes experience as the starting point for learning.
Experiential learning takes place when teachers learn from concrete experience by critically
reflecting on them, by interpreting and connecting their experiences and give meaning to them
(in earlier publications we called this process “moral sense-making”). Dewey emphasized that
learning is dynamic, should always be grounded in experience and moreover that the whole
person is involved, including one’s environment, thoughts, feelings, needs, values and beliefs
which are elicited by a specific experience (e.g. Korthagen, 2010).
The transformative learning theory of Mezirow (1997) focuses on comprehending the
dynamics of learning and change in an environment where values and beliefs are important
for learning. It addresses ways to challenge frames of reference in order to make sense of
experiences. A frame of reference is a collection of viewpoints consisting of thoughts,
feelings, patterns, beliefs and values that influence teachers’ sense-making of their daily
teaching practice. Typically teacher’s beliefs are implicit but for teachers’ moral learning it is
important to gain more understanding about the influence of these beliefs in teachers’ sensemaking of daily experiences. However, by inviting teachers to tell stories about their teaching
practice and the tensions they encounter, implicit beliefs can be made explicit.
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In Mezirow's theory, Habermas’ ideas (1985) about communicative learning are
intertwined in striving to understand and assess one's values, beliefs, intentions and
qualifications and those of others. By doing so, claims to rightness, sincerity, authenticity, and
appropriateness of frames of reference can be validated in dialogue with others. According to
Mezirow (2003) communicative learning requires discourse, meaning dialogical engagement
among a group of learners with diverse perspectives: ‘Perspective transformation is a social
process often involving points of view expressed by others that we initially find discordant,
distasteful and threatening but later come to recognize as indispensable to dealing with our
experience’ (Mezirow, 1991, p. 185). This implies on the one hand a social context for
learning and on the other hand that teachers do not transform in isolation: they need
observations, insights and challenges from others to change perspectives (Brookfield, 1995).
The cognitive-rational perspective is important in transformational learning theory.
That perspective emphasizes rationality and critical reflection as important conditions for
learning. If this is met, this leads to a transformation of perspective. This is a constructivist
view of learning that emphasises a process of constructing and re-constructing new or revised
interpretations of the meaning of one’s experience. Within this constructivist conception of
learning, beliefs are thought of as critical in terms of how teachers make sense of their
teaching practice (Richardson, 2003). Teachers' professional learning becomes 'moral' when
teachers make a focused effort to understand how one’s own values and beliefs are part of
their sense-making of experiences while at the same time they have a sense of responsibility
toward pupils and society (Kelchtermans, 2012). This way of learning leads to changes in
one’s frame of reference as well as to changes in the actual practice associated with moral
learning. Learning then is seen as change. And change in a frame of reference is seen as the
general outcome of learning. Mezirow emphasized the importance of changing the frame of
reference as individual transformation. However, criticisms of this view of learning have
centered predominantly on its minimal attention to other ways of learning, overemphasis on
rationality and lack of attention to power and social change (Taylor, 1998, 2006).
Nevertheless, Mezirow’s learning theory was in part inspired by an emancipatory
tradition, focusing on equality amongst classes, races and genders as intended by Freire
(1970). Freire himself worked with transformational learning (Taylor, 1998). Both Freire and
Mezirow agree that examining values and beliefs are an important part of adult learning,
which derives from a critical theory of learning. Furthermore, they both focused on problembased education and saw this as the best possible type of adult learning and the path to critical
consciousness. However, they have different opinions on possible outcomes of such learning.
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In Freire's opinion, the purpose of learning is to develop a critical consciousness which leads
to social change. Freire sees that this purpose is based on ‘a rediscovery of power such that
the more critically aware learners become the more they are able to transform society and
subsequently their own reality (Taylor, 1998, p. 17). According to Mezirow, changes in the
frame of reference have to reach the level of autonomous thinking, meaning they differed in
their views about the outcome of learning. However, such learning requires first of all a
learning process with a focus on frames of reference.
The literature above has inspired us to distinguish four key principles for teachers’
moral learning. First, the learning process should provide space for teachers’ questions,
doubts and uncertainties arising from their daily teaching practice (e.g. Campbell, 2008;
Korthagen, 2010). Second, teachers’ learning should focus on an awareness of own frames of
reference because those form the basis of interpreting daily teaching practice, which in turn
influences their actions towards pupils (e.g. Richardson, 2003: Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011).
Third, it is needed to critically examine the meaning of one’s own frames of reference in a
communicative learning process, which can occur through reflection and dialogue with
colleagues who mostly have other frames of reference (Habermas, 1991; Mezirow, 2003).
And fourth, with this, the nature of moral learning is a way of viewing an experience, making
sense of this experience and valuing and anticipating the dynamics of values and beliefs in the
process of sense-making. Learning then is seen as change and change in frames of reference is
seen as a general outcome of moral learning. For our research project we transformed these
four key-principles into four stages for teachers’ moral learning: (1) exploring questions,
doubts and uncertainties arising from experiences in teachers’ interactions with pupils, (2)
becoming aware of own frames of reference that determine a certain interpretation of the
experience, (3) critical examination of the frames of reference taken for granted and their
implications for teaching practice, (4) creating a broader, new or different view on teachers’
moral teaching practice through changes in teachers’ frames of reference.
The stages of teachers’ moral learning will be detailed below.
The first stage of teachers’ moral learning
The first stage of teachers’ moral learning focuses on exploring their questions, doubts and
uncertainties based on their experience in interactions with pupils. Taken from the standpoint
that any interaction between the teacher and pupils should be regarded as moral, interactions
with pupils form the topics of the experiences and the input for teachers' moral learning.
Teachers describe their experience by openly presenting the tensions and questions they
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encounter in teaching practice. The central question in this stage is: what is happening in
teaching practice and, more specifically, in teachers’ interaction with pupils?
Second stage of teachers’ moral learning
The focus of the second stage of teachers’ moral learning is to become aware of one’s own
frame of reference that influenced the way how teachers interpret their experience.
Interpreting an experience takes place by way of one’s own frame of reference consisting of
expectations and beliefs that one acquires from previous experiences and that are also used to
make sense of new experiences. Reference frameworks can be explicitly learned, but
according to Mezirow (1997) they are often the result of cultural assimilation: one adopts
principles, norms and values of the dominant culture that one lives in. This presupposes that
teachers’ frames of reference are formed by assimilation with the environment, which in turn
results in the perspective from which teachers view the world. Thus, teachers norms, values
and beliefs play an intrinsic part in interpreting an experience.
However, interpreting an experience as such is not yet the “learning” we mean in our
model. It really becomes learning when the teacher explores important frames of reference
that become part of his sense-making and when he analyses these through an internal dialogue
in such a way that a better understanding of his own frame of reference emerges. Internal
dialogue refers to the process of interpreting an experience from teachers' own perspectives to
make sense of the experience. Learning through an internal dialogue reflects an important
tradition in research on teacher identity, such as the ‘dialogical self–theory’ in the work of
Hermans (2002) and ‘professional self-understanding’ of Kelchtermans (2009). Moral sensemaking, in particular for a teacher, is understanding what happens to pupils in the classroom
through questioning what is right, just or valuable in the interests of pupils. This includes the
willingness to explore and understand the influence of one’s own frames of reference from the
perspective of a responsibility toward pupils and society (De Keijzer et al., 2020). The central
question in this stage of learning is: what does the experience mean in dialogue with one’s
own frame of reference?
Third stage of teachers’ moral learning.
The third stage of teachers’ moral learning is the critical examination of the frames of
reference taken for granted in dialogue with others and their implications for teachers’
practice. The social component of learning, which is central in the social-constructivist view,
demands cooperation and communication. This kind of learning is mostly organized within
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professional learning groups. To do so, Mezirow (2003) refers to communicative learning,
which stresses understanding of values, ideals, feelings and frames of reference. Through
critical discourse with colleagues in professional learning groups, teachers can discuss their
personal sense-making, which has been obtained through internal dialogue. In doing so,
teachers’ implicit frames of reference become more explicit and accessible for critical
reflection with others. In communicative learning, critical assessing the beliefs of the person
who is communicating is a collective adventure of all participants by means of involvement in
the dialogue of teachers with different frames of reference (Mezirow, 2003). By infusing the
external dialogue into the internal dialogue, the central question in this stage of learning is:
what does the experience mean in dialogue with colleagues with different frames of
reference?
The fourth stage of teachers’ moral learning
The fourth stage of teachers’ moral learning focuses on the outcome of moral learning – i.e.
the product/result of the preceding process. Although 'change' is a crucial aspect of learning,
the concrete outcomes may differ. Depending on the purpose of professional learning,
learning outcomes may refer to changes in ways of thinking, knowledge, skills or approaches
to instruction that shape teachers' practice. Moral learning leads to changes in one’s frame of
reference as well as changes in the actual practice associated with moral learning. Following
the suggestion from Mezirow that learning takes place with colleagues with different frames
of reference, the outcome of teachers' moral learning is viewing teachers' practice from a
more thoughtful frame of reference which can help teachers to have a better understanding of
the moral dimension of their teaching practice. The central question in this stage of learning
is: what has changed in teachers’ frames of reference?
The framework of teachers’ moral learning
The four stages of learning described above are related with specific activities that teachers
perform in their learning process:
•

Describing an experience

•

Personal sense-making of the experience through internal dialogue

•

Collective sense-making of the experience through external dialogue

•

Becoming aware of (and if need be: change in) frames of reference through infusing
the external dialogue into the internal dialogue.
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This process of merging internal and external dialogue and conversely is what learning is
about and is shown as a lemniscate in figure 5.1. In this context, moral learning can be
defined as the cyclical linking of individual sense-making and collective sense-making. The
figure shows that input of experiences is necessary and in order to be able to grasp teachers’
changes, discussion of the outcome of moral learning is also significant.

Figure 5.1: The process of teachers’ moral learning.

Figure 5.1 depicts the framework for teachers’ moral learning. The research on teachers moral
experiences and moral sense-making that correspond to the first, second and third stage of
moral learning has presented elsewhere (Chapter 3). Categories which can be distinguished in
terms of moral learning outcomes in teachers’ change, form the focus of this study.
Focus of the present study
In this study we focus on the meaning of learning outcomes, i.e. the changes in teacher's
reference frameworks, as it is shown in their stories about their learning in professional
learning groups. This corresponds to the fourth stage of teachers’ moral learning, shown in
figure 5.1. The aim of this study is twofold. First we want to examine teachers’ learning and
the categories of teachers’ change in frame of reference in terms of moral learning outcomes.
Second, we want to gain insight into what teachers themselves regard as valuable and
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important in the programme for their moral learning. Therefore the following research
questions are leading in this study:
1) What are teachers’ moral learning outcomes in the context of a professional learning
programme?
2) What characteristics of the programme considered teachers as valuable and why?
Method
Procedure & participants
The context was a collaborative research project between two school boards for primary and
special education and three university teacher-training centres in the Netherlands. The
participants in this study are a total of 29 teachers from five primary schools (21 teachers) and
two secondary special education schools (eight teachers). Primary school teachers worked in
the sixth, seventh or eighth grade with pupils normally of 10 – 12 years old. The teachers in
secondary special education worked in the first or second grade with pupils of 13 – 14 years
old. The framework of teachers’ professional moral learning was used in seven learning
groups.
Research instruments
Semi-structured focus group interviews (Harrell & Bradley, 2009) were conducted with each
learning group to address both research questions. Each learning group consisted of three,
four or five teachers and was interviewed with the semi-structured method, which took about
90 minutes. Audio recordings were made and the interviews were fully transcribed. The
transcriptions were sent to the teachers of the learning groups, giving them the opportunity to
add information or give other interpretations. With a focus group interview, participants were
invited to express ideas and share feelings about their learning that they experienced during
the learning programme. An open conversation stimulated the recall in which comments from
others were used to complement each other and to give meaning to the learning-processes.
The aim was to get 'in-depth information' of teachers' learning and to discuss their learning
from different perspectives. In the focus group interviews teachers were asked about:
1) Their learning and changes during the professional learning programme
2) What did cause their learning and changes
3) What teachers perceived as valuable in the professional learning programme
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4) What they think is necessary to make the proceeds of the programme more sustainable
and to further develop teachers’ moral professionalism in general.
Data analysis
Three steps were taken in the analysis of the focus group interviews. First, for each focus
group teachers’ answers regarding their learning and changes were mapped in fragments by
three researchers of the project. These interview fragments derived from the research
questions as sensitizing concepts (e.g. Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The aim of moral learning
includes teachers' understanding of one’s frame of reference and the patterns in the interaction
between teacher and pupils(s). Therefore, the second step in the analysis focused on tracing
categories of teachers' moral learning and change in terms of moral learning outcomes.
Finally, teachers’ explanations for their learning and change were mapped. The results were
first peer-reviewed with two other researchers participating in the research project and
secondly with all authors of this article which led to full agreement.
Results
All teachers (29) indicate that they have learned and experienced changes. Teachers express
that the learning programme led to more insight into their thoughts, beliefs and patterns that
influence the way they experience their practice. Three categories of learning outcomes have
been found in teachers stories about their learning: 1) increased self-awareness of one’s own
frame of reference, 2) more open for other viewpoints, 3) more inclined to take into account
the meaning of one’s own frame of reference for pupils. These categories are shown in table
5.1.
A total overview of the categories of moral learning outcomes of each learning group
supplemented with examples of quotes can be found in Appendix A. The results below are
presented per moral learning outcome with quotes of individual teachers about their learning.
Keep in mind however, that teachers’ stories of their learning were obtained by an open
discussion in the focus – group interview, although quotes may seem rather personal.
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Teachers’ moral learning outcome
Increased self–awareness of own frames of reference

More open for other viewpoints

More inclined of taking into account the meaning of own
frames of reference for pupils.

Categories
Aware of own beliefs and patterns
Aware of own judgements
Aware of projecting own feelings or needs to pupils
Aware that there will always be situations that create tensions
Aware of own limited beliefs
Increased openness to give pupils more space and voice
More differentiation in teachers’ approaches to pupils
More alternative ways of acting and doing more to understand
what is going on
Aware of their role model as a teacher
Critically thinking of own behaviour for pupils
Aware how own behaviour influences classroom atmosphere
Aware of own actions, communication, judgements and their
meaning for pupils

Table 5.1:Categories of teachers’ moral learning outcomes

Increased self-awareness of one’s own frame of reference
The first category of moral learning outcome refers to a (sharper) awareness of teachers’ own
feelings, beliefs and patterns, which were mainly implicit before the programme. Moral
learning that leads to an increased self-awareness of own frames of reference are: a) aware of
own judgements, b) aware of own beliefs and patterns, c) aware of projecting own feelings or
needs to pupils, d) aware that there will always be situations that create tensions, e) aware of
own (limited) beliefs.
Aware of own judgements
All teachers report that they are more aware how own beliefs or patterns influence their
judgements, for example:
What I have learned very much is that I immediately make a judgement, […], because I
am always very busy and see everything, but not really seeing what is happening and
what pupils really ask for. It is much better to ask what has happened. What preceded it?
Just take the time to have a better understanding: what is happening now, what do I see? I
really learned to do that, taking time to understand instead of judging. (LG1)

Aware of own beliefs and patterns
Most teachers also reported an awareness of their beliefs that on the one hand obtained
understanding in teachers taken for granted beliefs and on the other hand a broader
perspective on teaching practice:
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My belief was I had to achieve my goal. Then I noticed that my way of teaching did not
match what the pupils’ needs are. And now it's much more, I find the way towards the
goal more fascinating. Achieving the goals does not necessarily have to happen. (LG7)

Some teachers, mention that they are aware of own patterns but do not find it necessary to
change them: ‘I'm always somewhat confrontational in conversations but that is what I’m like
and sometimes it can add something valuable’. (LG2)
Aware of projecting own feelings or needs to pupils
Furthermore, in some cases refers teachers’ learning to an awareness of projecting own needs
or feelings to the pupils: ‘To have control is my own need and not that of pupils [...] having
control of what is happening in the classroom seemed to me a good environment for pupils’
learning environment’. (LG6)
Aware that there will always be situations that create tensions
There are also some teachers who report being aware that some situations will always remain
full of tensions and doubts for them:
That will always be a tension–full moment for me: how much space do I give to pupils,
what do I allow? You don’t have to give them too much space, too much space is actually
[ ...] not good for the pupils, because then they do not know what to do any more. Thus, I
try to let go but I also understand the other side. (LG2)

Aware of own (limited) beliefs
Finally, a few teachers mention an awareness that their own beliefs limit a complete
understanding of their experiences:
Often I interpret from my own taken-for-granted belief. At some point with certain
pupils, especially at the end of the year, I have a belief of that pupil and then something
else happens which differs to what I assumed. My own belief makes me not fully open –
minded. That is still a thing that I should pay attention to. (LG3)

More open for other viewpoints
The second category of moral learning outcome refers to being open for other perspectives
and alternative ways of viewing the experiences. It adds something to teachers’ existing
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frames of reference that was not there before the programme. In turn, this led to: a) an
increased openness to give pupils more space and voice, b) more differentiation in their
approaches to pupils, such as paying more attention to pupils who do not ask for it
themselves, c) more alternative ways of acting to tune in on the diverse needs of their pupils
and especially doing more to understand what is going on.
Increased openness to give pupils more space and voice
All teachers experienced that the learning programme contributed to an increased openness to
give pupils more space and voice, which led to more differentiating:
Before, I let an angry pupil walk away, and why? Now I think − do not let it happen, give
his/her anger space. Otherwise, I would think leave it, but there is something else, giving
room to it ... yes. ... and that feels good, that I really ... Yes, I have progressed a bit in
how I see children’s diverse needs and what I can do for that. (LG4)

More differentiation in teachers’ approaches to pupils
Most teachers mention they see more and give more attention to the children who stay in the
background and who do not ask anything for it themselves:
[..]. but precisely because I can focus my attention on other things, not just listen to the
children that are ‘easy talkers’, then I also see those two girls who sit a little in the
background and then you see that attitude. Otherwise my attention would just go to the
same children. (LG1)

More alternative ways of acting and doing more to understand what is going on.
All teachers reported that they are more attentive to understanding pupils’ behaviour and to
what is happening in the classroom by asking questions instead of making judgements based
on previous experiences:
I have made a kind of change, at least in investigating to understand what is going on.
Questions like, what do they need? What was important in this group? So I notice that I
have other conversations and see more and ask what it’s about or what makes them have
this opinion. (LG3)
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Finally, one teacher reported that he already knows a lot and has learned nothing 'new' during
the learning programme: ‘I do not see more than I already do, I have gone so far as I can with
regard to learning’. (LG2)
More inclined of taking into account the meaning of one’s own frame of reference for
pupils.
The third category of moral learning outcome refers to an increased awareness of teachers’
own beliefs and how their actions impact on pupils. This moral learning outcome refers to: a)
aware of their role model as a teacher b) critically thinking of own behaviour for pupils, c)
aware how own behaviour influences classroom atmosphere, d) aware of the impact of
labelling pupils, e) aware of own actions, communication, judgements and their meaning for
pupils.
Aware of their role model as a teacher
Most teachers reported they are now more aware of their responsibility as a teacher to make
their thoughts and behaviour explicit: ‘I’ve become more aware of my role and responsibility.
I need to make choices, but also make clear why I behave like I do’. (LG4)
Critically thinking of own behaviour for pupils
Some teachers also refer to their authenticity as a professional:
Sincere interest − that's what I think, the sincere interest, I think all of us actually have
that, from the beginning. Children sense when a teacher has a sincere interest in them.
They feel whether the teacher will offer them safety, through how they are approached
and how the teacher engages with them. (LG5)

Aware how own behaviour influences classroom atmosphere
In addition, most teachers mention that the programme made them more aware of how own
beliefs and patterns influence the classroom atmosphere:
At one point the computer crashed. We were watching Youth News and all of a sudden
there was no computer any more. But because I just sat down and said: ’Well, that’s it’,
and because I just stayed very calm, the children waited in silence until the computer
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started again [ ...]. So I thought: if I remain calm, then the children will stay calm too.
(LG5)

Aware of own actions, communication, judgements and their meaning for pupils
Furthermore, some teachers report taking pupils’ feelings more into account in their
considerations of how to act:
Maybe the pupil feels embarrassed if I address them in front of the whole group. I have to
pay attention on how I say something to a child or question them – or think whether it is a
good time to say it in this way. Maybe I should take the child aside, instead of saying it in
public. (LG1)

Within the third moral learning outcome most teachers also report more explicitly
emphasizing the perspective of pupils in their decision–making and that they have become
more aware of their actions and the impact on pupils:
Some children do not like my direct way of communication […] and I'm pretty direct, and
then I try to approach them in a different way, connecting more with what they want than
to impose my own ... straightforward thinking. Now, I communicate more often and want
to know what is going on for them. (LG6)

Moral learning outcomes in the process of teachers’ moral learning
Results also show that moral learning leads in general to teachers' capacity to continue a
reflective and critical attitude and continue their learning after the programme. By explicitly
asking teachers to the results of their learning, means that exploring learning and change are
also part of the process of moral learning as shown in the lemniscate of figure 5.1. In order to
be able to grasp the outcome of moral learning, discussion of the results of learning is also
necessary. The examples below illustrate how teachers’ changes in their frame of reference is
obtained by introducing the external dialogue back into the internal dialogue. In other words:
it shows how teachers' insights, that were obtained through communicative learning, become
an individual activity again in the process of teachers' sense-making. The first example shows
that teachers spontaneously ask critical questions during the interview regarding their learning
and the impact on pupils:
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But now while I am saying this, I am thinking, I’d like to let go of control more, but do
children also like this or do they have the feeling that the teacher is leaving them a little
bit alone? Normally I took them by the hand and now I say more often: think for yourself.
Go find a solution yourself. I feel that they might consider this more as a negative than a
positive. What I just spoke of [...] also for children who often ask for help, and now I say:
try to solve it yourself, they might see this as a rejection − I'm a bit afraid of that. (LG1)

Furthermore, teachers show their critical reflection on their beliefs is further developed:
I always want to have control of what is happening in the classroom and now I
understand this will not always fit with pupils' self–esteem. Now I am aware that I should
have confidence in the pupils’ own capacity and that they can solve things in their own
way, even though it is not always my way. (LG5)

In general the results show that teachers are mainly positive about their learning and change
with only a few exceptions in which some teachers indicated consequences of their learning
process which they appreciate less: ‘I observe more and I have lost a bit of my spontaneity’.
(LG2)
Another teacher said:’ I think that a somewhat more direct attitude works very well for
pupils and as a result they feel they are really taken seriously, so now I am more serious and
make fewer jokes’. (LG3)
Furthermore, the results do not show any major differences in the way learning and
change was indicated from the teachers who are working in primary schools (five learning
groups with 21 teachers) and from the teachers who are working in secondary special
education schools (two learning groups with 8 teachers).
Developing teachers’ moral professionalism through a process of moral learning
Next to, this study also aimed to find out how teachers’ moral professionalism can be
developed. This knowledge might be useful for teacher educators to support teachers in order
to strengthen teachers' professionalism in the moral domain of their practice. When during the
interviews teachers mentioned their learning and changes, they were invited to explain what
caused these changes and what they think is necessary to further develop within the moral
domain of teaching.
Overall, teachers connect their increased awareness with their involvement in the
learning programme. Further, three main explanations emerged in their reflections about what
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particularly had contributed to the changes. First of all, most teachers described that dialogue
with colleagues about daily experiences contributes to their awareness of (implicit) beliefs
and patterns:
Dialogue with own colleagues who also know how I teach, is so much more valuable than
a course with an outside trainer who is telling you what you have to do, while with such
dialogue, I immediately get an insight and become critical towards myself. (LG2)

Second, teachers mentioned to appreciate the process of exploring tensions and questions they
have encountered because this has led to a more extensive repertoire of acting: ‘For me it was
so valuable to discuss and investigate to see what was going on and to hear different
possibilities [...] I immediately can apply these to my own practice’. (LG5)
Third, teachers perceive differences in viewpoints as an added value to identify their
own – and others’ perceptions and beliefs:
On the one hand, it is still sharing practical experience and searching for perspectives to
make sense [ ...] yes, the arsenal of viewpoints that we all have and constantly expanding
and aligning them...and inspiring each other. And I think it is extra valuable that we
create with each other; yes, I really find it an added value for the school as a whole.
(LG6)

To grow as a moral professional, the participating teachers confirm that exploring authentic
situations, critical reflection and dialogue with colleagues is helpful and meaningful. This
corresponds to the first, second and third stage of a moral learning process, as outlined in
section 2. Furthermore, most teachers indicate that the video-recording of class situations can
contribute to awareness of one’s own interpretations and that of others. They mention that
video clips provide recognizable situations and therefore an added value to exploring
differences in interpretations with each other. Finally, some teachers mention that they
appreciate the small setting of the learning group because it offers a safe environment.
In addition to teachers’ confirmation of the process features as outlined in the stages of
teachers' moral learning: structure features, requirement features and activity features are
mentioned in terms of developing moral professionalism. Structure features refer to the
importance to provide teachers with a structure for learning including the way in which,
where and how the programme is arranged. For this programme a structure of a learning
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group in the own school was chosen. Activity features refer to organize appropriate learning
activities like video–recording of teachers' authentic class situations. Requirement features
refer to teachers’ desire or need how they can best learn and how the programme is tailored
with the purposes and learning needs of the school. An overview of features that teachers
consider as important is shown in Table 5.2.

Features
Processes
o
Dialogue with colleagueso
o
Discussing experiences of
authentic situations
o
o
Exploring own
viewpoints
o
o
o
Critical questioning of
taken – for – granted
frames
o
Structure
o
Input of experts
o
Guide systematic learning
o
o

Include in the annual plan
Take the structure of
learning group for team
meetings

Requirements
o
Taking time for learning
with a few topics/themes
o
Involvement of the whole
school
Activity
o
Video – recording of class
situations
o

Share/use teachers’
expertise for developing
other teachers

Example of quotes
Collective learning for teachers provides more knowledge and insights in complex practices than they
can achieve on their own
Discussing own teaching practice ensures commitment and motivation for learning
Exploring viewpoints helps teachers consider different and diverse perspectives involved in and
around their practice. Understanding that others may think and feel differently about some issues is a
key aspect for teachers’ moral development
Ask critical questions, like: What do you mean?, Why is it important? What do you want to strive to
achieve for pupils? This provides insight and understanding of own values and beliefs and in those of
others.
Use the quality of internal or external experts for substantive reinforcement
Guiding the process of learning to help teachers in developing their attitude, and reflection to explore
and understand own taken – for – granted beliefs that satisfy current and future needs of pupils and the
whole school
If we think about learning groups, I think there is only one chance of success: it has to be in the annual
plan.
To be able to have a dialogue with colleagues, if someone has a problem with a pupil now, yes ... you
know, if you cannot figure it out, why not discuss it with colleagues in a team meeting?
You have to deal with a very limited number of themes in depth per year and always have to keep up
and repeat each year again, otherwise it will quickly be forgotten
You can support colleagues who were not participating in this learning programme, because now you
have experienced that it works very well
Although video clips provide recognizable class situations to explore with each other, they also give
clips of situations that are not seen when standing in front of the class, so you see so much more of
what is unknown
I think by asking specific questions to others, and to give background information, that hopefully you
can also adjust a belief or a viewpoint of someone else in terms of growing as a moral professional

Table 5.2:Features that were identified as being important for teachers’ moral professionalism

Conclusion and Discussion
This study aimed to develop a deeper understanding of teachers’ moral learning and of the
categories of teachers’ change in terms of moral learning outcomes and corresponding
challenges for teachers’ moral professionalism. Findings indicate that through participation in
the professional learning programme, teachers are more aware of their frames of reference
which were mainly implicit before the programme. The framework for teachers' moral
learning offered an analytical lens in which three categories of moral learning outcomes were
found, deriving from the different stages of learning. Taken together, teachers 'moral learning
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supports awareness of own frames of reference in important ways. Most fundamentally,
teachers obtained more thoughtful reference frameworks which contributes to their effort and
responsibility to reflect on the meaning of their own frames of reference and habits in relation
to their pupils. From the perspective of the designed framework for teachers' moral learning
such learning is not surprising, because learning focused on teachers' frames of reference in
all stages of the learning process. This underlines that learning may be defined as ‘the process
of making a new or revised interpretation of the meaning of an experience which guides
subsequent understanding, appreciation and action’ (Mezirow, 1990, p. 1). As with
transformative learning, moral learning is a process of perspective change, or a shifting of
worldview. It refers not just to an accomplishment or outcome, but to a critically awareness of
how own frames of reference influence the way teachers perceive, understand, and feel about
their experiences. According to Mezirow, transformative learning outcomes refer to a more
dependable frame of reference along with the ability to integrate, connect and confront
multiple ways of looking at the world. From the results of this study, we can conclude that our
framework for moral learning helps teachers to understand, identify, and form their mental
habits. This critical awareness was summarized in three categories of moral learning
outcomes.
Taking teachers’ experiences of daily practice as input for learning seems to help
teachers to understand their experiences and help them to reorient their interactions with
pupils. The use of the descriptor ‘more’ in teachers’ moral learning outcomes categories
leaves open the possibility that at some future date teachers will have even more than what
they have now, meaning the moral learning outcome is not a finite experience but a moment
in time (Taylor & Cranton, 2012). This is confirmed in our study: for some participants the
reflective process of being interviewed about their frames of reference and retelling their story
about their learning experiences offered an occasion to reappraise their experiences in light of
the ways their learning evolved over the time.
We have approached our data as learning outcomes of all the four stages of teachers’
moral learning. Nevertheless, we see identifiable patterns of learning that teachers followed as
they refined their experience in the diverse stages of learning. The first moral learning
outcome category refers mainly to an increased self-awareness of own frames of reference
which can occur through personal sense-making (second stage of learning), meaning that
dialogue is not necessarily needed to bring in awareness of one's beliefs, values and habits.
Consequently, this suggests this learning may also fall into some more general outcomes of
professional learning and therefore it is arguable that this outcome can be regarded as really
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morally. However, arguing that the focus of a moral learning process is learning to understand
one’s own frames of reference which in turn influence teachers’ judgements of their teaching
practice, we underline the importance of this learning outcome for teachers' moral learning.
With this, we follow Sanger and Osguthorpe (2005), who refer to the nature and scope of
morality of beliefs to what is good/ right/ virtuous/caring. In order to be able to decide what is
good or valuable in a specific situation with pupils, teachers need to become aware of own
values and beliefs to understand their influence in the process of sense-making. After all, this
awareness influence teachers’ decisions and actions for pupils. Therefore, we admit that
awareness of own frames of reference is necessary for teachers' moral learning. Teachers have
to access their own frames of reference so they can estimate the relevance of it to have a
deeper, more thoughtful and profound understanding on its meaning for teaching practice. In
addition, it is equally important for teachers to know themselves, their anchoring frames of
reference that underlie and guide teachers’ decision–making and acts. Freire (2004, p 15) even
pleaded that teachers and students 'have to take responsibility for themselves as beings
capable of knowing [i.e.] – of knowing that they know and knowing that they don't’.
The second stage of teachers’ moral learning in our framework (collective sensemaking), appeared to be helpful for the development of an openness for other viewpoints
which corresponds with the second category of moral learning outcomes. With respect to the
moral dimension of teachers’ practice, we see that teachers’ considerations stem from a desire
to enable pupils to participate in educational activities by which the classroom becomes a
place with more equality for all pupils to learn. From the data of this study, all teachers
mentioned they give pupils more voice and space, or give attention to pupils who do not ask
that for themselves or whose behaviour is often rejected by other pupils. This shows that
teachers’ professional considerations are not only instrumental but also value–loaded.
However, we do not have evidence how teachers' moral learning has changed their acts in
practice because this can only emerge from detailed studies of classroom observations.
Finally, the third category of teachers' moral learning outcomes refers to the capacity
of teachers to take into account the meaning of their own frames of reference for pupils. This
is aligned to what Buzzelli and Johnston (2002) and Kelchtermans (2012) added as specific
for having a moral sense, meaning teachers estimate their perceptions from the obligations
and responsibilities they have for others. Although both Freire and Mezirow emphasize that
new understandings are validated in critical dialogue with others and critique and action are
necessary to transform taken for granted beliefs, we see the results of this study mainly
matching Mezirow's focus on personal perspective transformation. With respect to Freire’s
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theory to link personal empowerment with social transformation, more and longer support for
teachers and systematic research is needed.
Although this is a topic for future research, communicative learning seems to help
teachers to find a vocabulary to express values, ideals, feelings and normative concepts. This
in turn supports the dialogue with colleagues, at least when this dialogue is regarded as a
moral conversation in which teachers thoughts and beliefs can be accounted and justified for
by the giving of reasons, that explain teachers' values, ideals, feelings and normative concepts
(e.g. Fenstermacher & Osguthorpe, 2009). Additionally learning continues, just by asking
teachers to actually tell their story about their learning in an active way during the focus group
interviews.
What is striking in teachers’ stories is that they are mostly positive about their learning
and change. Teachers’ practices as a complex matter in which teachers are confronted with
ambiguous meanings was hardly mentioned. On the one hand, this could be a consequence of
the chosen method of questioning in the focus group interview. Compared to individual
interviews, focus groups are not always as efficient in covering in–depth information on a
particular thought (Kitzinger, 1995). On the other hand, the teachers are colleagues and when
they criticize of what they have learned, they indirectly say something about their group
functioning.
From the results of this study, we can conclude that the framework for teachers’ moral
learning is helpful in supporting teachers to gain more insight into the moral dimensions of
their teaching practice. To be able to further develop teacher’s moral professionalism,
teachers also mentioned that a structure for learning and the way in which learning–activities
are organized and are tailored with the learning needs of the school, are important conditions
for moral learning. The strength of the framework of moral learning seems to be that it
enabled teachers to become aware of their sense of responsibility for their pupils.
Additionally, communicative learning gave them a vocabulary to help determine what they
see as important moral issues and in which way they can develop themselves as a moral
teacher. We argue that a critical learning theory approach should be preferred in future
research for teachers moral professionalism, including teachers' experiences and critical
discourse about taken for granted frames of reference. The four stages of teachers' moral
learning are powerful tools for teachers' development of moral professionalism. To guide
moral learning, teacher-trainers can offer space and time for critical reflection, especially
when teachers are confronted with controversial issues (such as social oppression or global
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conflicts). Furthermore, facilitating a critical dialogue will help teachers to deepen their moral
considerations and ideas.
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Chapter 6
Identifying coaching approaches that enable
teachers’ moral learning in professional learning
communities
Abstract
This study sought to identify those approaches used by coaches that enable teachers’ moral
learning in professional learning communities (PLCs). Coaches who support moral learning
focus on questioning values, beliefs and bias, which is in contrast with learning only (new)
knowledge or skills. This was an exploratory case study. Eleven meetings of three PLCs were
observed; each PLC consisted of four teachers and one teacher–coach. Semi-structured
interviews with the coaches were conducted to gain information about their approaches. Data
were analysed using supportive coaching approaches derived from educational literature. In
total, 14 specific approaches regarding the support given by coaches for teachers’ moral
learning were identified. Four characteristics of coaches’ attitudes that guided their
approaches and seemed valuable in supporting moral learning were also identified. The
findings showed the tensions the coaches encountered – for example, when balancing
between offering a safe environment and encouraging critical reflection. With coaches’
support, teachers can develop a more thoughtful understanding of the meaning of values,
beliefs and bias for their actions in teaching practice. Making explicit, and exploring
precisely, what coaches do to support teachers’ moral learning are useful for designing and
improving professional development programmes that promote moral learning. The research
reported in this paper outlines how coaches can encourage teachers’ awareness of the impact
of their actions on pupils, which, in turn, helps teachers to meet the complex moral challenges
of their practice.

This article has been published as: De Keijzer, H., Jacobs, G., Van Swet, J., & Veugelers, W. (2020). Identifying
coaching approaches that enable teachers' moral learning in professional learning communities. International
Journal of Mentoring and Coaching in Education, DOI: 10.1108/IJMCE-11-2019-0104
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Introduction
The importance of acknowledging teaching as a moral endeavour has been widely confirmed
by several studies (e.g. Buzzelli & Johnston, 2002; Campbell, 2003; Oser et al., 1992; Sanger
& Osguthorpe, 2011). Teachers emphasize particular value-loaded knowledge and skills
within teaching through their interactions with pupils (Jackson et al., 1993; Leenders et al.,
2008; Oser, 1994; Van Manen, 2000), so all teacher actions – whether intended or not – can
be interpreted morally, regardless of action quality or implication (Buzzelli & Johnston, 2002;
Campbell, 2003; Fenstermacher, 2001; Tirri & Husu, 2002). This implies the moral impact of
teaching is always present in teachers’ actions based on what these actions bring about
(Biesta, 2010; Kelchtermans, 2012).
However, attention to teachers’ moral practice is not widespread in professional
learning programmes, and there is a lack of guidelines on how to support teachers with the
moral aspects of their teaching (Chin & Barber, 2010; Thornberg, 2008; Willemse et al.,
2008). An international survey by Maxwell et al. (2016) showed the complexity, for teacher
educators, of knowing what the moral aspects of teaching refer to and whether their education
programmes provide opportunities to learn about such moral aspects. To narrow this lack of
teacher support, we built a framework for teacher moral learning. The framework for moral
learning was aimed to lead to teachers’ more thoughtful understanding of the meaning of
their own values and beliefs that guided their actions in practice. We have presented results
regarding moral learning elsewhere (De Keijzer et al., 2020).
Moral learning is unique due to its focus on questioning values, beliefs and bias; it
differs from learning only (new) knowledge or skills. Furthermore, in this study, learning took
place in a school-based professional learning community (PLC) – that is, in collaboration with
colleagues at the teachers’ own schools. Supporting teacher learning and development in a
PLC is one of the tasks of a teacher-coach (hereafter referred to as coach), who is usually an
experienced teacher who has followed specific training. Accordingly, supporting moral
learning is quite challenging and requires specific coaching approaches to enable such
learning. The intention of this article is to elaborate a supporting approach associated with the
framework of moral learning for teachers. Before we present the study, we will first describe
the framework of moral learning for teachers with the required focus on the coaches’ support.
Moral learning framework for teachers
The framework for teachers’ moral learning has four linked stages. Each learning stage is
associated with specific activities teachers undertake in their learning. The first stage focuses
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on teachers’ actions – which are all a moral matter and are accompanied with questions,
doubts and uncertainties (Campbell, 2008; Korthagen, 2010). The coach thus focuses on
supporting teachers in expressing their questions, doubts and uncertainties (i.e. moral
concerns) arising from their interactions with pupils.
Second, teachers’ own moral values and beliefs structure their interpretations of their
experiences and their interactions with pupils, which, in turn, influence their judgement of
and actions towards pupils (Mezirow, 1997; Richardson, 2003). However, these values and
beliefs remain mainly implicit (Sanger and Osguthorpe, 2011), so a coach’s support focuses
on raising teachers’ awareness of their values, beliefs, motives, judgements and feelings (i.e.
frames of reference) that shape interpretation of experience.
Third, teachers’ moral learning involves critical examination of the frames of
reference taken for granted in dialogue with others and the implications of these for practice.
Through critical discourse with colleagues, teachers can discuss their personal interpretations
and engage in critical reflection and self-reflection with others. This is comparable to how
Mezirow (2003) refers to the notion of communicative learning from Habermas (1985), which
stresses understanding of values, ideals, feelings and frames of reference, and how teachers
give meaning to their experiences. For teachers’ moral learning, sense-making involves
understanding what happens to pupils in the classroom through questioning what is right,
just or valuable in the interests of pupils. A coach therefore focuses on supporting teachers to
examine critically the taken-for-granted frames of reference and their implications for
teaching practice. This stage of learning demands cooperation and communication within the
PLCs.
Finally, the fourth stage of teachers’ moral learning emphasizes learning outcomes –
that is, the result of the preceding process. Following the suggestion from Mezirow (2003)
that learning takes place with colleagues with different frames of reference, the outcome of
teachers’ moral learning is a more thoughtful understanding of the frames of reference that
guide teachers’ actions in teaching practice. A coach should therefore focus on supporting
teachers to transfer the learning outcomes into teaching practice. Table 5.1 provides an
overview of the teachers’ learning activities and accompanying coaching approaches.
This framework for teachers’ moral learning shows the “what” (critical reflection and
dialogue) of coaches’ approaches and with “whom” (teachers in a collaborative learning
environment of the PLC). The aim of the present study was to explore further and identify the
“how” of coaches’ approaches – that is, what precisely coaches do to support teachers’ moral
learning. The main question of this study was, “What are the approaches of a coach that
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support teachers’ moral learning in professional learning communities?”
This research question was broken down into four sub-questions correlated with the four
stages of moral learning:
1) What coach approaches support teachers in expressing questions, doubts and
uncertainties arising from daily teaching experience?
2) What coach approaches support teachers in becoming aware of the frames of
reference that shape a particular interpretation of experience?
3) What coach approaches support teachers to examine critically their taken-for granted
frames of reference?
4) What coach approaches support teachers to transform their learning outcomes into
teaching practices?
Stage of learning

The teacher as learner

Coaching approaches

Teachers’

Having and describing an

Exploring questions, doubts and

Supporting teachers to express

moral learning

experience

uncertainties arising from teachers’

their questions, doubts and

experiences

uncertainties arising from their
daily teaching experience

Interpreting the experience

Becoming aware of frames of reference

Supporting teachers to become

that shape a particular interpretation of

aware of own frames of reference

the experience

(values and beliefs) that shape a
particular interpretation of the
experience

Critical reflection and

Critical reflection and dialogue to

dialogue about the

validate frames of reference and their

Supporting teachers to critically
examine the taken-for-granted

experience

meaning for pupils’ development and

frames of reference and their

well-being

implications for teaching practice
in dialogue

Becoming aware of and (if

Applying the changed frames of

Supporting teachers to transfer

need be) changing one’s

reference to teaching practice

their learning into teaching

own frames of reference

practice

Table 6.1: Four stages of teachers’ moral learning with teacher activities and coaching approaches

Context
The impetus for the study came from our participation in a four-year Collaborative Action
Research (CAR) Project that emerged from a collaboration between two school boards for
primary and special education and three teacher-education centres in the Netherlands. Five
primary schools and two schools for secondary special education participated in the
project. This involved sixteen teachers and five coaches working in the sixth, seventh or
eighth grades in primary schools, and six teachers and two coaches working in the first or
second grade in secondary special education. This project started with teachers’ questions
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and tensions concerning their interactions with pupils. We transformed these questions into a
research programme that consisted of two main lines of activity. The first line consisted of
four plenary meetings for all participants to develop insight into the concept of pedagogical
sensitivity (PS). PS refers to teachers’ interactions with pupils and was aimed at teachers
‘maintaining an overview of the educational situation, grasping its pedagogical relevance,
understanding appropriate approaches and assessing the impact of different ways of
behaving’ (Diemel, 2019, p. 287).
The second line – the focus of this study – consisted of four PLC meetings, which
followed the plenary meetings. Prior to the PLC meetings, teachers made video recordings of
their interactions with pupils and discussed them in the PLC meetings. We aimed to support
teachers’ learning within the schools such that the learning processes would contribute to a
more thoughtful understanding of what teachers’ actions bring about in practice. The school
board agreed to organize the PLCs within each individual school and support them through a
colleague teacher from the same school (the coach). The school leader recruited the coaches
and asked them to assume the coach’s role. We did not see or hear any disagreement from the
participating teachers about these choices.
Almost all coaches had more than five years of teaching experience, which is,
according to Murray and Male (2005), a prerequisite for being a coach. In addition, a formal
programme for coaches and the use of conceptual tools can improve coaches’ performance
(Iancu-Haddad & Oplatka, 2009). A training programme for coaches was thus developed,
along with a critical reflexive dialogue (CRD) tool to serve as a guideline for discussion in the
PLCs (De Keijzer et al., 2015). The CRD consists of a sequence of five steps (Table 6.2) that
have a mutual correlation with the stages of teachers’ moral learning (Table 6.1). Two teacher
educators from the participating teacher education centres – including the first author of this
article – carried out the training.
Areas for the coaches’ approaches included promoting critical reflection and dialogue
in a collaborative learning environment. These key areas guided the literature search and are
further elaborated in the following section.
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Selecting a theme for dialogue
All participants bring in their video fragment of their experiences including their moral concern(s). They do this by
answering the following question in attendance of all PLC participants: What is your perceived concern or question
with respect to your experience? After all fragments have been shown and heard, the group chooses the experiences
they want to discuss in the PLC. Each participant shares his/her answer to the following question: Which experience
is worthy of further exploration and for what reason? Additionally, the group makes a choice for further research
based on relevant arguments concerning involvement in a particular theme of experience (these are voted upon).
Expressing each other’s views
Each participant answers the question: How would I act pedagogically in this situation, and what are my motives?
Following this exploration, participants write on a flip chart which thoughts, values and beliefs they have heard
regarding pedagogical actions.
Exploring values and beliefs and their significance for teaching practice
The flip charts with each other’s thoughts, values and beliefs from step 2 are hung up. Participants can make notes or
write down questions to be asked to investigate the outcomes of step 2 more thoroughly. The participants then discuss
the thoughts, ideas, values, beliefs, a possible approach, the possible dilemmas, bottlenecks, outcomes etc. to deepen
and investigate answers and help clarify points of view. This is done by asking questions that start with WHAT
(understanding and meaning), WHY (justify), WHEREFORE (ideals) and HOW (ways to realise). These questions
are asked until there is a mutual understanding of the significance for teaching practice.
Returning to the theme/question
Once all opinions have been heard and questioned, the relationship can be established with the theme chosen in step
1. Each participant has the opportunity to complete the following sentences and share them with the other
participants:

What have I discovered after discussing each other’s thoughts and ideas?

What is the meaning of this with regard to my own experience and moral concern(s)?

What does this mean for my further behaviour in teaching practice?
Reflection of the critical reflexive dialogue
Participants enter the critically reflexive dialogue, which is a tool in exploring, deepening and investigating their own
and each other’s perspectives. The following questions are central:

What has this dialogue revealed?

Which themes/topics do we want to take to the next PLC meeting?

Which questions/concerns are noteworthy for further exploration?

Which questions in the steps of the CRD are helpful and which questions do you want to add?

Table 6.2: Steps for critical reflexive dialogue

Promoting critical reflection and dialogue in collaborative learning
Coaching approaches share broad similarities based on their common pedagogical roots, but
they can take many specific forms (Milne et al., 2007). Coaches require ‘an explicit view of
good teaching’ and ‘an understanding of teacher learning’ (Feiman-Nemser, 2001, p. 18).
Knight (2011) identified seven principles of good coaching for teachers’ learning and
development: ‘equality, choice, voice, reflection, dialogue, praxis, and reciprocity’ (p. 18).
These principles are in line with the features of a PLC. PLCs can be defined in various ways,
but they all feature common core beliefs about teacher learning: (1) the professional
development of teachers is critical to improve pupil learning, (2) such development is most
effective when it is collaborative and collegial and (3) learning should involve enquiry in
“real life” contexts. School-based PLCs have in common that participants collaborate in a
non-hierarchical way to improve their skills and develop new insights to promote school
development (Fishman et al., 2003).
Supporting teacher learning and development in a PLC is the task of a coach, who is
usually an experienced teacher. In the process of collaboration, learning emerges from
dialectic engagement among a group of teachers with diverse frames of reference (Mezirow,
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1995). Through this engagement, a coach facilitates learning collaboratively and collegially
and stresses the importance of focusing on a mutual relationship in which teachers – as
members of the PLC – serve as a sounding board for one another’s thoughts and perspectives
in critical and reflective discourse.
Critical dialogue, in which reflection on differences and disagreements helps teachers
understand themselves and each other, is crucial for learning (Achinstein, 2002; Charteris &
Smardon, 2014; Hargreaves, 2004; Mezirow, 1995). When the reflective process in the PLC
is genuinely critical, arguments can be pronounced and constructive criticism can be given.
Successful support in a PLC can be achieved by using individual differences among teachers
and encouraging them to share their feelings, thoughts and ideas (Habermas, 1985;
Kitchenham, 2008; Mezirow, 1990, 2003). This is supported by coaches listening attentively,
asking well-designed questions and giving attention to nuances (Fisher-Yoshida & Yoshida,
2018; Liu, 2015; Miller Dyce & Owusu-Ansah, 2016) and supporting new ways of thinking in
that it may help teachers to transfer their learning outcomes into teaching practice (Dirkx et
al., 2006).
However, power is an important and inevitable aspect of coaching. This can emerge as
a dynamic within relationships as a result of differences in knowledge, professional role,
experience and influence (Clutterbuck, 1998). In a collaborative learning environment, it is
critical for coaches to be aware of power issues and to have strategies to help address them
effectively. Being explicit about power issues within the PLC relationship offers important
opportunities for insight and new learning for both coach and teacher (Brockbank &
McGill, 2006).
In addition, Southern (2014) argued that a safe environment and an atmosphere of trust
and confidence are crucial for ensuring teachers share their thoughts and ideas, strengths and
weaknesses. She highlighted the vulnerability and risks for teachers in which differences and
disagreements are part of the learning process. A safe environment implies coaches take into
account that teachers are taking a risk by stepping into the unknown and viewing what was
held as a certain perspective through a different lens (Cranton, 2006; Stoll et al., 2006; Taylor,
2009; Toole & Louis, 2002). A coach can provide this safe environment by being aware of
the relationship between coach and teachers and among participating teachers; creating an
atmosphere of openness, mutual respect and trust; and paying attention to uncertainties
arising from teaching practice and from the collaborative learning process in the PLC
(Adams, 2017; Glowacki-Dudka et al., 2012; Lofthouse & Leat, 2013; Southern, 2014).
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It is also important how a coach views and understands the coach’s role in the context
in which learning is situated. In educational literature, this is often interpreted as “professional
identity” and is considered a key factor in understanding professional lives, career decision
making, motivation, professional development and attitude towards educational change (e.g.
Beijaard et al., 2004). With respect to coaches’ supportive role, a study by Iancu-Haddad and
Oplatka (2009) demonstrated that it is essential for coaches to be well informed about the
learning needs of teachers. In addition, coaching teachers in their learning and development
has a positive impact on the professional and personal development of the coaches
themselves (Hagger & McIntyre, 2006). Coaches learn from critical reflection on their own
practice, and they learn from collaboration with the ones they coach (Simpson et al., 2007).
This requires coaches themselves to reflect critically on their beliefs and the perceived
tensions between these beliefs and the support they give. Coaches can do this through an
open and critical attitude, including questioning their own beliefs and their ways of acting,
being and doing (Cranton, 1996; Jacobs, 2013; Smaling, 2008; Taylor, 2006).
We expected that collating and summarizing the knowledge and experiences identified
in the literature would offer support in answering the research question: “What are approaches
of a coach that support teachers’ moral learning in professional learning communities?”
The Present Study
The participants
Three PLCs participated in this study. Each PLC consisted of three, four and five teachers
each, including a coach, which meant a total of 12 participants. Two PLCs held four meetings
and one PLC held three meetings over a six-month period. The teachers participated
voluntarily in this project.
Data collection
Data were collected through (1) observations of the PLC meetings and (2) semi-structured
interviews with the coaches.
Observations
With permission of all participants, 11 PLC meetings were observed by the
researcher, audio-recorded and fully transcribed to gather information concerning coaches’
approaches to teachers’ moral learning. During these observations, field notes (Schwandt
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et al., 2015) recorded the coaches’ interventions and noted what stood out, including, for
example, the degree of participant involvement, frequent topics of discussion and
emotions shown.
Semi-structured interviews
The researcher held 22 semi-structured interviews with the coaches; one interview before and
one interview after a PCL meeting, each lasting 30 – 60 min. In the case of the two coaches
who had four meetings, eight interviews were held, and six interviews were held with the
coach who had three meetings. The questions put before the PLC meetings focused on the
ways coaches intended to support moral learning, what they wanted to achieve and what they
wanted to focus on. Questions after the meetings focused on the way coaches extended their
support for teachers’ moral learning in the PLC. The aim was to explore coaches’ activities
that they thought contributed to teachers’ moral learning and to gain more insight into how (in
the coach’s view) the obvious coaching approaches actually occurred in their support in the
PLC.
Analyses
For the data analysis, an a priori coding system (Crabtree & Miller, 1992; King, 1998) was
iteratively developed using theoretical ideas from the literature and empirical data from the
PLC-meetings and interviews. The two stages of this development are described below.
Stage 1. Applying concepts from theory to data
The transcripts of the PLC meetings and interviews were read repeatedly to make sense of the
data, to learn what was going on and to obtain a sense of the whole (Grandeheim & Lundman,
2003). Data that referred to a stage of learning were mapped in text fragments and formed the
units of analysis. A new fragment started when the stage of learning changed. The framework
for teachers’ moral learning (Table 6.1) and the findings from the literature were used to code
the transcripts of the PLC meetings and the interviews with the coaches. Table 6.3 provides
an overview of the coding system.
Stage 2. Transcript analysis and coding of interview data
We used the coding system to analyse all data from the transcripts, including the interview
data, to identify what coaches precisely did to support teachers’ moral learning. To strengthen
the validity of the outcomes, we discussed the findings of the analysis with (1) two other CAR
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project researchers experienced in supporting coaches and moral learning and (2) with all coauthors of this article, who are experienced in research into moral dilemmas and learning
processes both within and outside an educational context. This was intended partially to
construct knowledge in cooperation, but primarily from the motive to overcome the
limitations of our own perspectives.

Coaches’ approaches that support teachers’ moral learning
Associated to what coaches
(1) Caring for the relationships in the PLC and creating a safe space for learning
precisely do to support teachers’
(2) Providing a structure and framework that encourage teachers for learning
moral learning
(3) Using individual differences and the diversity of participant perspectives
(4) Encouraging teachers to reflect critically
(5) Supporting new ways of thinking and/or doing
(6) Emphasising the social and political contexts of the teaching profession
(7) Asking well-designed (and critically reflective) questions
(8) Attentive listening without judging and with attention to nuances
(9) Paying particular attention to those strategies that hinder dialogue
(10) Tracing and communicating beliefs or premises found to be distorting or incongruent
(11) Responding to contextual issues within schools

Table 6.3: Coding system

Findings
This section first describes the findings obtained from the empirical data concerning coaches’
approaches in the different stages of teachers’ moral learning. The next section presents a few
overall characteristics of coaches’ attitudes that reflect how coaches relate to moral learning
and their coaches’ role. These characteristics were found to be valuable to supporting the
moral learning required by teachers. Finally, the tensions the coaches encountered in their
support are described.
Stage one
In the initial stage, teachers explore the questions, doubts and uncertainties arising from their
daily teaching experiences. The following sub-question led the analysis: “What coach
approaches support teachers in expressing questions, doubts and uncertainties arising from
daily teaching experience?” Four approaches were found.
Creating a safe space for learning in the PLC. The coach helps build trusting
relationships in the PLC; these relationships, in turn, make teachers feel safe enough to share
their thoughts. For example:
T1: Actually, I feel embarrassed sharing because my behaviour was very wrong. Maybe
now you all think I am not very professional.
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C: It shows a great deal of professionalism to share your experience and your thoughts in
this way with the group. It reflects your willingness to be honest. What do the others
think about this?
T2: I totally agree: thank you for sharing. It helps me share my own thoughts without
being afraid of saying things wrong. (PLC3-47).

In this example, the coach’s care reflects that each individual’s thoughts or feelings are
worth expressing, and the coach brings such expressions carefully into the collaborative
learning process. This shows that the coach is attentive to the personal feelings of the teacher
and openly values the teacher’s honest exploration. This also reflects that the coach is
investing in developing respectful relationships in the PLC. In this way, the teachers learn
that moral learning is about openly exploring the thoughts and feelings raised by their
experiences.
Providing structure. During the PLC meetings, the coach makes explicit the roles of
both the coach and teacher and explains the methods to be used. The coach does this right
from the start and continues throughout the meetings. This means that the coach provides a
clear framework of what moral learning is and what the CRD method refers to and continues
to provide clarification when needed. This helps teachers in structuring dialogue as a
conceptual tool for learning and in understanding that moral learning is about discussing
personal thoughts, feelings, values and beliefs rather than possible solutions to apply in
practice.
Asking open-ended and follow-up questions. Coaches’ questions in the first stage of
teachers’ moral learning involve creating a full understanding of the experience, including
thoughts, feelings and ideas. After showing a video recording, the coach asks the teachers
what they would like to focus on. This shows that the coach takes the teachers’ own learning
needs as the starting point for dialogue and gives the teachers a voice to express their own
learning needs. The findings show that coaches ask open-ended and follow-up questions to
encourage responses that are more specific to give words to the teachers’ experiences, which
allows teachers to understand how their own thoughts and feelings can clarify the perceived
moral tensions: What was happening? What is it that bothers you? What did you try to
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PLC3-4: PCL-three, fourth meeting.
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accomplish in this situation? What is its value to you? This approach can be summarized as
freeze and figure out experiences.
Non- judgemental, attentive listening with attention to nuance. The coach is also a
teacher and thus recognizes that teachers’ experiences are often emotional events. The coach
responds as an active listener by occasionally making an affirmative sound, nodding and
sometimes by responding, for example, ‘Yes, I can imagine’ or ‘I recognize that from my own
practice’. The coach is attentive to the (subtle) nonverbal signals that could indicate
misconception, disagreements or confusion: ‘I saw you frowning when teacher X said how he
experienced it. Did I see that correctly? What are your ideas?’ This helps teachers learn to
explore the thoughts evoked during the learning process in the PLC and to reflect on their role
in the collaboration. The coaches create a setting in which teachers can say what they think
and make sure the dialogue focuses on learning. When teachers are engaged in this nonjudgemental atmosphere of learning and feel comfortable saying what they think, they may
decide to use a similar approach in their own teaching.
Stage two
The second stage of teachers’ moral learning involves reflecting on frames of reference,
intended as a deeper exploration of experiences with colleagues. The following sub-question
led the analysis: “What coach approaches support teachers in becoming aware of the frames
of reference that shape a particular interpretation of experience?” Three approaches were
found.
Critical reflection. In this stage of learning it is important for teachers to develop selfawareness about how their frames of reference influence their interpretation of experiences.
The coach supports the teachers in seeking out the (implicit) moral values in their stories. The
coach actively listens to what teachers strive for and what they see as important for their
pupils. Subsequently, the coach brings these in the reflective process by asking questions.
Asking slow questions. Critical reflection is encouraged by ‘slow questions’, which are
questions that require teachers to think and reflect before answering. The coach keeps asking
(the same) questions to help the teachers openly reflect on their own values, beliefs or
presuppositions. In contrast to the questions in stage one, which focus on making explicit a
teacher’s thoughts and feelings about experiences, the questions in stage two focus on the
meaning of the teachers’ own values, beliefs or presuppositions regarding their interpretation
of the experience. This also means that the coach asks questions, which might increase the
discomfort of a teacher’s experience with the intent of creating a full and honest
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understanding of their feelings and thoughts. The example below illustrates how one of the
coaches does this:
T: I interpret the pupil’s behaviour as positive even when he did this on purpose.
C: When does a child do something on purpose?
T: Well, I think there are children who know how to drive a teacher crazy.
C: Is that what pupils want, to make a teacher crazy?
T: They succeeded very well, last school year. They knew exactly where to bring me
down.
C: How do pupils know where to bring you down?
T: I suppose they notice my weaknesses or something like that […]
C: Weaknesses? …what kind?
T: I’m not sure how to respond […] and it is hard for me to decide what is the right thing
to do. (PCL2-1)

In this example, the coach consciously focuses on the teacher’s perceived feelings as a way to
learn and view the arguments from a different perspective. These feelings of discomfort
encourage the teacher’s critical reflection and enrich learning. This requires providing a safe
environment in which to speak up and a coach who is respectful and intrinsically interested.
This approach can be summarized as slow down teachers’ thinking and create confusion in
beliefs and bias.
Tracing distorting or incongruent reasoning. By inviting teachers to explore their
interpretation of the experience, the implicit values, beliefs and presuppositions become
explicit and assessable for further exploration in the PLC. This also means that incongruent
reasoning becomes explicit:
T: It is valuable for pupils to cooperate with each other and discuss things, but there are
always children who do not get involved, so I thought I should intervene.
C: If you see your video fragment, was it helpful that you intervened?
T: It is contradictory, because my video fragment shows that they can do it very well,
without my interruption […] but I thought, in the case of pupil X, he was falling outside
of the group. Maybe, that is my trigger, that no one is excluded…the need to intervene is
not always there. (PLC3-3)
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This example shows how a coach invited a teacher to explore the argument that there were
incongruities within the video fragment shown. This led the teacher to express the moral (that
no one be excluded).
Stage three
The third stage of teachers’ moral learning focuses on critical reflection and dialogue to
validate frames of reference and their meaning for pupils. The sub-question for the analysis
was “What coach approaches support teachers to examine critically their taken-for-granted
frames of reference?” Four approaches were found.
Creating a safe space for vulnerability. The coach is aware that critical reflection on
taken for-granted frames of reference requires courage from the teacher to step into the
unknown. This is especially the case when teachers are confronted with unexpected doubts or
unfamiliar concepts about what they have taken for granted. A coach’s role is to help teachers
feel safe in taking the risks that may add to or alter the existing frames of reference. There are
tensions for coaches in trying to balance the building of a safe space while simultaneously
encouraging critical reflection. This is further elaborated in the section Coaches’ Tensions.
Encouraging critical reflection. For moral learning, it is important to develop
awareness of the meaning of different values and beliefs (frames of reference) for teaching
practice and what teachers’ actions bring about for pupils. In contrast to stage two, where
critical reflection focuses on teacher’s self-awareness of their frames of reference, critical
reflection in stage three focuses on the validation of these frames for teaching practice. A
coach encourages such reflection by questioning and openly discussing values and beliefs and
using individual differences in teachers’ perspectives in the PLC.
Using diversity of participant perspectives. Coaches explicitly use the differences in
perspectives of each member of the PLC. The coach does this by monitoring beliefs,
judgements and disagreement, and then bringing these together in the dialogical and
reflective process. The findings show that the coach does this in three steps: (1) selecting
member perspectives, (2) examining how perspectives are perceived and understood and (3)
discussing its impact on teaching practice. For this process to run smoothly and for the three
steps to be achieved, this activity is interrelated with asking well-designed questions.
Asking revealing questions. Coaches’ questions focus on identifying the meaning of
beliefs, assessing arguments and finding or developing a common ground for the meaning of
perspectives, or building a new perspective. For example:
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T1: In the moment itself, I thought it was necessary to address the pupil’s behaviour.
However, now [after looking at the video], I notice the pupil was surprised by my
reaction, while we – before the instruction given – had agreed that when someone
else is speaking, not to interrupt. So . . . uhh . . . now the pupil’s reaction surprises
me.
C: What do others notice, and what do you think about it?
T2: In your video fragment, I also saw that the pupil was highly involved before he
interrupted. Maybe he had a genius idea or something like that. I think you could
have asked him.
T3: Yes, I agree, and I think you could pay more attention to how you talk to a child
because I doubt whether it was a good time to say it in that way.
C: What is the benefit to the pupil, when you pay attention to the way you say
something?
T2: I think the child does not feel corrected or embarrassed when you give positive
attention to his involvement in the first place. (PLC1-2)

This example shows a coach asking questions regarding the what, why and how of
arguments and inviting other teachers to share their thoughts to encourage critical reflection
and validation of arguments. The coach uses disagreements to help teachers express the
arguments, to be open and to look at alternative points of view. This approach can be
summarized as assemble and disclose the value of arguments.
The fourth stage
The fourth stage of teachers’ moral learning focuses on a change in the frames of reference
that were taken for granted and a decision about how to act in teaching practice. This stage
emphasizes the learning outcomes based in moral learning. The coach focuses on the
transformation of learning outcomes – meaning that teachers can make (revised) decisions to
act accordingly. The sub-question for the analysis was “What coach approaches support
teachers to transform their learning outcomes into teaching practices?” Three approaches were
found.
Supporting new modes of thought and action. The coach supports new ways of
thinking that enable teachers to change their perspectives, generate new ideas and experiment
with alternatives. For example:
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C: You say you do not want your intervention to lead to other pupils making judgements.
How can you prevent this from happening?
T1: Next time I will reflect aloud and invite all of the pupils to do the same.
C: If reflection is what you want, how could you achieve that?
T1: […] I will ask questions regarding the issue, instead of judging in public. (PLC1 – 2)

Emphasizing social and political contexts of teaching. The teaching profession is
affected by the world beyond the classroom, including society as a whole, the context in
which pupils grow up and the school environment itself. The findings show this notion rarely
occurs in the PLC meetings. Only one of the coaches refers to this goal in an interview: ‘The
teachers start from their concrete experiences, but I try to encourage them to think about what
they consider as important for pupils’ adult lives and how the current political agenda is
influencing the teaching profession’ (C3-38). In one of the meetings a teacher responded: ‘It is
important pupils learn to have respect for each other and that they understand no one who
looks different is excluded. As a teacher, you have to respond to this so that they can take this
into their adult lives’ (PLC3-3).
Asking transformative questions. Learning in a PLC – in which teachers learn to
substantiate, shape or change their frames of reference – differs from the context of teaching
practice in which they transfer their learning, which requires teachers’ ability to be creative
and imagine new ways of acting – to think outside the box. The coach encourages teachers to
explore ideas and use their imaginations to generate possible ways of acting. The coach
regularly asks questions that have more than one answer to help teachers to transfer their
ideas into teaching practice: ‘What are possible ways of making sure pupils don’t feel
embarrassed when you give them feedback?’ This requires coaches’ understanding of
teaching practices and the contextual issues of the school in which learning is situated. This
approach can be summarized as being innovative and ingenuousness in transforming learning
into teaching practice.
Coaches’ attitudes for moral learning
Beyond coaches’ approaches, the findings also indicate some overall characteristics of how
the coach strives to promote moral learning and how they perceive the coach’s role. These
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C3-3: Coach of PLC 3, third interview.
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characteristics were found to be valuable in supporting teachers’ moral learning.
Attitude of openness and being self-critical. It was helpful when coaches engaged in
questioning their own ways of thinking, feeling and acting within the PLC and their role as
coach showing active involvement with the PLC learning process. One coach reflected, ‘I
noticed that I steer the conversation too much, sometimes I find it difficult to focus and I tend
to get lost in my own thoughts. In these moments, I perceive my role as coach as difficult’
(PLC3-1).
Coaches showed the desired critical attitude and reflection and openly explored their
own perspectives in relation to their role as coach. Over time, we observed shifts in the
coaches’ attitudes with respect to being self-critical. At the beginning of the project, coaches
expressed their perceived difficulties and uncertainty as a criticism of their own role – for
example, ‘I should have done it differently’ or ‘I did not pay enough attention to the emotion
of teacher X’. However, coaches gradually developed an attitude of bringing their perceived
difficulties and feelings of uncertainty into the PLC.
Motivated to make a difference. Specific for moral learning is supporting teachers in
becoming aware of their frames of reference, in which values and beliefs are central. The
ideals of a coach focus on such value-loaded learning. In one of the interviews, one coach
explained how they strive for learning that makes a difference in how teachers view pupils’
behaviour: ‘I would really like for us to view our pupils differently, more honestly and
without judgement about behaviour that the teacher doesn’t like' (C1-1). Another coach
reflected,
I was pleasantly surprised when we discussed the autonomy of our pupils and concluded
that pupils can do things themselves and make their own choices. Before, from our
perspective of having care of pupils with special needs, we were inclined to take it over
from pupils too quickly. (C3-2)

Valuing the diversity of perspectives. In the PLC, teachers shared their feelings, beliefs
and experiences in the learning process. Simultaneously, the coach participated in the
dialogue with their own feelings, beliefs and experiences. Although these interests may differ
or even conflict with the teacher’s interests, the coach was intrinsically interested in the
teacher’s viewpoint and elaborated this further in dialogue.
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Awareness of power as coach. The coaches’ own power was a frequently mentioned
theme in the interviews regarding the coaches’ own learning and development, which shows
the coaches were aware of their own power to influence the learning process. One of the
coaches said,
I am extremely aware that I am the person who can steer the conversation in a certain
direction or even ignore some issues. It is because of this I appreciate feedback and need
someone who confronts me when this happens. I have my own blind spots. (C2-3)

Coaches’ tensions
The findings also show the tensions the coaches encounter in their support, and they make
explicit that supporting moral learning is not always easy to implement or to reconcile with
other acting. First, a coach’s open and critical attitude and the creation of a safe space for
learning can sometimes collide. One coach captured the essence of this tension by saying: ‘I
thought I was a role model by expressing my views of teacher X, rather than hiding them.
However, I observed that teacher X did not participate anymore and maybe he felt offended. I
was uncertain how to bring it up in the dialogue carefully’ (C2-3). Another coach expressed
the tension of using the diversity of perspectives when these included prejudices: ‘I am trying
to intervene on prejudices […] but that was very difficult for me, I condemned the prejudices
myself’ (C2-2). These examples show the coach striving for openness and honesty and
wanting to serve as a role model. Coaches want to make comments, but without teachers
experiencing this as being judged. This indicates the variety of roles coaches have to enact
and the need to balance between those roles.
Coaches encountered ambiguity between offering safe environments and encouraging
teachers to reflect critically and stimulating reflective judgement. The coaches recognized the
importance of their role in stimulating a safe space for learning and building a trusting
relationship, but this had to be connected with the task of creating confusion or discomfort, as
this was necessary in addressing issues of prejudice. Safe spaces in this sense served a
learning function to create insights and awareness of teachers’ frames of reference.
The findings also show that there are barriers preventing dialogue and these are not
always noticed by the coaches. These include, for example, when a participant takes the
opportunity to criticize specific and irrelevant issues, such as: ‘The rules at our school are
without obligation’ or ‘parents are hardly involved in what is happening here’. In these cases,
the coaches struggled to use differences of perspective to benefit learning in the PLC.
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Discussion
This study sought to obtain an understanding of coaches’ approaches that enable moral
learning for experienced teachers in a school-based PLC. Although many teachers had been
coaching their colleagues within the school in a variety of ways, the theoretical underpinnings
(Benzies & Mowat, 2012) were not always clear. For this study, we built on the claims of, for
example, Biesta (2010) and Kelchtermans (2012), that teachers’ actions always have a moral
impact in the ways they interact with pupils. The theoretical concepts of coaching approaches
– gained from the literature – offered an analytical lens through which the approaches of the
participating coaches generally aligned with the literature of good instructional coaching
(Knight, 2011). This suggests that approaches to support moral learning may also fall within
more general coaching approaches. However, this alignment is unsurprising because
coaching is a process meant to align to someone’s particular needs and aims for learning
(Feiman-Nemser, 2001). Coaching moral learning for teachers is specialized due to its
specific focus on teachers’ own experiences and values and beliefs, which is different from
learning only (new) knowledge or skills.
The study was situated in the participants’ own school context and within a particular
social and cultural context; therefore, coaches’ approaches and attitudes reported in this
paper are not necessarily representative of other school contexts in other countries in which
very different values than dialogue and collaboration may dominate in teaching practice.
Moreover, teachers’ perspectives on the impact of the coaches’ approaches, which may have
offered additional and enriched views on supporting moral learning, were not included in this
study. Additionally, the coaches in this study had a dual role – as a coach encouraging
teachers’ moral learning and as a colleague teacher. The coaches noticed the power of their
role but did not cite this duality as complex for their support. We recognize the benefits of
coaching in a shared context, such as school-based knowledge and expertise of teaching
practice. Nevertheless, the double role of these coaches may also have some limitations,
particularly when issues of power, lack of motivation or trust arise.
Just as it is important for coaches to know and respect teachers’ learning needs
(Hagger & McIntyre, 2006), it is equally important for coaches to know their own learning
needs. Coaching teachers in their learning and development, as well as the reflective and
metacognitive process of being interviewed about their approaches, had a positive impact on
the coaches’ own learning and growth. Similar opportunities for coaches to tell stories about
and reflect on their coaching experiences helped some of them to develop a more selfreflective attitude and a better understanding of their own doubts and uncertainties. Although
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coaches’ development identified in this study had some foundation, the notion that coaches
learn from collaborating with those they coach, and from critical self-reflection of their own
coaching practice (Simpson et al., 2007), could be studied further. Interviews, either as a
single method or alongside observations, could help examine the development of a larger
group of coaches, as well as the growth, over time, in performance and perceptions about
coaching teachers’ moral learning and the coach’s role. In addition, the support given to
coaches was constrained to a relatively short training programme. To acknowledge the
complexity of coaches’ knowledge, skills and attitudes that are needed to support moral
learning for teachers in a shared teaching context, more practice-based training is desirable
(e.g. Loughran, 2013).
Conclusion
This study provides insight into coach approaches that support moral learning among
teachers. Overall, we can conclude that coaches’ approaches consisted of using well-designed
and critical questions to elicit both critical reflective thinking and collaboration in the PLC.
The focus of these questions differed in each stage of learning. In the first stage of learning,
the coach used open-ended and follow-up questions to create a full understanding of the
teachers' experience, including thoughts, feelings and ideas. We called this approach freeze
and figure out experiences.
In the second stage of learning, the coach asks slow questions to develop teachers'
self-awareness about how their frames of reference influence their interpretation of
experiences. This also involves, the coach may ask questions that might increase the
discomfort of a teacher’s experience with the intent of creating a full and honest
understanding of their feelings and thoughts. We called this approach slow down teachers’
thinking and create confusion in beliefs and bias.
In the third stage of learning, the coach asks revealing questions to validate the frames
of reference and discuss their meaning for pupils. We called this approach assemble and
disclose the value of arguments.
Finally, in the fourth stage of learning, the coach asks transformative questions to
generate possible ways of acting in transforming teachers’ learning outcomes into teaching
practice. We called this approach being innovative and ingenuousness in transforming
learning into teaching practice.
Beyond defining coaches' approaches, particular characteristics of a coach has been
identiﬁed, namely, how coaches' attitude for moral learning is valuable for the required
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support. Although tensions may occur (e.g. when balancing between offering a safe
environment and encouraging critical reflection), it is important coaches are aware that
discomfort in a safe environment is needed for moral learning to take place and that a lack of
challenge may feel safe but hinders moral learning.
By integrating coaches approaches and coaches' attitudes, a model was created to
describe coaches' support that enables teachers' moral learning in a PLC (see figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1: Coaches’ approaches and attitudes in supporting teachers' moral learning in professional learning
communities
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Our conceptual framework for moral learning and its complementary framework for ‘moral
coaching’ developed in this study (figure 6.1), offers valuable guidelines for coaches who
attempt to address moral learning in their own coaching. The research points to implications
for organizing moral learning and the results can be used by teacher educators and school
leaders to develop programmes that prepare experienced teachers for their roles as coaches in
schools.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and discussions
Introduction
The central question in this thesis is: What are teachers' moral frames of reference and (how)
can teachers’ frames of reference be disclosed, explored and developed through a process of
moral learning? This thesis aims to contribute to empirical knowledge on teacher learning and
development concerning the moral meaning of teaching. The moral meaning of teaching is
approached as being always present in teachers’ actions in the way they communicate moral
messages, intentionally or otherwise, to their pupils. A theoretical study was conducted to
frame the understanding, insight and knowledge gained from the theoretical and empirical
literature with respect to moral teaching and teacher learning. It addressed the sub-question:
What are characteristics of a framework for learning that support teachers with the moral
meaning of their teaching? (RQ1)
The characteristics from the literature were transformed into a framework of moral
learning with the aim of supporting teachers to gain a more thoughtful understanding of how
their frames of reference play a role in what they consider good for pupils and how these
frames influence their decisions in practice. A frame of reference is the collective of
assumptions through which teachers interpret and understand daily practice; it includes
thoughts, feelings, patterns, beliefs and values. Knowledge of frames of reference and
understanding how these influence teachers’ interpretations of their interactions with pupils is
at the heart of the framework. The framework consists of four stages of moral learning: (1)
exploring questions, doubts and uncertainties arising from teachers’ experiences of
interactions with pupils, (2) becoming aware of frames of reference that determine a certain
interpretation of the experience, (3) critical examination of the frames of reference taken for
granted and their implications for teaching practice, and (4) creating a broader, new or
different view on teachers’ moral teaching practice through changes in teachers’ frames of
reference.
The framework also guided the research, and four successive empirical studies were
conducted in primary and special education schools in the Netherlands. The empirical studies
address the sub-questions that are related to the central research question. The studies and
sub-questions are:
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1) Teachers’ moral concerns and moral values in their interaction with pupils.
What kind of experiences of moral matters are teachers concerned with in their daily
teaching? (RQ2)
How are moral values represented in the process of teachers’ moral sense-making?
(RQ3)
2) The development of teachers’ reflection through dialogue.
How do the types of reflection develop among the participating teachers through the
implementation of a critical reflexive dialogue? (RQ4)
How is the moral-political dimension expressed in the type of critical reflection
exhibited by the participating teachers? (RQ5)
3) Teachers’ moral learning outcomes through the process of moral learning.
What are teachers’ moral learning outcomes in the context of a professional learning
programme? (RQ6)
Which characteristics of the programme did teachers consider valuable and why?
(RQ7)
4) Coaching approaches that support teachers’ moral learning.
Which coaching approaches support teachers’ moral learning in professional learning
communities? (RQ8)
In this final chapter the main findings of the empirical studies will be reported, followed by a
discussion how teachers primarily consider the moral meaning of their teaching.
Subsequently, the theoretical relevance and practical implications, including further research
are presented. This chapter ends with a final remark.
Main findings of the empirical studies
The framework of teachers' moral learning developed for this study has four linked stages.
Each learning stage is associated with specific activities teachers have undertaken in their
learning. To find answers to the sub-questions, each learning stage was studied separately.
The first empirical study focused on teachers' experiences in their interactions with pupils,
and is interrelated with the first stage of learning. The second empirical study focused on
teachers' reflection and relates to the second and third stages of learning. The third empirical
study examined teachers' learning outcomes and refers to the fourth stage of moral learning.
Finally, the fourth empirical study focussed on coaches' approaches to support moral learning.
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Below, the main findings of the research on the four stages of moral learning is
reported – i.e. the first, second and third empirical studies. The fourth empirical study focused
on identifying what coaches did precisely to support teachers’ moral learning. An a priori
coding system (Crabtree & Miller, 1992; King, 1998) was iteratively developed using
theoretical ideas from the literature and the empirical data. The framework for teachers’ moral
learning and the findings from the literature were used to analyse coaching approaches at each
stage of learning and are therefore included in reporting the main findings.

First stage of moral learning: exploring questions, doubts and uncertainties
Teachers’ interactions with pupils are accompanied by questions, doubts and uncertainties
(Campbell, 2008; Korthagen, 2010). Teachers’ own moral values and beliefs structure these
interpretations, which, in turn influence their judgement and actions towards pupils (Mezirow,
1997; Richardson, 2003). These values and beliefs remain mainly implicit (Sanger &
Osguthorpe, 2011). In this study, teachers’ questions and tensions were taken as input for
learning. By expressing their questions and tensions, teachers naturally express the thoughts,
feelings, motives and beliefs that were elicited by that experience (chapter 3). Teachers' moral
values were found in their narratives while they interpreted their experience out loud in the
professional learning community (PLC). The clusters of moral values (Leenders, Veugelers,
& De Kat, 2008; Veugelers, 2007) offered an analytical lens in which teachers’ moral values
could be traced in terms of (a) autonomy, (b) discipline, and (c) social commitment. Seven
PLCs with a total of 28 meetings were observed in which teachers discussed the questions and
tensions related to their experiences. This yielded 34 experiences to which a qualitative
content analysis (Elo & Kyngas, 2007) was applied. The study shows that the moral concerns
of the participating teachers occurred in three different areas of interactions with pupils: 1)
pupils’ attitude, 2) class climate and 3) teachers’ professional role. The three areas of teachers'
moral concerns were further empirically explored in relation to the moral values embedded in
teachers' interactions.
Pupils’ attitude
The area of pupils’ attitude refers to what teachers notice about pupils’ involvement in the
lessons and the pupils’ assignments. In this area, the moral value of autonomy became
concrete in teachers’ striving to foster pupils’ sense of competence and decision-making
ability. The moral value of discipline reflects teachers’ efforts to build good behaviour for
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learning, further develop positive attitudes to class life and promote collaborative learning.
The moral value of social commitment regards the teachers’ striving to give all pupils the
opportunity to be actively involved in a programme or activity.
Class climate
The area of class climate refers to the relationship between the pupils and the teacher and the
relationships among the pupils. These include what teachers permit or expect, to what extent
they handle the rules and give pupils the space to operate outside the rules. It also involves
addressing (from the teacher's perspective) undesirable behaviour of pupils within the group.
In this area, the moral value of discipline was found to focus on recognition of the dignity of
others and care for pupils. The moral value of social commitment reflected teachers' striving
for the development of all pupils.
Teachers’ professional role
The area of teachers’ professional role includes a reflection on teachers’ struggles and doubts
about how to respond in the best interests of pupils. In this area, the moral values of discipline
and social commitment were found to reflect a high responsibility towards pupils’ learning
and teachers’ willingness to take into account the consequences of their actions, thoughts and
feelings.
Coaching approaches in the first stage of teachers’ moral learning
In the first stage of teachers’ moral learning, the coach supports teachers to express the
questions, doubts and uncertainties arising from their daily teaching experience. In this initial
stage, four coaching approaches were found: (1) creating a safe space for learning in the PLC;
(2) providing structure for learning in which the coach makes explicit the roles of both the
coach and teacher and explains the methods to be used; (3) asking open-ended and follow-up
questions to encourage responses that are more specific to give words to the teachers’
experiences; and (4) non-judgemental, attentive listening with attention to nuance and (subtle)
non-verbal signals that could indicate misconception, disagreement or confusion. We have
summarized these coaching approaches as freeze and figure out experiences.
Second stage of moral learning: becoming aware of frames of reference
Studying teachers' considerations is most possible through reflection on their specific case
(Nucci & Navarez, 2008). We approached teachers’ reflection as a process of critically
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examining frames of reference otherwise taken for granted to better understand how these
impact teachers’ views on what is the pupils’ interests, education generally, and their own
professional role (chapter 4). Reflection then, is a process of critically evaluating the content,
the process or an assumption to facilitate interpretation of an experience and make sense of it
(Mezirow, 1998). Three PLCs were selected for this study because of the possibility to
observe them as researcher. Eleven PLC meetings were observed and the researcher made
field notes. The three areas of teachers’ moral concerns derived from the first empirical study
– pupils' attitude, class climate, and teachers' professional role – were studied using three
types of reflection as outlined by Mezirow (2003). The first type of reflection, content
reflection, pertains to the subject – for instance, teachers' strategy or method to achieve the
goals of the lesson. Reflection takes place within existing knowledge and perspectives. The
second type of reflection, process reflection, centres on feelings and thoughts about an
approach, a method or strategy on the part of the teacher. The third type, critical reflection,
refers to teachers' reflection on their own actions, decisions, ideas, views and values, which
are openly examined or questioned in terms of their meaning and impact for pupils. This
study shows that teachers’ personal reflections mainly occurred as content and process
reflection. Content reflection provided insight into teachers’ daily activities, and process
reflection into the thoughts and feelings teachers experienced through these activities. Critical
reflection hardly occurred in teachers’ personal sense-making.
Coaching approaches in the second stage of teachers’ moral learning
The second stage of teachers’ moral learning refers to supporting teachers to become aware of
their own frames of reference that shape a particular interpretation of an experience. First of
all, the coach facilitates critical reflection, meaning the coach supports the teachers in seeking
out the (implicit) frames of reference. The coach actively listens to what teachers strive for
and what they consider important for their pupils. Subsequently, the coach brings these into
the reflective process by asking ‘slow’ questions: these are questions that require teachers to
think and reflect before answering. Finally, the coach traces distorted or incongruent
reasoning by inviting teachers to explore their arguments that shows incongruities within the
video fragment shown. We have summarized these coaching approaches as slowing down
teachers’ thinking and creating confusion in beliefs and bias.
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Third stage of moral learning: critical examination of the frames of reference taken for
granted
The third stage of teachers’ moral learning focuses on critical reflection and dialogue to
discuss frames of reference and the meaning for pupils. A critical reflexive dialogue method
(De Keijzer et al., 2015) was developed to provoke critical reflection and to study shifts in
types of reflection through dialogue with colleagues. As the findings reveal, teachers became
more involved in critical reflection through critical dialogue and collective learning with
colleagues in the PLC. Two shifts in the type of reflection were observed. One was a shift
from content reflection – i.e. the subject the teacher draws on to make sense, such as a pupil's
behaviour while doing an assignment – to process reflection, in which the reflection focuses
on teachers' concerns for pupils' performance. The other was a shift from content or process
reflection to critical reflection, in which the reflection focuses on teachers’ personal beliefs,
values and norms as its subject matter.
Apart from reflection on what is good for pupils, we argue that societal, political,
cultural and professional standards should also be part of a critical-reflective process. After
all, teachers' frames of reference in terms of what is considered good for pupils are influenced
by the context and expectations of the school and society. Based on the work by Brookfield
(2004), Kelchtermans (2012) and Mezirow (2003), critical reflection – which has personal
beliefs, values and norms as its subject matter – was further expanded with the moral-political
dimension. The moral-political orientation in teachers’ reflection regards an understanding of
educational practices based on the views held by society and politics of what makes good
education, and how these views and visions can impact views of pupils’ best interests and
teachers’ professional role. This study shows that in cases where the moral-political
dimension does occur in reflection, then it occurs in critical reflection, but often without being
identified as such. For the participating teachers, the influence of societal and political debates
on their performance and reflection was not obvious. The findings also reveal that teachers do
not necessarily recognize how such societal and political influences have an impact on their
professional role or on the status of the professional group as a whole.
Coaching approaches in the third stage of teachers’ moral learning
Stage three of moral learning focuses on supporting teachers critically examining the takenfor-granted frames of reference through critical reflection and dialogue with peers. Four
approaches were found: (1) creating a safe space for vulnerability, meaning the coach is aware
that critical reflection on taken-for-granted frames of reference requires courage from the
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teacher to step into the unknown; (2) encouraging critical reflection which focuses on the
validation of frames of reference for teaching practice; (3) using diversity of participant
perspectives by monitoring beliefs, judgements and disagreement, and then bringing these
together in the dialogical and reflective process; and (4) asking revealing questions, meaning
that coaches’ questions focus on identifying the meaning of beliefs, assessing arguments, and
finding or developing a common ground for the meaning of perspectives or building a new
perspective. We have summarized these coaching approaches as assembling and disclosing
the value of arguments.
Fourth stage of moral learning: developing a more thoughtful understanding of frames of
reference
This stage of learning focuses on what teachers have learnt about their frames of reference –
i.e. the learning outcomes that were obtained from moral learning (chapter 5). In order to be
able to grasp the outcome of moral learning, a critical dialogue and reflection on differences
and (sometimes) disagreements helps teachers to gain a better understanding of their own
frames of reference. Therefore, as part of the research, focus group interviews were deployed
in each PLC, where peer feedback was used to give meaning to teachers' learning. Teachers
were asked about their learning and changes during the professional learning programme, and
what they saw as possible causes for their learning and changes. All teachers (29) indicated
that they had learned and experienced changes. Teachers expressed that the learning
programme led to more insight into their thoughts, beliefs and patterns that influence the way
they experience their practice. Three categories of learning outcome were found. The first
category refers to an increased self-awareness of their own frames of reference, including
awareness of judgements; beliefs and patterns; projecting feelings or needs onto pupils; and
the inevitability of tensions and limitations in teaching practice.
The second category of moral learning outcomes refers to being open to other
perspectives and alternative ways of viewing the experiences: it adds something to teachers’
existing frames of reference that was not there before the programme. This led to an increased
openness to give pupils more space and voice; more differentiation in their approaches to
pupils, such as paying more attention to pupils who do not ask for it themselves; more
alternative ways of acting to tune in to the diverse needs of their pupils; and, especially, doing
more to understand what is going on.
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The third category of moral learning outcomes refers to an increased awareness of
teachers’ own beliefs and how their actions affects pupils. This moral learning outcome refers
to awareness of being a role model as a teacher; critically thinking about the impact on pupils
of their behaviour, communication and judgements; awareness of how teacher behaviour
influences the classroom atmosphere; and awareness of the impact of labelling pupils.
When teachers mentioned during the interviews their learning and changes, they were
invited to explain what caused these changes and what they thought was necessary to develop
themselves further as moral teachers. Teachers explained their learning and change from the
support given and mentioned that a structure for learning, and the organization and tailoring
of learning activities with the learning needs of the school, were important conditions. The
framework of moral learning enabled them to become aware of their sense of responsibility to
their pupils. Additionally, the critical reflexive dialogue method helped them to determine
what they considered important for their teaching and how they could develop themselves
further as moral teachers.
Coaching approaches in the fourth stage of teachers’ moral learning
Stage four focuses on supporting teachers to develop a more thoughtful understanding of
frames of reference, creating a broader, new or different view on teachers’ moral practice.
First of all, a coach supports new modes of thought and action that enable teachers to change
their perspectives, generate new ideas and experiment with alternatives. Subsequently,
coaches ask transformative questions to encourage teachers to explore ideas and use their
imaginations to generate possible ways of acting. We have summarized these coaching
approaches as being innovative and ingenuous in transforming learning into teaching practice.
Overall characteristics of a coach who supports moral learning
The framework of teachers’ moral learning and the findings from the literature were used to
analyse coaching approaches in each stage. Beyond these approaches, the findings also
indicate some overall characteristics of how coaches strive to promote moral learning and
how they perceive their role as coaches. These characteristics are: (1) an attitude of openness
and being self-critical; (2) motivation to make a difference in teaching practice; (3) valuing
the diversity of perspectives; and (4) awareness of one’s power as coach. By integrating
coaching approaches and coaches' attitudes, a model was created to describe coaches' support
that enables teachers' moral learning in a PLC.
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Discussion
With the framework for teachers' moral learning developed for this study, it was possible to
study how teachers’ frames of reference – i.e. the interrelated aspects of thoughts, feelings,
beliefs and values – play a role in what teachers consider good for pupils. The four empirical
studies signify that teachers' moral learning contributes to the disclosure, exploration and
development of frames of reference. The range of issues the studies have explored supports
this: teachers' experiences, moral concerns and moral values, moral beliefs and motives, and
reflection and dialogue. Likewise, these range of issues provided insight into how teachers
primarily consider the moral meaning of their teaching.
Moral meaning of teaching
Teachers’ moral values.
The participating teachers had a strong ambition to achieve the goals of the lessons and the
learning outcomes. Most teachers were particularly concerned with the question of how to
respond in a responsible way during the lesson, and they tended to be less concerned about
what their teaching would bring about for their pupils. By recursively asking what course of
action teachers consider worth pursuing and why that is important for them (motives),
teachers’ implicit moral values became explicit in their narratives where they interpreted the
experiences. Moral values were found when teachers expressed their concerns, beliefs and
motives in the PLC. We used Veugelers’ (2007) framework of three clusters of moral values
as an analytical lens.
The participating teachers interpreted their experience of several moral values: taking
responsibility for pupils’ learning and development, building behaviour appropriate for
learning, and striving for the participation of all pupils. Teachers differed in the way moral
values played a role in their considerations of what was in the best interests of pupils. Moral
values were found to overlap or be subordinate to one another, and were in a constant
dialogue. For example, the disciplinary moral value in the area of class climate (chapter 3)
was primarily understood as obedience: handling the rules and agreements. However, asking
the teacher about his motives, it became clear that these include recognition of the dignity of
others, wherein obedience arises from a teacher’s empathy for pupils. These findings are in
line with Campbell’s (2008) argument that teachers do not apply one single coherent moral
value in a particular situation, and that teachers differ in their practice of moral values while
teaching. This results in different impacts for pupils. As our findings reveal, each teacher tries
to find his or her own way to act in what he or she considers to be good for pupils. In great
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part, the results confirm the existing findings in literature that teachers do not knowingly use
moral values in their practice, and teachers are not aware of the moral messages and
implications of their actions (e.g. Tirri, Toom, & Husu, 2013). In our study, it was found that
in the areas of pupils' attitude and class climate, teachers do not automatically reflect on the
impact of their actions on pupils. However, in the area of teachers' professional role, teachers
showed an awareness of the implications of their actions for their teaching and pupils.
Several researchers have argued that it is important to gain more understanding of the
role of moral values and how these are reflected in teachers’ practice (e.g. Buzzelli &
Johnston, 2002). We studied teachers' moral values as three interrelated aspects of moral
teaching: moral concerns, moral beliefs (Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011) and teachers' motives
(Darling-Hammond, 1990; Solomon, Watson, & Battistich, 2001). This approach provides an
example that can be used to know more about how moral values play a role in teachers’
decisions in daily practice. In contrast to approaches where the teacher transfers moral
messages and lessons, this study offers an opportunity to understand how teachers consider
their role important for pupils. In this sense, we argue that moral values can only be discussed
as particular viewpoints, rather than as prescribing as the only moral value for pupils in a
particular situation.
Teachers’ social engagement
As remarked in the theoretical chapter, the purpose of moral learning reflects two
orientations: personally oriented, that refers to critical consciousness of one’s own frames of
reference (Mezirow, 1995), and a social orientation (e.g. Brookfield & Preskill, 2009; Freire,
1973). Critical consciousness of frames of reference must lead to teachers' decisions on the
basis of a reasoned understanding of what is good to do in a particular situation, while
socially oriented learning should bring changes that advance social justice and promote the
common good. Our findings of the second and third empirical studies demonstrate an
increased awareness of teachers' frames of reference and their meaning for teaching practice,
which indicates that teachers’ learning is mainly personally oriented (Mezirow, 1995).
Nevertheless, it would not do justice to the participating teachers were we to conclude that
teachers are not engaged in the social dimension of teaching. The findings on teachers’ moral
concerns and moral values (chapter 3), show that teachers' reflection also regards social
consciousness without recognizing it as such. This became explicit in the moral value of
social commitment that appeared in all three areas of teachers' moral concern, from the more
social-psychological empathy and care for their pupils (Noddings, 2008) to the more social-
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political aspect of solidarity (Freire, 1973), addressing diversity and inclusion of all pupils. In
this sense, teachers’ moral considerations reflect a desire to enable all pupils to participate in
educational activities, wherein the classroom becomes a place of more equality for all pupils
to learn. Nevertheless, this indicates that a social orientation, even if it is close to teachers’
experiences, is not naturally included in teachers’ reflective process. Teachers are more
engaged with daily pedagogical issues and seem less engaged with social issues. This might
lead teachers to have a limited orientation towards the moral meaning of teaching. Teachers'
view of what is considered good for pupils may be supplemented and considered from
different substantiated worldviews on humanity and on educational objectives and their
societal purpose (Kelchtermans, 2012). Teacher educators could play a significant role in
introducing the moral meaning of teaching, from which theories of moral education should
not be missing.
Teachers’ moral language
Finding words to express the moral meaning of teaching seemed difficult for the participating
teachers. Arguably, specifically in an educational context with hardly any explicit attention to
the moral meaning of teaching, it is understandable that teachers are largely focused on
content and achievement and that they use a language of ‘goals’ and ‘learning outcomes’.
Fading a moral language into the teachers' profession has often been equated with the rise of
an evidence-based model for teachers' learning and development (e.g. Gewirtz et al., 2009;
Kelchtermans, 2012; Veugelers, 2011). As Kelchtermans (2012) argued, language is produced
by the way people talk and write within certain social and political contexts, and frames are
activated through that language. This is a self-reinforcing cycle: the more frames of efficiency
and accountability are activated through language, the stronger particular views will be.
This study shows that in cases where teachers consider the moral-political dimension,
then it occurs in critical reflection, and teachers get more involved in critical reflection
through critical dialogue with colleagues in the PLC. Critical reflection focuses on teachers'
own frames of reference – i.e. their thoughts, feelings, values and beliefs. The participating
teachers openly examined and questioned their own frames of reference in terms of the impact
on pupils by posing critical questions. Knowing and understanding one’s own frames of
reference, including moral values, provides input for a (developing) professional moral
language which can be used to discuss educational viewpoints and to address the moral
meaning of teaching in professional development programmes. Here again, teacher educators
could play a significant role in posing questions as to what is good for pupils and what
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teaching will bring about in society. After all, as Kemmis and Smith (2008) pointed out,
making teachers familiar with diverse moral viewpoints can start by being initiated into such
practices by their teacher educators.
These findings, together with the broadness of questions of motives and beliefs, could
contribute to bringing questions of the moral meaning of teaching into discussions about
education and teachers' own profession. Understanding how teachers consider the moral
meaning of teaching and weigh up and combine moral values can contribute, for example, to
discussions about equal learning opportunities, inclusive education, or tuning into the
diversity of pupils. For example, teachers who draw upon moral values like autonomy,
discipline and good behaviour for learning are likely to use different words in a discussion
about addressing diversity from teachers who mainly draw upon more socially oriented moral
values such as care, empathy, self-esteem and striving for the participation of all pupils.
These final conclusions have theoretical and practical implications, and generate
further research questions. These will be outlined below.
Theoretical relevance
The theoretical relevance of this study is the exploration, and especially the integration, of
two theoretical perspectives: moral teaching, and a value-loaded and critical learning theory.
These perspectives have informed and been integrated into a framework of teachers' moral
learning. This framework is built from the notion that the moral meaning of teaching is
always present in teachers' actions and is related to the concept of teaching morally, as
pointed out by Fenstermacher et al. (2009). The findings of this study are first and foremost
relevant for the teachers that were involved in the study. These findings arose from critical
reflection and dialogue with colleagues from their own school within a particular social and
cultural context. Therefore, the conclusions on teachers' moral concerns and moral values
reported in this thesis are not necessarily representative of other school contexts. Teachers
who work in other educational settings, or in other countries, might have other concerns and
moral values, and therefore develop different frames of reference as to what they consider as
good for pupils.
However, we also aimed to contribute to empirical knowledge on how teachers can
have a better understanding of their own frames of reference and the impact on their teaching
and on pupils. This study demonstrates that moral learning contributes to an increased
awareness of the moral meaning of teaching, and can be reasonably applied by other teachers.
Our dialogical tool (critical reflexive dialogue) has associated this responsibility of teachers
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with questions to provoke critical reflection, which makes it possible to reflect on what
teachers’ actions might bring about for pupils.
Supporting teachers’ moral learning is unique due to its specific focus on teachers’
daily practice experiences, including values and beliefs, which is different from considering
learning as only about knowledge or skills. The theoretical underpinnings of coaching
approaches in teachers’ own school contexts are not always clear (Benzies & Mowat, 2012).
The conceptual framework for moral learning and its complementary framework for moral
coaching developed in this study offer theoretical foundations of coaching approaches and
valuable guidelines for coaches who attempt to address moral learning in their coaching.
Practical implications
Moral learning occurs through critical dialogue and reflection with others to examine
particular viewpoints in terms of what is considered good, just or valuable in a specific case.
In this sense, moral learning offers valuable guidelines to address complex discussions in an
environment in which a diversity of viewpoints prevails. To put moral learning into practice
requires a shift from an evidence-based learning approach to a whole-school dialogical
culture. Such dialogue may focus on discussing personal and subjective preferences and the
claims of society in terms of the good for pupils and why this is the case. Fortunately, it seems
that in society and in politics, the call for such a shift is increasing for all those are involved
with educating young people. Moral learning can contribute to facilitate a shift to such a
dialogical culture with attention to the moral meaning of teaching.
We argue that it is important to reflect on substantive claims of what is seen as good
for pupils and to discuss these with substantiated worldviews on humanity and educational
objectives. Therefore, we argue that moral values and beliefs need to be reflected upon from a
social perspective in terms of how they contribute to the common good in a democratic
society. For teachers, this starts with knowing and understanding their frames of reference,
and explaining to themselves, to their pupils, to their colleagues and others involved (e.g.
parents, school inspectorate, professional community) what they consider to be good for
pupils and why this is the case.
This study has shown that teachers develop a moral language by expressing concerns,
thoughts, beliefs and motives, and that this language is helpful in such a dialogue. However,
this is just a fragile and still an unilateral moral language. After all, the participating teachers
discussed their values and beliefs with their own colleagues, wherein the language was built
on a shared sense of what is considered as good. Teachers can develop a more or less
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comprehensive professional moral language by participating in dialogues with other
professions and by crossing the boundaries of their own school context in terms of what
matters in teaching. Teachers can be partners in debates on, for example, what educational
reforms mean for pupils, the school and the profession.
Dialogue about the moral meaning of teaching could be organized in cooperation with
teachers, educators, schools, educational researchers, professional associations, interest
groups and politicians (De Ruyter & Kole, 2010). Teachers can play a proactive role in
organizing such dialogue, and they can be supported and facilitated by school leaders and/or
teacher educators. A study by Van Veen and Sleegers (2009) shows that educational reforms
strongly influence teachers’ professional sense. They often do not feel recognized as
professionals who have own values and beliefs. Adding the teacher voice to current
discussions about education can enforce a process of meaningfully participation in a dialogue
on the moral meaning of teaching.
Moral learning may also improve teachers’ abilities to argue, make decisions, solve
problems and assess consequences related to their pupils. Teachers may become actors,
negotiating their own professional role, and become at least partly responsible for educational
reforms. In the Netherlands, we can recognize elements of seeking the teachers' voice within
educational reforms: for example, since August 2018, every school in primary and secondary
education in the Netherlands is required to have a Professional Statute. Our suggestions
provide signposts for a dialogical culture that respects the desires, interests and opinions of all
involved. A moral dialogue that focuses on critically examining the meaning of particular
viewpoints can be used to improve existing practices, where the moral meaning of teaching is
explored in such a dialogue. Similarly, knowing and understanding moral values provides
input for a (developing) professional moral language which can be used to discuss viewpoints
and to address the moral meaning of teaching. After all, without reflecting on what is
considered ‘good teaching' and 'good for pupils', a moral dialogue is not possible.
Further research
This study offers only limited insight into the meaning and potential of moral learning in
respect of the moral meaning of teaching, of course, and raises questions that could be
elaborated in further research.
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Transfer of teachers’ learning into practice
As this study focused on teachers' experiences and how they make sense of their interactions
with pupils through reflection on their experiences, no statements can be made about how
teachers’ moral learning has changed their actions in practice. Detailed studies of classroom
observations may be beneficial to focus on the transformation of learning outcomes and to
explore how teachers act in their teaching practice.
Moral education
In this research, we have chosen a bottom-up process of exploring, disclosing and developing
moral frames. In further research, the framework of moral learning can also be used in the
context of more specific moral and citizenship education theories, in which teachers study
different theoretical moral frameworks that can help them to investigate their own experiences
and beliefs.
Emotional dimension of moral learning
Our research uses Mezirow’s transformative learning theory in which moral learning focuses
on frames of reference as cognitive constructs. The theory of transformative learning has been
criticized for an overemphasis on the rational and cognitive aspects of learning at the expense
of emotional aspects (e.g. Kitchenham, 2008; Taylor, 2000). In our framework, we have
overcome this criticism by identifying teachers’ moral concerns and asking them to reflect on
their thoughts and feelings evoked within the interpretation of these experiences. Still, the
participating teachers were mostly positive about their learning and change, which may
indicate that teachers avoid dealing with ambiguities. It may be that a teacher is unable to
cope with complexity or to understand what is happening. While interpreting the experience,
the teacher returns to what is known in order to feel the certainty resulting from a frame of
reference that is safe and understandable (Mälkki, 2010). After all, learning aimed at a shift in
one's frame of reference can cause uncomfortable feelings. This is especially the case when
teachers are confronted with unfamiliar concepts or unexpected doubts about their taken-forgranted frames of reference, or when long held viewpoints are challenged. An in-depth case
study into the emotional dimension of moral learning could help to develop insights into the
emotional dimension of moral learning.
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Issues of power in coaching
The coaches in this study had a dual role, as coaches encouraging teachers’ moral learning
and as colleague teachers. This double role has both strengths and limitations. Due the
coaches are part of that practice and the coaches role differs from the role of their colleagues,
coaches can use their "transformative power" to create collaborative learning and change
processes. The double role of these coaches may also have some limitations, particularly
when issues of power, lack of motivation or trust arise. This can emerge as a result of
differences in knowledge, professional role, experience and influence (Clutterbuck, 1998). In
a collaborative learning environment, it is critical for coaches to be aware of power issues and
to have strategies to help address them effectively. The coaches in this study were aware of
their own power to influence the learning process but did not cite this as complicating their
support. This could be related to their coaches' role in a shared context in which all teachers
are colleagues and have school-based knowledge and expertise of their teaching practice.
Adding power issues into the training programme and being explicit about power within the
PLC relationship offers important opportunities for insight and new learning for both coach
and teacher (Brockbank & McGill, 2006). Further research into power issues, taking into
account teachers’ perspectives on the impact of coaches’ approaches, might offer additional
and enriched views on supporting moral learning in a dynamic relationship.
Coaches’ learning and development
This research was constrained by a relatively short training programme. To acknowledge the
complexity of coaches’ knowledge, skills and attitudes needed to support moral learning for
teachers, more practice-based training is desirable (e.g. Loughran, 2013). The notion that
coaches learn from collaborating with those they coach, and from critical self-reflection on
their own coaching practice (Simpson et al., 2007), could be studied further. Interviews, either
as a single method or alongside observations, could help examine the development of a larger
group of coaches, as well as the growth, over time, in performance and perceptions of
coaching teachers’ moral learning and the coach’s role. Likewise, taking into account
teachers’ perspectives on the impact of the coaches’ approaches might offer additional and
enriched views on supporting moral learning.
Ethical issues in conducting the research
In the introduction chapter, three methodological choices in conducting the interpretative case
studies were outlined. These were related to: (a) recruitment of participants and informed
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consent, (c) collecting the data including taking care of the participants well-being, (d)
researcher's role in carrying out interpretative case studies. From these methodological
choices, ethical issues emerged in carrying out the research that pertain to the duty to perform
morally good research in practice. In the Dutch code of conduct of scientific integrity (2018),
five main ethical principles are articulated that should be acknowledged in all scientific
studies: honesty, care, transparency, independence and accountability. In what follows, the
ethical issues raised by this case study research will be discussed from this duty of integrity,
thereby focusing on the three methodological choices.
Recruitment of participants and informed consent
Consent to the CAR-project's involvement was obtained from the schoolboards and
participants were recruited in a kick-off meeting where the schoolboard was present. To
ensure that there was no risk of coercion to participate, there was an on-going and repeated
informed consent. This meant regularly checking participants’ wishes to continue their
participation and to remain involved as the study proceeded and the actual requirements and
investments, as well as the benefits of participation became more clear. All participants
continued their participation throughout the research. Only a number of teachers were
temporarily absent due to illness or pregnancy.
Data collection including taking care of the participants’ well-being
Data collection was largely dependent on the teachers' introductions of video fragments of
their interactions with pupils. The time needed for this activity was a recurring point of
discussion. Although teachers were facilitated in time, it turned out to be difficult to actually
achieve this. Furthermore, the technical conditions of making a video fragment were not
always available. To overcome this issue, we offered an alternative to bring in the experiences
for discussing in the PLC either on paper or as video recording. This turned out to work well
and teachers stimulated each other by co-creating ideas and sharing their experiences
reflexively.
In this research, I had a duty of care and responsibility to all participants of the PLCs.
Over time, teachers were often surprisingly frank in discussing their experiences in the
classroom, and some may inadvertently have expressed sensitive information. To offer them
control over what ultimately became public, the transcripts of the PLC-meetings were sent to
the participants and they were asked for permission to use the contents and check whether
anything needed to be excluded.
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Due to my active role in the professionalisation programme for coaches, a more
intensive relationship developed between the coaches and me. To remain transparent to the
participants, the schedule of the coaches' programme was made public and it was emphasized
that the programme aimed at coaches’ own learning. Furthermore, the coaches shared their
reflection of their learning, the content of the professionalisation meeting, and the intended
focus for the upcoming meeting in the PLC with the teachers.
The coach – as a colleague-teacher – was most of the times available in the school and
the first and right person to give extra support or attention when needed. Furthermore, I as
researcher was available by phone or email and present in the school before the PCL-meeting
started. Additionally, the PLC-meetings always began with a reflection on the previous
meeting and space was given to discuss unexpected and interim events in the school that
could hinder learning. This has contributed to a collaborative and save learning environment.
Researcher's role in carrying out interpretative case studies
In this study, the researcher’s role was to deepen insight into teachers' frames of references of
the moral meaning of their teaching. Because the researcher's own subjectivity is always
involved in the interpretation of the data (Walsheim, 2006), we have taken some necessary
measures. At first, I was aware of my personal stake of achieving the goals of moral learning
that might influence the interpretation of the outcomes. I choose the topic of this thesis, I was
involved in co-designing the professionalisation programme of the coaches and the data
collection instruments, and also my interventions in the PLC will be influenced by my
interest. The key to avoid entanglement was to be transparent and reflexive throughout the
whole study. I have tried to live up to this from a position of respect for all participants. For
example, field notes only record teachers' expressed beliefs and motives including a time
indication of the subjects so that the relationship with the transcripts could be made more
easily and own interpretations were excluded. I submitted the notes to the participating
teachers so they could respond to the accuracy, relevance or fairness of their portrayal.
Secondly, reflection with peers was set up to ensure a questioning of my own
assumptions and a more diverse interpretation of the data. More in particular, my own moral
learning in carrying out this research regards finding a balance between distance and
proximity. As a participant observer in the PLC, and the confidence I was given by the
teachers and coaches, the data could be collected in close proximity to the practice under
study, which may be regarded as a pre in carrying out this research. On the other hand, I had a
direct personal stake in reaching the goals and in smoothly carrying out the
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professionalisation programme for coaches. To be able to take some distance of the data, I
deliberately included data from PLCs that were observed by other project-researchers.
Furthermore, the coding system for analysing the data was developed and analysed with
fellow-researchers from the research team and beyond. Sometimes, this has led to the
expansion, revision, or even abandonment of particular analyses. This was intended partially
to construct knowledge in cooperation, but primarily from the motive to overcome the
limitations of my own partial perspectives.
Lessons learned
The involvement of teachers in this study enriches the theory of moral learning. A more vivid
and in-depth understanding of the complexity of teachers’ moral learning was provided.
Observing the PLC meetings and interviewing the participating teachers and coaches was
found to be eye opening to comprehend the multifaceted reality teachers face in daily practice.
Nevertheless, carrying out interpretative case studies in teachers' own context and for a
certain period of time has also its limitations. Studying `real’ issues as they occur and when
they occur makes it difficult to capture all teachers' perspectives of their moral practice.
Furthermore, ethical issues inherent in this interpretive case study were difficult to predict in
advance. The design was complex, however, understanding by co-operation was a strength of
this research. The key to ensuring trustworthiness is transparency and reflexivity throughout
the whole study. The process of data analysis by close co-operation of the research team and
promotors was a key-factor in keeping an openness to discover; and the iterative process of
data collection and analysis a powerful route for strengthening the validity of this research.
Last but not least, the confrontation with diverse perspectives – or in the words similar to this
thesis: frames of reference – can be seen as a direct form of triangulation; and has enriched
my moral learning as researcher.
Final remark
At the end of this thesis, I would like to express one last hope for the future of teachers’
learning and support in terms of their complex moral practice. Attention to the moral meaning
of teaching is increasing. Schools are looking for educational approaches that increase social
justice and a democratic society. In the Netherlands, we can recognize the attention to the
moral meaning of teaching in inclusive schools, for example, but also from international
treaties such as the Salamanca Statement (Unesco, 1994) on every child’s right to education
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and equal opportunities, including the responsibility of schools to be involved with social
issues towards liberation, empowerment and social justice.
Nowadays, teachers are confronted with social issues that affect discussion on the
teachers' profession: for example, social problems and conflicting viewpoints on what is
considered the 'moral good' can sometimes culminate in extreme violence and humanitarian
problems. Teachers' profession becomes even more complex and vulnerable. Education on all
levels can play a crucial role in building moral attitudes that can contribute to a social and
professional environment. School plays an important role, and teachers are expected to bring
a diversity of viewpoints into dialogue with their pupils. Dialogue as critically examining
different viewpoints may remove barriers and disadvantages that pupils may face, for
example in relation to disability, culture, gender, religion and belief. In their daily practice,
teachers can promote positive attitudes and mutual respect between pupils who differ from
each other.
Teacher-educators, schools and teachers could benefit from incorporating moral
learning into professional learning programmes. The current study provides an approach that
can contribute to such learning, particularly given its unique combination of a practical lens,
critical dialogue by discussing taken-for-granted frames of reference, collaboration, and
approaches to support such learning underpinned by theory. This approach is replicable, and
if pursued in a variety of cross-school contexts would deepen and broaden the results of this
study and identify additional themes relevant to the moral meaning of teaching. Given current
humanitarian problems and challenges, moral learning can be of special importance for all of
those involved. Disclosing, exploring and developing frames of reference might help provide
answers to important questions such as social justice and equal learning opportunities
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I thought, yeah, I have not always to arrange it by myself, because it actually succeeds quite well when pupils make their own choices,
and I have to say they are doing it very well (LG1)
Now I see more of what is happening in the classroom and I give attention to the somewhat quieter children and not just the pupils
whose behaviour is in the foreground (LG 6)
And now I don’t react straightaway and think more; I give it a moment ... counting to ten. And I am now especially thinking about
what might be going on for the pupil (LG4)

It makes a difference what kind of language you use in reaction to pupils’ behaviour; e.g. are they a lively child or an overactive
child? (LG3) The pupil may feel embarrassed if I address him or her in front of the whole group
(LG 1)
The impact of positive approaches, pupils will be seen (LG4
Pupils know/feel whether you are trying to do the best for them (LG5)
Pupils become noisy as a reaction to the chaotic behaviour of the teacher (LG7)

Now I am taking the perspective of pupils much more in my decisions ( LG6)

Aware of the impact of labelling pupils
Aware of their role model as a teacher
Aware how own behaviour influences classroom
atmosphere
Aware of own actions/communication/judgements
and their meaning for pup

Giving attention to pupils who do not ask for it
themselves or whose behaviour is often rejected
Asking more questions of what is happening
instead of immediately reacting to pupils’
behaviour
3. More inclined of taking into account the
meaning of own frames of reference for pupils
Critical thinking of own behaviour for pupils

Aware of projecting own feelings or needs to pupils
Aware that there will always be situations that
create tensions
2. More open for other viewpoints
Giving pupils more voice/space

I thought that I didn’t make judgements about something or someone very quickly. And now, it seems that I do it much often than I
thought I did (LG1)
I often used my authority to get pupils to do what I wanted (LG4)
Earlier, I solved this with humour but now I cannot do that anymore; I realize it is not always the best method (LG2)
It makes me not fully open – minded (LG3)
Well, then I just have a bad day. But that is not because of the children, that is up to me (LG5).
There will always be tension–full moments for me: how much space do I give to pupils, what will I allow? You don’t have to give them
too much space (LG2)

Now I am taking the perspective of pupils much more in my decisions ( LG6)

It makes a difference what kind of language you use in reaction to pupils’ behaviour; e.g. are they a lively child or an overactive
child? (LG3) The pupil may feel embarrassed if I address him or her in front of the whole group
(LG 1)
The impact of positive approaches, pupils will be seen (LG4
Pupils know/feel whether you are trying to do the best for them (LG5)
Pupils become noisy as a reaction to the chaotic behaviour of the teacher (LG7)

I thought, yeah, I have not always to arrange it by myself, because it actually succeeds quite well when pupils make their own choices,
and I have to say they are doing it very well (LG1)
Now I see more of what is happening in the classroom and I give attention to the somewhat quieter children and not just the pupils
whose behaviour is in the foreground (LG 6)
And now I don’t react straightaway and think more; I give it a moment ... counting to ten. And I am now especially thinking about
what might be going on for the pupil (LG4)

I thought that I didn’t make judgements about something or someone very quickly. And now, it seems that I do it much often than I
thought I did (LG1)
I often used my authority to get pupils to do what I wanted (LG4)
Earlier, I solved this with humour but now I cannot do that anymore; I realize it is not always the best method (LG2)
It makes me not fully open – minded (LG3)
Well, then I just have a bad day. But that is not because of the children, that is up to me (LG5).
There will always be tension–full moments for me: how much space do I give to pupils, what will I allow? You don’t have to give them
too much space (LG2)

Examples of quotes

Examples of quotes

Aware of own beliefs and patterns

Categories of teachers’ moral learning outcomes
1. Increased self–awareness of own frames of
reference
Aware of own judgements

Appendix A: Categories of teachers’ moral learning outcomes

l learning outcomes
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Summary

Introduction
This thesis reports a qualitative research of teacher learning concerning the moral meaning of
teaching. Twenty-nine teachers participated in the research. This involved twenty-one
teachers working in the sixth, seventh, or eighth grade in primary schools and eight teachers
working in the first or second grade in secondary special education. The central research
question of this thesis is: What are teachers' moral frames of reference and (how) can
teachers’ frames of reference be disclosed, explored and developed through a process of
moral learning? This thesis examines teachers' sense-making of the moral meaning of their
teaching and investigates how a process of moral learning can foster their moral development
and thus support teachers with the moral meaning of their practice.
Problem description
Chapter 1
In this thesis, the moral meaning of teaching is approached as being always present in
teachers’ actions in the way they communicate moral messages, intentionally or otherwise, to
their pupils (e.g. Buzzelli & Johnston, 2002; Campbell, 2008, Carr, 1992; Sanger &
Osguthorpe, 2011). The moral meaning of teaching is concerned with pupils' learning and
growth in preparation for their future and with pupils’ development as moral persons and
citizens in a democratic society (e.g. Biesta 2006; Sockett, 1993). After all, schools are places
where democratic living-together can be practiced by stimulating and supporting pupils to
become knowledgeable and empathetic citizens of the world (e.g. Husu & Tirri, 2007). This is
a complex matter, teachers need to address the needs of their pupils in the moment itself and
at the same time they have to consider what their actions would bring about to their pupils as
a grown-up citizen (Van Manen, 1994). Due to the interaction between education and society,
the question of what is good for pupils also evokes the question as to what education is for
and what constitutes a good society (De Ruyter & Kole, 2010). Although teachers are not
always aware of the moral messages and implications of their actions (e.g. Jackson,
Boostrom, & Hansen, 1993; Tirri, Toom & Husu, 2013), teachers do have moral ideas about
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what they consider as good for pupils. At the same time, these ideas are influenced by what
third parties (the school, inspectorate, government) expect of them.
Furthermore, what teachers consider as good for pupils may differ for individual
teachers as each of them understand the meaning of education and teaching from different
frames of reference, and therefore in practising their moral decision-making while teaching,
which in turn, results in different impacts for pupils (Campbell, 2008). According to Mezirow
(2007), a frame of reference is the collective of the assumptions through which experiences
are interpreted and understood, and includes thoughts, feelings, patterns, beliefs and values.
Teachers' frames of reference are mostly held implicit and remain unquestioned viewpoints of
what teachers consider good for pupils and why they think this is the case (Mezirow, 2003;
Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011).
Knowledge of frames of reference and understanding how these influence teachers’
interpretations of their interactions with pupils is at the heart of the framework. To be able to
study teachers' frames of reference, we adopted a 'real life research approach' in which real
life experiences are central (e.g. Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Van Manen, 1999). This study
focused on teachers' frames of reference of what they consider as good for pupils based on
what actually goes on in the teaching practice. Prior research in the field of moral education
focus less on teachers' daily practice (Campbell, 2008; Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2005; Oser,
1994), nor does it per se reflect actual teacher thinking (Hansen, 1998). The aim of this thesis
is to contribute to empirical knowledge how teachers can have a more thoughtful
understanding of their own frames of reference and its implications for their teaching and for
their pupils. At first, a theoretical study was conducted to frame the understanding, insight
and knowledge gained from theoretical and empirical literature of teacher learning in which
values and beliefs are central for learning.
Chapter 2
This chapter addresses the first sub-question: What are characteristics of a framework for
learning that support teachers with the moral meaning of their teaching?
Four main characteristics of a programme for teachers' moral learning were distinguished.
First, the learning process should provide space for teachers’ questions, doubts, and
uncertainties arising from their daily teaching practice (real-life experiences). After all,
teachers’ interactions with pupils are accompanied by questions, doubts and uncertainties
(Campbell, 2008; Korthagen, 2010). Second, teachers’ learning should focus on teachers’
frames of reference, because they form the basis of interpreting their experiences, which, in
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turn, influences their actions towards pupils. Third, it is necessary to critically examine the
meaning of teachers' own frames of reference for their teaching. This can occur through
reflection and dialogue with colleagues who mostly have other frames of reference (Mezirow,
2008). Such learning is mostly organized in a professional learning communities (PLC), in
which learning is a social process in which knowledge is co-constructed and is situated in a
specific context (Lave & Wenger, 1991). These characteristics formed the nature of moral
learning as a way of viewing an experience, making sense of this experience, and
understanding the influence of frames of reference on their implication for teaching practice
and pupils. With this, the fourth characteristic refers to the outcome of teachers’ moral
learning that we have interpreted as viewing teaching practice from a more thoughtful frame
of reference, which can help teachers to have a better understanding of the moral meaning of
their teaching. The characteristics were transformed into a four-stage framework for teachers’
moral learning. Each learning stage is associated with specific activities teachers undertake in
their learning: (1) exploring questions, doubts and uncertainties arising from teachers’
experiences of interactions with pupils; (2) becoming aware of frames of reference that
determine a certain interpretation of the experience, (3) critical examination of the frames of
reference taken for granted and their implications for teaching practice, and (4) creating a
broader, new or different view on teachers’ moral teaching practice through changes in
teachers’ frames of reference.
Findings of the empirical studies
Chapter 3
This chapter examines the second sub-question: What kind of experiences of moral matters
are teachers concerned with in their daily teaching? The third sub-question regards: How are
moral values represented in the process of teachers’ moral sense-making?
Teachers’ perceived tensions and questions in their interactions with pupils were studied.
Seven PLCs with a total of 28 meetings were observed in which teachers discussed the
questions and tensions related to their experiences. This yielded 34 experiences to which a
qualitative content analysis (Elo & Kyngas, 2007) was applied. The study shows that the
moral concerns of the participating teachers occurred in three different areas of interactions
with pupils: (1) pupils’ attitude that refers to what teachers notice about pupils’ involvement
in the lessons and the pupils’ assignments, (2) class-climate that refers to the relationship
between the pupils and the teacher and the relationships among the pupils. These include what
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teachers permit or expect, to what extent they handle the rules and give pupils the space to
operate outside the rules. It also involves addressing (from the teacher's perspective)
undesirable behaviour of pupils within the group, (3) teachers’ professional role includes a
reflection on teachers’ struggles and doubts about how to respond in the best interests of
pupils.
Furthermore, teachers’ moral values were studied for which we have taken into
account that teachers’ moral values are typically held implicitly (Sanger & Osguthorpe,
2011), that moral values can have ambiguous meanings (Campbell, 2008), and that values
represent abstract ideas which must be operationalized and applied to specific situations (e.g.
Kristiansen & Hotte, 1996). Teachers' moral values were found in their narratives while they
interpreted their experience out loud in the professional learning community (PLC). The
clusters of moral values (Leenders, Veugelers, & De Kat, 2008; Veugelers, 2007) offered an
analytical lens in which teachers’ moral values could be traced in terms of (a) autonomy, (b)
discipline and (c) social commitment. In the area of pupils’ attitude, the moral value of
autonomy became concrete in teachers’ striving to foster pupils’ sense of competence and
decision-making ability. The moral value of discipline reflects teachers’ efforts to build good
behaviour for learning, further develop positive attitudes to class life and promote
collaborative learning. The moral value of social commitment regards the teachers’ striving to
give all pupils the opportunity to be actively involved in a programme or activity. In the area
of class-climate, the moral value of discipline was found to focus on recognition of the dignity
of others and care for pupils. The moral value of social commitment reflected teachers'
striving for the development of all pupils. In the area of teachers’ professional role, the moral
values of discipline and social commitment were found to reflect a high responsibility
towards pupils’ learning and teachers’ willingness to take into account the consequences of
their actions, thoughts and feelings.
Chapter 4
This chapter examines teachers’ reflection in the PLC and was interrelated with the fourth
sub-question: How do the types of reflection develop among the participating teachers
through the implementation of a critical reflexive dialogue? In addition, the fifth sub-question
was examined: How can the moral-political dimension be distinguished in teachers' critical
reflection? We approached teachers’ reflection as a process of critically examining frames of
reference otherwise taken for granted to better understand how these impact teachers’ views
on what is the pupils’ interests, education generally, and their own professional role.
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Reflection then, is a process of critically evaluating the content, the process or an assumption
to facilitate interpretation of an experience and make sense of it (Mezirow, 1998). Three PLCs
were selected for this study because of the possibility to observe them as researcher. Eleven
PLC meetings were observed and the researcher made field notes. The three areas of teachers’
moral concerns derived from the first empirical study – pupils' attitude, class-climate, and
teachers' professional role – were studied using three types of reflection as outlined by
Mezirow (2003). The first type of reflection, content reflection, pertains to the subject – for
instance, teachers' strategy or method to achieve the goals of the lesson. Reflection takes place
within existing knowledge and perspectives. The second type of reflection, process reflection,
centres on feelings and thoughts about an approach, a method or strategy on the part of the
teacher. The third type, critical reflection, refers to teachers' reflection on their own actions,
decisions, ideas, views and values, which are openly examined or questioned in terms of their
meaning and impact for pupils. This study shows that teachers’ personal reflections mainly
occurred as content and process reflection. Content reflection provided insight into teachers’
daily activities, and process reflection into the thoughts and feelings teachers experienced
through these activities. Critical reflection hardly occurred in teachers’ personal sensemaking.
A critical reflexive dialogue method (Keijzer et al., 2015) was developed to provoke
critical reflection and to study shifts in types of reflection through dialogue with colleagues.
As the findings reveal, teachers became more involved in critical reflection through critical
dialogue and collective learning with colleagues in the PLC. Two shifts in the type of
reflection were observed. One was a shift from content reflection – i.e. the subject the teacher
draws on to make sense, such as a pupil's behaviour while doing an assignment – to process
reflection, in which the reflection focuses on teachers' concerns for pupils' performance. The
other was a shift from content or process reflection to critical reflection, in which the
reflection focuses on teachers’ personal beliefs, values and norms as its subject matter.
Based on the work by Brookfield (2004), Kelchtermans (2012) and Mezirow (2003),
critical reflection – which has personal beliefs, values and norms as its subject matter – was
further expanded with the moral-political dimension. The moral-political orientation in
teachers’ reflection regards an understanding of educational practices based on the views held
by society and politics of what makes good education, and how these views and visions can
impact views of pupils’ best interests and teachers’ professional role. This study shows that in
cases where the moral-political dimension does occur in reflection, then it occurs in critical
reflection, but often without being identified as such. For the participating teachers, the
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influence of societal and political debates on their performance and reflection was not
obvious. The findings also reveals that teachers do not necessarily recognize how such
societal and political influences have an impact on their professional role or on the status of
the professional group as a whole.
Chapter 5
This chapter addresses the sixth sub-question: What are teachers’ moral learning outcomes in
the context of a professional learning programme? Additionally, the seventh sub-question:
Which characteristics of the programme did teachers consider as valuable and why? This
chapter focuses on what teachers have learnt about their frames of reference – i.e. the learning
outcomes that were obtained from moral learning. In order to be able to grasp the outcome of
moral learning, a critical dialogue and reflection on differences and (sometimes)
disagreements helps teachers to gain a better understanding of their own frames of reference.
Therefore, as part of the research, focus group interviews were deployed in each PLC, where
peer feedback was used to give meaning to teachers' learning. All teachers (29) indicated that
they had learned and experienced changes. Teachers expressed that the learning programme
led to more insight into their thoughts, beliefs and patterns that influence the way they
experience their practice. Three categories of learning outcomes were found. The first
category refers to an increased self-awareness of their own frames of reference, including
awareness of judgements; beliefs and patterns; projecting feelings or needs onto pupils; and
the inevitability of tensions and limitations in teaching practice.
The second category of moral learning outcomes refers to being open to other
perspectives and alternative ways of viewing the experiences: it adds something to teachers’
existing frames of reference that was not there before the programme. This led to an increased
openness to give pupils more space and voice; more differentiation in their approaches to
pupils, such as paying more attention to pupils who do not ask for it themselves; more
alternative ways of acting to tune in to the diverse needs of their pupils; and, especially, doing
more to understand what is going on.
The third category of moral learning outcomes refers to an increased awareness of
teachers’ own beliefs and how their actions affects pupils. This moral learning outcome refers
to awareness of being a role model as a teacher; critically thinking about the impact on pupils
of their behaviour, communication and judgements; awareness of how teacher behaviour
influences the classroom atmosphere; and awareness of the impact of labelling pupils.
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When teachers mentioned during the interviews their learning and changes, they were
invited to explain what caused these changes and what they thought was necessary to develop
themselves further as moral teachers. Teachers explained their learning and change from the
support given and mentioned that a structure for learning, and the organization and tailoring
of learning activities with the learning needs of the school, were important conditions. The
framework for moral learning enabled them to become aware of their sense of responsibility
to their pupils. Additionally, the critical reflexive dialogue method helped them to determine
what they considered important for their teaching and how they could develop themselves
further as moral teachers.
Chapter 6
This chapter identified what approaches used by coaches enabled teachers’ moral learning in
the PLCs and addresses the sub-question: What are approaches of a coach that support
teachers’ moral learning in professional learning communities?
Supporting teachers’ learning and development in the PLC was the task of a colleague-teacher
from the same school. Although many teachers had been coaching their colleagues within the
school in a variety of ways, the theoretical underpinnings (Benzies & Mowat, 2012) were not
always clear. An a priori coding system (Crabtree & Miller, 1992; King, 1998) was iteratively
developed using theoretical ideas from the literature and the empirical data. In total, fourteen
specific approaches were identified. In the first stage of teachers’ moral learning, the coach
supports teachers to express the questions, doubts and uncertainties arising from their daily
teaching experience. In this initial stage, four coaching approaches were found: creating a safe
space for learning in the PLC; providing structure for learning in which the coach makes
explicit the roles of both the coach and teacher and explains the methods to be used; asking
open-ended and follow-up questions to encourage responses that are more specific to give
words to the teachers’ experiences; non-judgemental, attentive listening with attention to
nuance and (subtle) non-verbal signals that could indicate misconception, disagreement or
confusion.
The second stage of teachers’ moral learning refers to supporting teachers to become
aware of their own frames of reference that shape a particular interpretation of an experience.
First of all, the coach facilitates critical reflection, meaning the coach supports the teachers in
seeking out the (implicit) frames of reference. The coach actively listens to what teachers
strive for and what they consider important for their pupils. Subsequently, the coach brings
these into the reflective process by asking ‘slow’ questions: these are questions that require
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teachers to think and reflect before answering. Finally, the coach traces distorted or
incongruent reasoning by inviting teachers to explore their arguments that shows
incongruities within the video fragment shown.
Stage three of moral learning focuses on supporting teachers critically examining the
taken-for-granted frames of reference through critical reflection and dialogue with peers. Four
approaches were found: creating a safe space for vulnerability, meaning the coach is aware
that critical reflection on taken-for-granted frames of reference requires courage from the
teacher to step into the unknown; encouraging critical reflection which focuses on the
validation of frames of reference for teaching practice; using diversity of participant
perspectives by monitoring beliefs, judgements and disagreement, and then bringing these
together in the dialogical and reflective process; asking revealing questions, meaning that
coaches’ questions focus on identifying the meaning of beliefs, assessing arguments, and
finding or developing a common ground for the meaning of perspectives or building a new
perspective.
Stage four focuses on supporting teachers to develop a more thoughtful understanding
of frames of reference, creating a broader, new or different view on teachers’ moral practice.
First of all, a coach supports new modes of thought and action that enable teachers to change
their perspectives, generate new ideas and experiment with alternatives. Subsequently,
coaches ask transformative questions to encourage teachers to explore ideas and use their
imaginations to generate possible ways of acting.
Overall, coaches’ approaches consisted of using well-designed and critical questions
in each stage of learning. The focus of these questions differed in each stage of learning.
Beyond these approaches, the findings also indicate some overall characteristics of how
coaches strive to promote moral learning and how they perceive their role as coaches. These
characteristics are: (1) an attitude of openness and being self-critical, (2) motivation to make a
difference in teaching practice, (3) valuing the diversity of perspectives, and (4) awareness of
one’s power as coach. By integrating coaching approaches and coaches' attitudes, a model
was created (figure 6.1), to describe coaches' support that enables teachers' moral learning in a
PLC.
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Discussion
Chapter 7
With the framework for teachers' moral learning developed for this study, it was possible to
study how teachers’ frames of reference – i.e. the interrelated aspects of thoughts, feelings,
beliefs and values – play a role in what teachers consider best for pupils. The four empirical
studies signify that teachers' moral learning contributes to the disclosure, exploration and
development of frames of reference. The range of issues the studies have explored supports
this: teachers' experiences, moral concerns and moral values, moral beliefs and motives, and
reflection and dialogue. Likewise, these range of issues provided insight into how teachers
primarily consider the moral meaning of their teaching.
The moral meaning of teaching
Teachers’ moral values
The findings of this study show that the participating teachers had a strong ambition to
achieve the goals of the lessons and the learning outcomes. Most teachers were particularly
concerned with the question how to respond in a responsible way during the lesson and they
tended to be less concerned about what their teaching would bring about for their pupils.
Moral values were found while teachers expressed their concerns, beliefs and motives in the
PLC.
We used Veugelers’ (2007) framework of three clusters of moral values as an
analytical lens. The participating teachers interpreted their experience of several moral values:
taking responsibility for pupils’ learning and development, building behaviour appropriate for
learning, and striving for the participation of all pupils. Teachers differed in the way moral
values played a role in their considerations of what was in the best interests of pupils. Moral
values were found to overlap or be subordinate to one another, and were in a constant
dialogue. The findings are in line with Campbell’s (2008) argument that teachers do not apply
one single coherent moral value in a particular situation, and that teachers differ in their
practice of moral values while teaching. This results in different impacts for pupils.
Each teacher tries to find his or her own way to act in what he or she considers the best
interests of pupils. In great part, the results confirm the existing findings in literature that
teachers do not knowingly use moral values in their practice, and teachers are not aware of the
moral messages and implications of their actions (e.g. Tirri, Toom, & Husu, 2013). In our
study, it was found that in the areas of pupils' attitude and class climate, teachers do not
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automatically reflect on the impact of their actions on pupils. However, in the area of teachers'
professional role, teachers showed an awareness of the implications of their actions for their
teaching and pupils.
We studied teachers' moral values as three interrelated aspects of moral teaching:
moral concerns, moral beliefs (Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011), and teachers' motives (DarlingHammond, 1990; Solomon, Watson, & Battistich, 2001). This approach provides an example
that can be used to know more about how moral values play a role in teachers’ decisions in
daily practice and how teachers understand their role important for pupils.
Teachers’ social engagement
Our findings of the second and third empirical studies demonstrate an increased awareness of
teachers' frames of reference and their meaning for teaching practice, which indicates that
teachers’ learning is mainly personally oriented (Mezirow, 1995). The findings on teachers’
moral concerns and moral values (chapter 3), show that teachers' reflection also regards social
consciousness without recognizing it as such. This became explicit in the moral value of
social commitment that appeared in all three areas of teachers' moral concern, from the more
social-psychological empathy and care for their pupils (Noddings, 2008) to the more socialpolitical aspect of solidarity (Freire, 1973), addressing diversity and inclusion of all pupils.
Teachers’ moral considerations reflect a desire to enable all pupils to participate in
educational activities, wherein the classroom becomes a place of more equality for all pupils
to learn. Nevertheless, this indicates that a social orientation, even if it is close to teachers’
experiences, is not naturally included in teachers’ reflective process. Teachers are more
engaged with daily pedagogical issues and seem less engaged with social issues.
Teachers’ moral language
The participating teachers openly examined and questioned their own frames of reference in
terms of the impact on pupils by posing critical questions. Knowing and understanding one’s
own frames of reference, including moral values, provides input for a (developing)
professional moral language which can be used to discuss educational viewpoints and to
address the moral meaning of teaching in professional development programmes. Teacher
educators could play a significant role in posing questions as to what is best for pupils and
what teaching will bring about in society. After all, as Kemmis and Smith (2008) pointed out,
making teachers familiar with diverse moral viewpoints can start by being initiated into such
practices by their teacher educators.
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These findings, together with the broadness of questions of motives and beliefs, could
contribute to bringing questions of the moral meaning of teaching into discussions about
education and teachers' own profession. Understanding how teachers consider the moral
meaning of teaching and weigh up and combine moral values can contribute, for example, to
discussions about equal learning opportunities, inclusive education, or tuning into the
diversity of pupils. For example, teachers who draw upon moral values like autonomy,
discipline and good behaviour for learning are likely to use different words in a discussion
about addressing diversity from teachers who mainly draw upon more socially oriented moral
values such as care, empathy, self-esteem and striving for the participation of all pupils.
Theoretical relevance
The theoretical relevance of this study is the exploration, and especially the integration, of
two theoretical perspectives: moral teaching, and a value-loaded and critical learning theory.
These perspectives have informed and been integrated into a framework for teachers' moral
learning. This framework is built from the notion that the moral meaning of teaching is
always present in teachers' actions and is related to the concept of teaching morally, as
pointed out by Fenstermacher et al. (2009). This study demonstrates that moral learning
contributes to an increased awareness of the moral meaning of teaching, and can be
reasonably applied by other teachers. Our dialogical tool (critical reflexive dialogue) has
associated this responsibility of teachers with questions to provoke critical reflection, which
makes it possible to reflect on what teachers’ actions might bring about for pupils.
Supporting teachers’ moral learning is unique due to its specific focus on teachers’
daily practice experiences, including values and beliefs, which is different from considering
learning as only about knowledge or skills. The theoretical underpinnings of coaching
approaches in teachers’ own school contexts are not always clear (Benzies & Mowat, 2012).
The conceptual framework for moral learning and its complementary framework for moral
coaching developed in this study offer theoretical foundations of coaching approaches and
valuable guidelines for coaches who attempt to address moral learning in their coaching.

Practical implications
Moral learning offers valuable guidelines to address complex discussions in an environment
in which a diversity of viewpoints prevails. We argue that it is important to reflect on
substantive claims of what is in the best interests of pupils and to discuss these with
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substantiated worldviews on humanity and educational objectives. For teachers, this starts
with knowing and understanding their frames of reference, and explaining to themselves, to
their pupils, to their colleagues and others involved (e.g. parents, school inspectorate,
professional community) what they consider to be pupils’ best interests and why this is the
case.
This study has shown that teachers develop a moral language by expressing concerns,
thoughts, beliefs and motives, and that this language is helpful in such a dialogue. Teachers
can develop a more or less comprehensive professional moral language by participating in
dialogues with other professions and by crossing the boundaries of their own school context
in terms of what matters in teaching. Moral learning may also improve teachers’ abilities to
argue, make decisions, solve problems and assess consequences related to their pupils.
Further research
As this study focused on teachers' experiences and how they make sense of their interactions
with pupils through reflection on their experiences, no statements can be made about how
teachers’ moral learning has changed their actions in practice. Detailed studies of classroom
observations may be beneficial to focus on the transformation of learning outcomes and to
explore how teachers act in their teaching practice.
The framework for moral learning can also be used in the context of more specific
moral and citizenship education theories, in which teachers study different theoretical moral
frameworks that can help them to investigate their own experiences and beliefs.
The emotional dimension of moral learning could be studied further. After all, learning
aimed as a shift in one's frames of reference uncomfortable feelings can arouse. Still, the
participating teachers were mostly positive about their learning and change, which may
indicate that teachers avoid dealing with ambiguities. It may be that a teacher is unable to
cope with complexity or to understand what is happening. An in-depth case study into the
emotional dimension of moral learning could be studied further.
The coaches in this study had a dual role, as coaches encouraging teachers’ moral
learning and as colleague teachers. This double role has both strengths and limitations. Some
limitations may occur when issues of power, lack of motivation or trust arise. Further research
into power issues, taking into account teachers’ perspectives on the impact of coaches’
approaches, might offer additional and enriched views on supporting moral learning in a
dynamic relationship.
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To acknowledge the complexity of coaches’ knowledge, skills and attitudes needed to
support moral learning for teachers, more practice-based training is desirable (e.g. Loughran,
2013). The notion that coaches learn from collaborating with those they coach, and from
critical self-reflection on their own coaching practice (Simpson et al., 2007), could be studied
further. Interviews, either as a single method or alongside observations, could help examine
the development of a larger group of coaches, as well as the growth, over time, in
performance and perceptions of coaching teachers’ moral learning and the coach’s role.
Likewise, taking into account teachers’ perspectives on the impact of the coaches’ approaches
might offer additional and enriched views on supporting moral learning.
Final remark
Attention to the moral meaning of teaching is increasing. Schools are looking for educational
approaches that increase social justice and a democratic society. Nowadays, teachers are
confronted with social issues that affect discussion on the teachers' profession: for example,
social problems and conflicting viewpoints on what is considered the 'moral good' can
sometimes culminate in extreme violence and humanitarian problems. Teachers' profession
becomes even more complex and vulnerable. Teacher-educators, schools and teachers could
benefit from incorporating moral learning into professional learning programmes. The current
study provides an approach that can contribute to such learning, particularly given its unique
combination of a practical lens, critical dialogue by discussing taken-for-granted frames of
reference, collaboration, and approaches to support such learning underpinned by theory.
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Samenvatting

Inleiding
Dit proefschrift betreft een kwalitatief onderzoek naar het leren van leraren. Het leren gaat
over de morele betekenis van het onderwijs. In totaal namen 29 leraren deel aan het
onderzoek, waarvan 21 leraren werkzaam waren in de zesde, zevende of achtste klas van het
primair onderwijs en acht leraren werkzaam in de eerste of tweede klas van het secundair
speciaal onderwijs. De centrale onderzoeksvraag van dit proefschrift is: Wat zijn de morele
referentiekaders van leraren en (hoe) kunnen de referentiekaders van leraren inzichtelijk
worden gemaakt, onderzocht en ontwikkeld door middel van een proces van moreel leren? Dit
proefschrift onderzoekt hoe leraren de morele betekenis van hun lesgeven begrijpen en hoe
een proces van moreel leren leraren kan ondersteunen met de morele betekenis van hun
praktijk.
Probleemomschrijving
Hoofdstuk 1
In dit proefschrift is de morele betekenis van onderwijs benaderd als iets wat altijd aanwezig
is in het handelen van leraren in de manier waarop zij, bewust of onbewust, morele
boodschappen aan hun leerlingen overbrengen (bijv. Buzzelli & Johnston, 2002; Campbell,
2008, Carr, 1992; Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011). De morele betekenis van lesgeven heeft
betrekking op het leren van leerlingen om ze voor te bereiden op hun toekomst en op de
ontwikkeling van leerlingen tot morele burgers in een democratische samenleving
(bijvoorbeeld Biesta, 2006; Sockett, 1993). Scholen zijn immers plaatsen waar democratisch
samenleven kan worden beoefend en leerlingen gestimuleerd kunnen worden om goede en
empathische wereldburgers te worden (bijvoorbeeld Husu & Tirri, 2007). Voor leraren is dit
best complex omdat zij moeten afstemmen op de directe behoeften van leerlingen en
tegelijkertijd moeten nadenken over wat hun handelen teweegbrengt in de ontwikkeling van
leerlingen naar volwassen burgers (Van Manen, 1994). Door deze wisselwerking tussen
onderwijs en samenleving zijn behalve vragen over wat het beste voor leerlingen is, ook
vragen relevant waar onderwijs voor is en wat een goede samenleving is (De Ruyter & Kole,
2010).
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Hoewel leraren zich niet altijd bewust zijn van de morele boodschappen en gevolgen
van hun handelen, hebben zij wel morele ideeën over wat zij beschouwen als goed voor
leerlingen (bijvoorbeeld. Jackson, Boostrom, & Hansen, 1993; Tirri, Toom, & Husu, 2013).
Deze ideeën worden ook beïnvloed door wat derden (school, inspectie, overheid) van leraren
verwachten. Ook kunnen opvattingen over wat het goede is voor leerlingen verschillen tussen
leraren, omdat elke leraar de betekenis van onderwijs en lesgeven vanuit verschillende
referentiekaders begrijpt. Een referentiekader is het collectief van aannames waarmee
ervaringen worden geïnterpreteerd en begrepen en omvat gedachten, gevoelens, patronen,
overtuigingen en waarden (Mezirow, 2007). De referentiekaders van leraren zijn meestal
impliciet en blijven daardoor vaststaande opvattingen van wat als het goede voor leerlingen
wordt gezien (Mezirow, 2003; Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011). Inzicht in de eigen
referentiekaders en begrijpen hoe deze de interpretaties van de interacties met leerlingen
beïnvloeden, vormen de kern van het raamwerk voor moreel leren.
Om de referentiekaders van leraren te kunnen bestuderen, hebben we gekozen voor
een 'real life research approach' waarin ervaringen uit het echte leven centraal staan
(bijvoorbeeld Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Van Manen, 1999). Eerder onderzoek op het gebied
van moreel onderwijs is minder gericht op de dagelijkse praktijk van leraren (Campbell, 2008;
Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2005; Oser, 1994) en weerspiegelt ook niet het daadwerkelijke denken
van leraren (Hansen, 1998).
Als eerste werd een theoretische studie uitgevoerd om het begrip, het inzicht en de
kennis die zijn opgedaan uit de theoretische en empirische literatuur over het leren van leraren
te kaderen en te verbinden met de morele praktijk van lesgeven.
Hoofdstuk 2
Dit hoofdstuk gaat in op de eerste deelvraag: Wat zijn kenmerken van een leerprogramma dat
leraren ondersteunt bij de morele betekenis van hun onderwijs?
Vanuit de literatuur werden vier hoofdkenmerken voor een moreel leerprogramma
onderscheiden. Ten eerste moet het leerproces ruimte bieden voor de vragen, twijfels en
onzekerheden van leraren, die zich voor doen in de interacties van leraren met leerlingen
(Campbell, 2008; Korthagen, 2010). Het tweede kenmerk heeft betrekking op de
referentiekaders van leraren, omdat referentiekaders de basis vormen voor het interpreteren
van ervaringen. Het derde kenmerk betreft kritische reflectie en dialoog met collega’s over de
invloed van referentiekaders op de beslissingen die leraren nemen (Mezirow, 2008). Deze
vorm van leren wordt meestal georganiseerd in een professionele leergemeenschap (PLG) met
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professionals die elk verschillende referentiekaders hebben. Het leren in een PLG is dan een
sociaal proces waarin kennis wordt geconstrueerd in een specifieke context (Lave & Wenger,
1991).
Het vierde kenmerk gaat over het resultaat van moreel leren dat in deze studie is
geduid als het verkrijgen van een meer doordacht referentiekader dat leraren kan helpen om
inzicht en een beter begrip te krijgen van de morele betekenis van hun onderwijs.
De kenmerken vanuit de literatuur werden omgevormd tot een raamwerk met vier
fasen voor moreel leren. Elke leerfase houdt verband met specifieke activiteiten die leraren
ondernemen bij het leren: (1) het onderzoeken van vragen, twijfels en onzekerheden die
voortkomen uit ervaringen in hun interacties met leerlingen, (2) bewust worden van de
referentiekaders die van invloed zijn op de interpretatie van de ervaring, (3) kritisch
onderzoeken van de als vanzelfsprekend beschouwde referentiekaders en de betekenis ervan
voor de onderwijspraktijk, (4) creëren van een bredere, nieuwe of andere kijk op de morele
onderwijspraktijk door verandering in referentiekaders.
Bevindingen van de empirische studies
Hoofdstuk 3
Dit hoofdstuk gaat in op de tweede onderzoeksvraag: Wat zijn de morele ervaringen waar
leraren bij betrokken zijn in hun dagelijkse onderwijspraktijk? Ook de derde onderzoeksvraag
werd onderzocht: Hoe komen morele waarden voor in het proces van morele betekenisgeving
van leraren?
De waargenomen vragen en spanningen van leraren in hun interacties met leerlingen
werden bestudeerd. Er werden zeven PLG’s met in totaal 28 bijeenkomsten geobserveerd
waarin leraren de vragen en spanningen over hun ervaringen bespraken. Dit leverde 34
ervaringen op waarop een kwalitatieve inhoudsanalyse (Elo & Kyngas, 2007) is toegepast. De
studie toont aan dat de morele zorgen van de deelnemende leraren zich voordeden in drie
verschillende gebieden van interacties met leerlingen: (1) de houding van leerlingen: dit
gebied verwijst naar wat leraren opmerken over de betrokkenheid van leerlingen bij de lessen
en de opdrachten die leerlingen uitvoeren; (2) het pedagogisch klimaat in de klas en verwijst
naar de relatie tussen de leerlingen en de leraar en de relaties tussen de leerlingen onderling;
(3) het derde gebied betreft de professionele rol van leraren en gaat over de worstelingen en
twijfels over hoe te reageren in het belang van de leerlingen.
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We bestudeerden ook de morele waarden van leraren om te achterhalen hoe deze een
rol spelen bij het interpreteren van ervaringen. Daarbij hielden we rekening dat de morele
waarden meestal impliciet zijn (Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011), dat morele waarden
dubbelzinnige betekenissen kunnen hebben (Campbell, 2008) en dat waarden abstracte ideeën
zijn die moeten worden geoperationaliseerd en toegepast in specifieke situaties (bijvoorbeeld
Kristiansen & Hotte, 1996). De morele waarden van leraren werden gevonden in hun verhalen
terwijl ze hun morele zorgen uitten en hun ervaring bespraken in de PLG. De clusters van
morele waarden (Leenders, Veugelers, & De Kat, 2008; Veugelers, 2007) boden een
analytische lens waarin de morele waarden van leraren konden worden getraceerd in termen
van (a) autonomie, (b) discipline en (c) sociale betrokkenheid. Op het gebied van de houding
van leerlingen werd de morele waarde van autonomie concreet in het streven van leraren om
het gevoel van competentie en besluitvormingsvermogen van leerlingen te bevorderen. De
morele waarde van discipline weerspiegelt de inspanningen van leraren om goed leergedrag
op te bouwen, een positieve houding ten opzichte van het klasse leven verder te ontwikkelen
en samenwerkend leren te bevorderen. De morele waarde van sociale betrokkenheid betreft
het streven van de leraren om alle leerlingen de kans te geven actief betrokken te zijn bij een
programma of activiteit. Op het gebied van het pedagogisch klimaat in de klas bleek de
morele waarde van discipline gericht te zijn op erkenning van de waardigheid van anderen en
zorg voor leerlingen. De morele waarde van sociale betrokkenheid weerspiegelde het streven
van leraren naar de ontwikkeling van alle leerlingen. Op het gebied van de professionele rol
van leraren bleken de morele waarden van discipline en sociale betrokkenheid een hoge
verantwoordelijkheid te weerspiegelen over het leren van leerlingen en de bereidheid van
leraren om rekening te houden met de gevolgen van hun handelen, gedachten en gevoelens
voor leerlingen.
Hoofdstuk 4
Dit hoofdstuk gaat in op de reflectie van de leraren in de PLG en houdt verband met de vierde
onderzoeksvraag: Hoe ontwikkelt de reflectie van leraren zich met behulp van een kritische
reflexieve dialoog in professionele leergemeenschappen met collega’s? Daarnaast wordt de
vijfde onderzoeksvraag beantwoord: Hoe kan de moreel-politieke dimensie worden
onderscheiden in de kritische reflectie van leraren? Eerst werd onderzocht hoe leraren
individueel betekenisgeven aan de ervaring en vervolgens of er een verschuiving in het type
van reflectie plaatsvond door dialoog in de PLG. De drie gebieden van de morele zorgen die
zijn afgeleid uit de eerste empirische studie – de houding van de leerlingen, het pedagogisch
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klimaat in de klas en de professionele rol van leraren – werden bestudeerd met behulp van
drie typen reflectie (Mezirow, 2003). Inhoudelijke reflectie heeft betrekking op het
onderwerp, bijvoorbeeld de strategie of methode die de leraar inzet om de doelen van de les te
bereiken. Reflectie vindt dan plaats binnen de bestaande kennis en perspectieven van de
leraar. Procesreflectie is het tweede type reflectie en richt zich op de gevoelens en gedachten
over een aanpak, methode of strategie van de leraar. Het derde type is kritische reflectie en
verwijst naar reflectie van leraren op hun eigen handelen, beslissingen, ideeën, opvattingen en
waarden, waarbij deze openlijk worden onderzocht op de betekenis en impact ervan voor
leerlingen. Deze studie laat zien dat de individuele reflectie van leraren vooral plaats vond in
de typen inhoudelijke- en procesreflectie en dat kritische reflectie nauwelijks voor kwam.
Om kritische reflectie uit te lokken en om verschuivingen in de typen van reflectie te
bestuderen, is een methode van 'kritische reflexieve dialoog' ontwikkeld (De Keijzer et al.,
2015). Leraren raken meer betrokken bij kritische reflectie door middel van kritische dialoog
en collectief leren met collega's in de PLG. Er werden twee verschuivingen in het type
reflectie waargenomen. Een daarvan is een verschuiving van het onderwerp (inhoud) van
reflectie, bijvoorbeeld het gedrag van een leerling tijdens het uitvoeren van een opdracht naar
de zorgen van de leraar (proces) over de prestaties van leerlingen. De andere is een
verschuiving van inhoud of proces naar kritische reflectie. De reflectie richt zich dan op de
persoonlijke overtuigingen, waarden en normen van de leraar zelf in plaats van het gedrag of
gevoelens over het gedrag van de leerlingen.
Op basis van het werk van Brookfield (2004), Kelchtermans (2012) en Mezirow
(2003) werd kritische reflectie, die persoonlijke overtuigingen, waarden en normen als
onderwerp heeft, verder uitgebreid met de moreel-politieke dimensie. De moreel-politieke
oriëntatie in de reflectie van leraren betreft een begrip van onderwijspraktijken gebaseerd op
de opvattingen in de samenleving en de politiek over wat goed onderwijs maakt en hoe deze
opvattingen en visies de opvattingen van de belangen van leerlingen en de professionele rol
van leraren kunnen beïnvloeden. Dit onderzoek laat zien dat in gevallen waar de moreelpolitieke dimensie voorkomt in reflectie, deze ook voorkomt in kritische reflectie, maar vaak
zonder als zodanig geïdentificeerd te worden. Voor de deelnemende leraren was de invloed
van maatschappelijke en politieke waarden en normen op hun functioneren en reflectie niet
vanzelfsprekend. De bevindingen laten ook zien dat leraren niet noodzakelijk bewust zijn van
dergelijke maatschappelijke en politieke invloeden op hun professionele rol of op de status
van de beroepsgroep als geheel.
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Hoofdstuk 5
Dit hoofdstuk behandelt de zesde deelvraag: Wat zijn de morele leerresultaten van
leerkrachten in de context van een professioneel leerprogramma? Ook werd de zevende
deelvraag behandeld: Welke kenmerken van het programma vonden leraren waardevol en
waarom? Dit hoofdstuk gaat in op wat leraren hebben geleerd over hun referentiekaders, dat
wil zeggen de leerresultaten die zijn verkregen door moreel leren. Om de uitkomst van moreel
leren te kunnen vatten, helpt een kritische dialoog en reflectie over verschillen de leraren om
een beter begrip te krijgen van eigen referentiekaders. Daarom werden als onderdeel van het
onderzoek in elke PLG focusgroep interviews ingezet, waar peer feedback werd gebruikt om
betekenis te geven aan het leren. Alle leraren (29) gaven aan dat ze hadden geleerd en
veranderingen hadden doorgemaakt. Leraren gaven aan dat het leerprogramma leidde tot meer
inzicht in hun gedachten, overtuigingen en patronen in de manier waarop ze hun praktijk
ervaren. Er werden drie categorieën leerresultaten gevonden.
De eerste categorie verwijst naar een groter zelfbewustzijn van eigen referentiekaders,
inclusief bewustzijn van eigen oordelen, overtuigingen, gevoelens, behoeften, spanningen in
de lespraktijk en de beperkingen van eigen referentiekaders.
De tweede categorie van morele leerresultaten verwijst naar het openstaan voor andere
perspectieven en alternatieve manieren om naar de ervaringen te kijken; het voegt iets toe aan
de bestaande referentiekaders van leraren die er niet waren vóór het programma. Dit leidde tot
een grotere openheid om leerlingen meer ruimte en stem te geven; meer differentiatie in hun
benadering van leerlingen, zoals meer aandacht voor leerlingen die er zelf niet om vragen;
meer alternatieve manieren van handelen om af te stemmen op de diverse behoeften van
leerlingen; en vooral meer onderzoeken om te begrijpen wat er aan de hand is.
De derde categorie van morele leerresultaten verwijst naar een groter bewustzijn van
de eigen overtuigingen en hoe het eigen handelen van invloed is op leerlingen. Het betreft het
besef een rolmodel te zijn als leraar; kritisch bewustzijn van de eigen communicatie en
oordelen voor leerlingen; en inzicht in de invloed van het eigen handelen op de sfeer in de
klas.
Tijdens de interviews werd leraren ook gevraagd om uit te leggen wat heeft
bijgedragen aan het leren en wat ze nodig achtten om zichzelf verder te ontwikkelen als
morele leraar. Leraren gaven aan dat de geboden ondersteuning, een structuur voor leren en
de organisatie en afstemming van leeractiviteiten op de leerbehoeften van de school
belangrijke voorwaarden zijn voor hun leren. Het raamwerk van moreel leren stelde hen in
staat zich bewust te worden van hun verantwoordelijkheidsgevoel tegenover hun leerlingen.
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Bovendien hielp de kritische reflexieve dialoog hen om te bepalen wat zij belangrijk vinden
voor hun onderwijs en hoe zij zich verder kunnen ontwikkelen als morele leraren.
Hoofdstuk 6
Dit hoofdstuk geeft antwoord op de onderzoeksvraag: Wat zijn benaderingen van een coach
die het morele leren van leraren in professionele leergemeenschappen ondersteunen?
Het ondersteunen van het leren en ontwikkelen van leraren in de PLG was de taak van
een collega-leraar van dezelfde school. Hoewel veel leraren hun collega's binnen de school op
verschillende manieren coachten, was de theoretische onderbouwing niet altijd duidelijk
(Benzies & Mowat, 2012). Een a priori coderingssysteem (Crabtree & Miller, 1992; King,
1998) werd iteratief ontwikkeld met behulp van theoretische ideeën uit de literatuur en
empirische data. In totaal werden veertien specifieke coach benaderingen geïdentificeerd.
In de eerste fase van het morele leren van leraren ondersteunt de coach leraren bij het
uiten van vragen, twijfels en onzekerheden die voortkomen uit hun dagelijkse praktijk. In
deze fase werden vier coachingsbenaderingen gevonden: het creëren van een veilige
leerruimte in de PLG; het bieden van een leerstructuur waarin de coach de rollen van zowel
de coach als de leraar expliciet maakt en de te gebruiken methoden uitlegt; het stellen van
open vragen en vervolgvragen om antwoorden te verkrijgen die specifieker zijn om de
ervaringen te verwoorden; niet-oordelend, aandachtig luisteren met aandacht voor nuance en
(subtiele) non-verbale signalen die kunnen duiden op misvatting, onenigheid of verwarring.
De tweede fase van het morele leren verwijst naar het ondersteunen van leraren om
zich bewust te worden van hun eigen referentiekaders die een bepaalde interpretatie van een
ervaring vormen. Allereerst faciliteert de coach kritische reflectie, wat betekent dat de coach
de leraren ondersteunt bij het zoeken naar de (impliciete) referentiekaders. De coach luistert
actief naar waar leraren naar streven en wat zij belangrijk vinden voor hun leerlingen.
Vervolgens brengt de coach deze in het reflectieve proces door ‘langzame’ vragen te stellen:
dit zijn vragen waarvoor leraren moeten nadenken en reflecteren voordat ze antwoorden. Ten
slotte traceert de coach vervormde of incongruente redeneringen door leraren uit te nodigen
om hun argumenten te onderzoeken die incongruenties vertonen met bijvoorbeeld het
getoonde videofragment.
Fase drie van moreel leren is gericht op het ondersteunen van leraren bij het kritisch
onderzoeken van referentiekaders die als vanzelfsprekend worden aangenomen, door middel
van kritische reflectie en dialoog met collega’s. Er werden vier benaderingen gevonden: het
creëren van een veilige ruimte voor de kwetsbaarheid die kan ontstaan om vanzelfsprekende
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referentiekaders los te durven laten; het stimuleren van kritische reflectie; het gebruik maken
van diversiteit in perspectieven van leraren; het stellen van inzicht bevorderende vragen.
Fase vier van het leren is gericht op het ondersteunen van leraren om een beter begrip
van referentiekaders te ontwikkelen, waardoor een bredere, nieuwe of andere kijk op de
morele praktijk van leraren ontstaat. Allereerst ondersteunt een coach nieuwe denk- en
handelwijzen waarmee leraren hun perspectieven kunnen veranderen, nieuwe ideeën kunnen
genereren en met alternatieven kunnen experimenteren. Vervolgens stelt de coach
transformatieve vragen om leraren aan te moedigen ideeën te verkennen en hun
verbeeldingskracht te gebruiken om mogelijke manieren van handelen te genereren.
Over het algemeen bestonden de benaderingen van coaches uit het gebruik van goed
ontworpen en kritische vragen in elke leerfase. De focus van deze vragen verschilde per
leerfase. Naast de benaderingen van coaches, geven de bevindingen ook enkele algemene
kenmerken aan van hoe coaches ernaar streven moreel leren te bevorderen en hoe zij hun rol
als coach ervaren. Deze kenmerken zijn: een houding van openheid en zelfreflectie;
gemotiveerd om een verschil te maken in de lespraktijk; het waarderen van diversiteit in
perspectieven; bewustzijn van de macht als coach om invloed te hebben op het leerproces in
de PLG. Door deze benaderingen en attitudes van coaches te integreren, werd een model
gecreëerd om de ondersteuning van coaches te beschrijven die het moreel leren van leraren in
een PLG mogelijk maakt (figuur, 6.1).
De bevindingen laten ook de spanningen zien die de coaches ondervinden bij hun
ondersteuning. Deze maken duidelijk dat het ondersteunen van moreel leren niet altijd
gemakkelijk te implementeren is of te combineren met ander handelen. Ten eerste kan een
open en kritische houding van de coach soms botsen met het creëren van een veilige
leerruimte. Dit geeft aan welke verschillende rollen coaches moeten vervullen en dat het
belangrijk is om een evenwicht te vinden tussen die rollen. Coaches stuitten op ambiguïteit
tussen het bieden van veilige omgevingen en het aanmoedigen van kritische reflectie.
Conclusie en discussie
Hoofdstuk 7
Met het raamwerk van het moreel leren van leraren was het mogelijk om te onderzoeken hoe
de referentiekaders van leraren, dat wil zeggen de onderling gerelateerde aspecten van
gedachten, gevoelens, overtuigingen en waarden, een rol spelen in wat leraren beschouwen als
goed voor hun leerlingen. De vier empirische studies geven aan dat het morele leren van
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leraren bijdraagt aan het inzichtelijk maken, onderzoeken en ontwikkelen van
referentiekaders. De reeks kwesties die in de afzonderlijke studies zijn onderzocht
ondersteunen dit: ervaringen van leraren, morele zorgen en morele waarden, morele
overtuigingen en motieven en reflectie en dialoog. Dit gaf tevens inzicht in hoe leraren
primair nadenken over de morele betekenis van hun onderwijs.
De morele betekenis van lesgeven
Morele waarden van leraren
De bevindingen van dit onderzoek laten zien dat de deelnemende leraren een sterke ambitie
hadden om de doelen van de lessen en de leerresultaten te behalen. De meeste leraren waren
vooral bezorgd hoe ze tijdens de les op een verantwoorde manier konden reageren. Leraren
waren minder bezorgd over wat hun onderwijs voor hun leerlingen moest opleveren. Morele
waarden werden gevonden in de zorgen, overtuigingen en motieven die de leraren in de PLG
bespraken.
De deelnemende leraren interpreteerden hun ervaring vanuit verschillende morele
waarden: verantwoordelijkheid nemen voor het leren en ontwikkelen van leerlingen, positief
leergedrag ontwikkelen en het streven naar participatie van alle leerlingen. Leraren
verschillen in de manier waarop morele waarden een rol spelen in hun afwegingen over wat
zij als goed voor hun leerlingen beschouwen. Morele waarden blijken overlappend of
ondergeschikt aan elkaar te zijn en in constante dialoog. Zo werd de disciplinaire morele
waarde op het gebied van het pedagogisch klimaat in de klas (hoofdstuk 3) primair begrepen
als gehoorzaamheid: omgaan met de regels en afspraken. Door de leraar naar zijn motieven te
vragen, werd het echter duidelijk dat deze de erkenning van de waardigheid van anderen
omvatte, waarbij gehoorzaamheid voortkomt uit de empathie van een leraar voor leerlingen.
Deze bevindingen zijn in overeenstemming met het argument van Campbell (2008) dat
leraren niet één enkele coherente morele waarde toepassen in een bepaalde situatie en dat
leraren verschillen in hun praktijk van morele waarden tijdens het lesgeven. Dit resulteert in
verschillende effecten voor leerlingen.
Zoals onze bevindingen laten zien, probeert elke leraar zijn of haar eigen manier te
vinden om te handelen in wat hij of zij beschouwt als goed voor de leerlingen. De resultaten
bevestigen voor een groot deel de bestaande bevindingen in de literatuur, namelijk dat leraren
niet bewust morele waarden gebruiken in hun praktijk, noch dat zij zich bewust zijn van de
morele boodschappen en implicaties van hun handelen (bijvoorbeeld Tirri, Toom, & Husu,
2013). In ons onderzoek bleek dat leraren op het gebied van de houding van leerlingen en het
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pedagogisch klimaat in de klas niet automatisch nadenken over de impact van hun handelen
voor leerlingen. Op het gebied van de professionele rol van leraren toonden leraren zich
echter meer bewust van de implicaties van hun handelen voor hun onderwijs en leerlingen.
We hebben de morele waarden van leraren bestudeerd als drie onderling
samenhangende aspecten van de morele dimensie van het lesgeven: morele zorgen, morele
overtuigingen (Sanger & Osguthorpe, 2011) en de motieven van leraren (Darling-Hammond,
1990; Solomon, Watson, & Battistich, 2001). Deze benadering biedt een voorbeeld dat kan
worden gebruikt om meer te weten over hoe morele waarden een rol spelen bij de
beslissingen die leraren nemen voor hun leerlingen. Dit onderzoek biedt mogelijkheden om te
begrijpen hoe leraren hun belangrijke rol voor leerlingen invullen. We stellen hierbij dat
morele waarden alleen kunnen worden besproken als bepaalde gezichtspunten en niet bedoeld
zijn om voor te schrijven wat de ‘goede’ morele waarde zou zijn voor leerlingen in specifieke
situaties.
Sociale betrokkenheid van leraren
Onze bevindingen van de tweede en derde empirische studies tonen een toegenomen
bewustzijn aan van de referentiekaders van leraren en hun betekenis voor de lespraktijk, wat
erop wijst dat het leren van leraren voornamelijk persoonlijk georiënteerd is (Mezirow, 1995).
De bevindingen over de morele zorgen en morele waarden van leraren (hoofdstuk 3) laten
zien dat de reflectie van leraren ook betrekking heeft op sociaal bewustzijn zonder het als
zodanig te erkennen. Dit werd expliciet in de morele waarde van sociale betrokkenheid die op
alle drie de terreinen van de morele zorgen van leraren naar voren kwam, van de meer
sociaalpsychologische empathie en zorg voor hun leerlingen (Noddings, 2008) tot het meer
sociaal-politieke aspect van solidariteit (Freire, 1973), waarin de diversiteit en inclusie van
alle leerlingen en rol speelt. De morele overwegingen van leerkrachten weerspiegelen de wens
om alle leerlingen in staat te stellen deel te nemen aan onderwijsactiviteiten, waarbij het
klaslokaal een plaats wordt van meer gelijkheid voor alle leerlingen om te leren.
Desalniettemin geeft dit aan dat een sociale oriëntatie, zelfs als deze dicht bij de ervaringen
van leraren ligt, niet van nature deel uitmaakt van het reflectieproces van leraren. Leraren zijn
meer betrokken bij dagelijkse pedagogische kwesties en lijken minder betrokken bij sociale
kwesties.
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De morele taal van leraren
De deelnemende leraren hebben hun eigen referentiekaders onderzocht in termen van wat zij
als goed voor hun leerlingen beschouwen door middel van reflectie en dialoog. Het kennen en
begrijpen van de eigen referentiekaders, inclusief morele waarden, levert input voor een (zich
ontwikkelende) professionele morele taal die kan worden gebruikt om onderwijskundige
standpunten te bespreken en om de morele betekenis van lesgeven in
professionaliseringsprogramma's aan te pakken. Lerarenopleiders kunnen een belangrijke rol
spelen bij het stellen van vragen over wat goed is voor leerlingen en waar onderwijs voor
dient. Immers, zoals Kemmis en Smith (2008) opmerkten, kan het vertrouwd maken van
leraren met verschillende morele standpunten beginnen om door hun lerarenopleiders in
dergelijke praktijken te worden ingewijd.
Deze bevindingen, samen met de brede vraag naar motieven en overtuigingen, kunnen
bijdragen aan het betrekken van vragen over de morele betekenis van lesgeven in discussies
over het onderwijs en het eigen beroep van leraren. Inzicht in hoe leraren de morele betekenis
van lesgeven begrijpen en hoe zij morele waarden afwegen en combineren, kan bijvoorbeeld
bijdragen aan discussies over gelijke onderwijskansen, inclusief onderwijs of afstemming op
de diversiteit van leerlingen. Leraren die morele waarden als autonomie, discipline en goed
leerlinggedrag nastreven, zullen waarschijnlijk andere woorden gebruiken in een discussie
over het afstemmen op diversiteit dan leraren die voornamelijk putten uit meer sociaal
georiënteerde morele waarden zoals zorgzaamheid, empathie, zelfrespect en het streven naar
deelname van alle leerlingen.
Theoretische relevantie
De theoretische relevantie van deze studie is de verkenning en vooral de integratie van twee
theoretische perspectieven: moreel onderwijs, en een waarden geladen en kritische
leertheorie. Deze perspectieven zijn geïntegreerd in een raamwerk voor het moreel leren van
leraren. Dit raamwerk is opgebouwd vanuit het principe dat de morele betekenis van lesgeven
altijd aanwezig is in het handelen van leerkrachten en is hiermee gerelateerd aan het concept
van moreel lesgeven, zoals aangegeven door Fenstermacher et al. (2009). Dit onderzoek toont
aan dat moreel leren bijdraagt aan een groter bewustzijn van de morele betekenis van het
onderwijs en daardoor redelijkerwijs kan worden toegepast door anderen dan de bij dit
onderzoek betrokken leraren. De kritische reflexieve dialoog is hierbij ondersteunend en lokt
kritische reflectie uit, wat het mogelijk maakt om na te denken hoe eigen referentiekaders van
invloed zijn op de keuzes die leraren maken voor hun leerlingen.
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Het ondersteunen van het morele leren van leraren is uniek vanwege de specifieke
focus op de dagelijkse praktijkervaringen van leraren en de waarden en overtuigingen daarin,
wat iets anders is dan het aanleren van (nieuwe) kennis of vaardigheden. Het conceptuele
raamwerk voor moreel leren en het complementaire raamwerk voor morele coaching dat in
deze studie is ontwikkeld, bieden theoretische grondslagen voor coachingsbenaderingen en
waardevolle richtlijnen voor coaches die willen bijdragen aan moreel leren.
Praktische implicaties
Moreel leren biedt waardevolle richtlijnen om complexe discussies aan te pakken in een
omgeving waarin een diversiteit aan standpunten heerst. We stellen dat het belangrijk is om
na te denken over inhoudelijke claims over wat goed is voor leerlingen en om deze te
bespreken vanuit onderbouwde wereldbeelden over menselijkheid en educatieve
doelstellingen. Voor leerkrachten begint dit met het kennen en begrijpen van hun
referentiekaders om aan zichzelf, aan hun leerlingen, aan hun collega's en andere betrokkenen
(bijvoorbeeld ouders, schoolinspectie, beroepsgroep) uit te leggen wat zij beschouwen als
goed voor leerlingen en waarom zij denken dat dit het geval is.
Dit onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat leraren een morele taal ontwikkelen door zorgen,
gedachten, overtuigingen en motieven te uitten, en dat deze taal nuttig is in een dergelijke
dialoog. Leraren kunnen een min of meer alomvattende professionele morele taal ontwikkelen
door deel te nemen aan dialogen met andere beroepsgroepen en over de grenzen van hun
eigen school in termen van wat goed is voor leerlingen en het onderwijs. Moreel leren kan
ook het vermogen van leraren verbeteren om te argumenteren, beslissingen te nemen,
problemen op te lossen en de gevolgen van hun handelen voor hun leerlingen te beoordelen.
Verder onderzoek
Aangezien dit onderzoek zich concentreerde op de ervaringen van leraren en hoe zij hun
interacties met leerlingen begrijpen door reflectie op hun ervaringen, kunnen er geen
uitspraken worden gedaan over hoe het morele leren van leraren hun handelen in de praktijk
heeft veranderd. Gedetailleerd onderzoek van klasobservaties kan nuttig zijn om te focussen
op de transformatie van leerresultaten en om te onderzoeken hoe leraren handelen in hun
onderwijspraktijk.
Het raamwerk voor moreel leren kan ook worden gebruikt in de context van meer
specifieke vormen van moreel onderwijs en burgerschapsonderwijs, waarin leraren
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verschillende theoretische morele kaders bestuderen die hen kunnen helpen hun eigen
ervaringen en overtuigingen te onderzoeken.
De emotionele dimensie van moreel leren zou verder kunnen worden bestudeerd.
Leren gericht op het verschuiven van de referentiekaders kan immers ongemakkelijke
gevoelens oproepen. Toch waren de deelnemende leraren overwegend positief over hun
leerproces en verandering, wat erop kan duiden dat leraren het omgaan met onduidelijkheden
vermijden. Het kan ook zijn dat een leraar niet in staat is om met complexiteit om te gaan of
om te begrijpen wat er gebeurt. Een diepgaande casestudy naar de emotionele dimensie van
moreel leren zou hierin verder inzicht kunnen geven.
De coaches in dit onderzoek hadden een dubbele rol, als coaches die het moreel leren
van leraren ondersteunden en als collega-leraren. Deze dubbele rol heeft voordelen maar ook
enkele beperkingen. Beperkingen kunnen zich voordoen als er problemen zijn met macht,
gebrek aan motivatie of vertrouwen. Verder onderzoek naar machtskwesties, rekening
houdend met de perspectieven van leraren op de impact van de benaderingen van coaches,
zou aanvullende en verrijkte inzichten kunnen opleveren over het ondersteunen van moreel
leren in een dynamische relatie.
Om de complexiteit te erkennen van de kennis, vaardigheden en attitudes van coaches
die nodig zijn om moreel leren voor leraren te ondersteunen, is meer praktijkgerichte training
wenselijk (bijvoorbeeld Loughran, 2013). Het idee dat coaches leren door samen te werken
met degenen die ze coachen en door kritische zelfreflectie op hun eigen coaching (Simpson
e.a., 2007), kan verder worden bestudeerd. Interviews, als een enkele methode of aangevuld
met observaties, kunnen helpen bij het onderzoeken van de ontwikkeling van een grotere
groep coaches, evenals de groei, in de loop van de tijd, in prestaties en percepties van het
morele leren van coachende leraren en de rol van de coach. Evenzo kunnen de perspectieven
van leraren op de impact van de benaderingen van de coaches aanvullende en verrijkte
inzichten bieden over het ondersteunen van moreel leren.
Slotopmerking
De aandacht voor de morele betekenis van lesgeven neemt toe. Scholen zijn op zoek naar
onderwijskundige benaderingen die de sociale rechtvaardigheid en democratisch samenleven
vergroten. Tegenwoordig worden leraren geconfronteerd met sociale kwesties die de discussie
over het beroep van leraren beïnvloeden: zo kunnen sociale problemen en tegenstrijdige
standpunten over wat als het 'morele goed' wordt beschouwd, soms uitmonden in extreem
geweld en humanitaire problemen. Het beroep van leraar wordt hierdoor nog complexer en
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kwetsbaarder. Lerarenopleiders, scholen en leraren kunnen er baat bij hebben om moreel leren
op te nemen in professionele leerprogramma's. De huidige studie biedt een benadering die kan
bijdragen aan dergelijk leren, met name gezien de unieke combinatie van een praktische lens,
kritische dialoog door het bespreken van als voor waar aangenomen referentiekaders,
samenwerking en benaderingen om dergelijk leren te ondersteunen op basis van theorie.
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Dankwoord
Het in de praktijk brengen van moreel leren voor leraren is met dit promotieonderzoek een
waar voorrecht geweest. Ik maakte deel uit van een eigen professionele leergemeenschap met
zeer betrokken (co) promotoren, mede-onderzoekers, collega’s, leraren en leraar-coaches en
natuurlijk ook vrienden en familie. Wanneer ik mijn eigen moreel leren interpreteer in termen
van ‘het goede doen’ om dit proefschrift te kunnen voltooien zijn ook voor mij reflectie en
kritische dialoog de sleutelbegrippen zoals deze zijn uitgewerkt in dit proefschrift. Mijn eigen
moreel leerproces heeft zonder meer betrekking op de ondersteunende, stimulerende en
constructief confronterende dialogen die ik gedurende het promotietraject met mijn
promotoren Wiel Veugelers, Gaby Jacobs en Jacqueline van Swet heb mogen voeren. Zij
gingen steeds opnieuw de kritische dialoog met mij aan en stimuleerden mij om mijn denken
te versterken en keuzes aan te scherpen. Tevens hebben de vele dialogen met hen de
inhoudelijke thematiek van mijn proefschrift versterkt en was de kritische en constructieve
feedback op tussenproducten in verschillende stadia van het onderzoeksproces van
onschatbare waarde voor de afronding van het promotieonderzoek. Het proefschrift is nu een
feit. Ik ben hen daarvoor zeer erkentelijk.
Ook vele anderen hebben een waardevolle bijdrage geleverd om het proefschrift te
kunnen voltooien. Ook naar hen wil ik hier graag een woord van dank uitspreken. Ten eerste
wil ik alle leraren en leraar-coaches die hebben deelgenomen aan het onderzoek bedanken
voor hun medewerking en betrokkenheid. Zonder al deze betrokkenen was dit onderzoek niet
tot stand gekomen. Speciaal wil ik hierbij de enorme inzet en leergierigheid van de leraarcoaches benoemen en ook de collega’s van de onderzoeksgroep in het RAAK-project. Ritie
van Rooijen, heel speciale dank gaat uit naar jou. Je was mijn maatje om mijn gedachten te
verdiepen en om onzekerheden te overwinnen tijdens dit traject. Samen optrekken in de
voorbereidingen voor de professionaliseringsbijeenkomsten voor de leraar-coaches, het
schrijven van diverse vakpublicaties en vooral ook samen lachen en delen van humorvolle
verhalen. Ik had het nooit kunnen afhandelen zonder onze gesprekken in Utrecht, Gorinchem
en bij de diverse congressen. Mijn grote dank daarvoor.
Ik wil mijn werkgever Fontys OSO bedanken voor het bieden van de mogelijkheid tot
promoveren op een onderwerp dat mij nauw aan het hart ligt. Ook deelname aan de
kenniskring ‘de beroepsethiek van de leraar’ van Wouter Sanderse en alle activiteiten die
daaruit voortvloeiden waren zeer leerzaam en boden een inspirerend platform voor het
aanscherpen van mijn denken voor het onderzoeksthema. Ik dank ook Fontys collega’s die
voor mij van betekenis waren in het doorlopen van het promotietraject. Als eerste wil ik Karin
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Diemel bedanken, samen oplopend in het proces van promoveren was zij een maatje en
critical friend die het voortdurend balanceren tussen werk, privé en promoveren als geen
ander begrijpt. Ook veel dank aan Linda van den Bergh, de huidige lector van Fontys OSO,
zij heeft met daadkrachtige en ferme stappen het onderzoekproces van het RAAK-project
geleid en ruimte geboden aan het onderwerp van mijn proefschrift. Ook dank aan Ilonka van
der Sommen en Angeline van der Kamp, als duo partners in de begeleiding van de studenten
boden zij mij alle ruimte om het moreel leren in praktijk te brengen. Verder dank aan de
collega promovendi van de Graduate School van de leerstoelgroep Educatie van Wiel
Veugelers op de UvH voor de interactieve kennisdeling en kritische reflecties. Enorme dank
aan Joop Kuijs die, zonder mij persoonlijk te kennen, heeft bijgedragen aan het schrijfproces
en Engelse taalvaardigheid.
Last but not least, Dolf, mijn echtgenoot, die achter mijn wens ging staan en mij de
vrijheid liet om een promotietraject aan te gaan. Hij heeft me meer dan vooraf bedacht moeten
afstaan aan mijn onderzoek in weekenden en vakanties maar bleef onlosmakelijk mijn steun
en toeverlaat. Ook zorgde hij voor de nodige relativering en ontspanning wanneer frustratie en
wanhoop bij mij hoogtij vierden. Zijn ondersteuning, geduld en rotsvast vertrouwen dat het
me zou lukken zijn van onschatbare waarde gebleken.
Ik wil deze publicatie opdragen aan onze kinderen Sophie en Daan en schoondochter Jaël. In
het bijzonder aan onze kleindochter Malu Zoë. Zij staat aan het begin van haar leerproces en
haar schooltijd. Ik hoop dat zij leraren en opvoeders treft die moreel leren in praktijk weten te
brengen.
Tot slot een woord van dank voor allen die op welke manier dan ook hebben bijgedragen aan
de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift en die ik niet met name heb genoemd.
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